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FORECAST
Mostly clear today and Tues­
day. A few cloudy periods Tues­
day afternoon and evening. Re­
maining very warm. Winds light, 
becoming southerly 15 in the 
main valleys Tuesday.
The Daily Courier HIGH AND LOWLow tonight and high Tuesday at Kelowna 45 and 80. Tempera­tures recorded Saturday 43 and 
73. Sunday 46 and 78.





VCs To Meet 
Royal Couple
VERNON. B.C. (CP'-M ayor 
Frank Becker of Vernon wants 
to know if there are any Victoria 
Cross holders living in the Oka­
nagan Valley or Kootenay areas. 
If there are they will be invited 
to meet Queen Elizabeth and 
Prince Philio a t Vernon on Julv 
11.
DRUG TOPIC '
HARRISON 1IOT SPRINGS. 
B.C. tCP •—The supply of drugs 
i to pensioners and social welfare 
clients is among the topics schcd- 
I uled for discussion at the throe- j 
| day convention of the British Co-' 
i lumbia Pharmaceutical Associa-; 
‘tion which begins here June 10.!
SCHOOL EXPANSION I
I j NANAIMO 'CP' — Recreation
II Minister Earle Westwood forc- 
! casts vocational schools sup­
ported by the provincial and fed-
; oral governments in "every large 
i centre in British Columbia.” He 
.made the remark at a gradua­
tion banquet held last week for 
Nanaimo's vocational training 
school.
Labor Board OKs 
CLC Fruit Union
Valley Area
FIRE KNOCKS OUT 'PHONES 
IN EAST KAMLOOPS AREA
KAMLOOPS (C P)—More than 1,475 telephones 
in eastern Kamloops were put out of service Sunday 
when fire destroyed a private garage and the flames 
burned out four overhead cables.
Some 1,200 phones were still out early today. Work­
men expected to have the lines repaired by nightfall.
HEGATTA PITCH . . . First 
Unofficial pitch amid Kelowna 
City Park flowers for the 53r ’ 
International Regatta was 
made above today when Lady-
of - the - Lake Sharon Bunco 
'centre' and her princesses, 
Cynthia Russo (left' and Jean 
Hill 'right' posed with Regatta 
cap for Courier cameraman
Kent Stevenson. The girls, en­
ticed down to the park by 
brilliant Okanagan sunshine, 
are confident the Valley’s fam­
ed weather will continue fair
now until after the annual Big 
Splash, August 12 to 15 inclu­
sive. — 'Courier photo—prints 
available.)
OLDSTER INJURED
i ABBOTSFORD, B.C. (C P '-A  
Vancouver grandmother was fa­
tally injured Sunday ■ when the 
! car she was riding with five
:S he4 l ^ » ^ i t h f KRESTP B.C. ‘CP' — A
here. Police said it was a m a z i n g -  year - old Sons of Freedom 
the rest of the familv was not Doukhoboi with a message of 




By GEORGE W. INGLIS 1 Only 26 of the veterans from j land, . Imperial, Canadian andi 
Dally Courier Staff Writer j Kamloops Kelowna’. Salmon ;South AfriCan units in thc battle; !
v  a it# t aadc xj Arm, Westbaiik and Vernon an -|.. . .KAMLOOPS -  Heat - choked, wcredthe annualroll,caUSatur lthey were simply a group of:
memories of the sun-seared! day, with nine more in hospital j grand old men with a common |
vlcdt. . |and two from Revelstoke . who'l bond of service.
Names of famous Canadian 
regiments like th e , RCR’s, the 
CMR’s, the LSH’s mingled with 
names like “Baden Powell’s 
Mounted : Police,” Oxfor and
This was thc bill of fare dished .sa^  they were ‘ too old.”
up at Kamloops Canadian Legion | s p a r k -PLUG
branch Saturday, to a “thin grey! Zestful Bill p himPs 0f Kam- 
line of “veterans of the South: loops, spark-plug of the vets,
African. .joined with Kamloops' Legion
Ranging in age from 94-year- j president Les Shellard and . B u c k s ,  Imperial Yeomanry, 
old Harry Rye, still a mean man; George Bowers, one of ’ the 'Scots Guards, Argyle and Slither-j 
with a tin whistle or a moutlii three-man brother combination I land Highlanders, and the,
organ, to “youngster” Walter | of South- African vets, in wclcom- Glamorganshire Imperial Yeo-i 
Gosse of Kamloops, a beaming jing the contingents.
76, the veterans worked their j Before sitting down • to the 
way from . Green Point camp on j luscious banquet prepared by the 
the Cape of Good Hope north todadies auxiliary to the branch, 
rolling veldt of the Transvaal [the veterans relaxed with mem- 
and back again, in memory. lories. Representing New Zea-
MAYBE HE'S JUST 
AGIN SPACE RIDES
BRANTFORD, Ont. (CP) — 
Unlike Able and Baker, the 
two monkeys who rode a mis­
sile into the stratosphere, Joe 
won’t come down.
He has been up a tree since 
Friday and has looked, down 
his pug nose at bananas of­
fered by . his owner, 13-year- 
old Gary Thomson.
He has even scorned deli­
cacies^,such as dew worms. A 
fluffy'orange - colored kitten 
used as a lure didn’t entice 
-biri .̂ .. . . . . . . . . r
Joe ran up the trqp when 
he became frightened while 
out for a walk with Gary.
RESCUE CHAMPS
j CUMBERLAND, B.C. 'CP ' — 
Jack Thompson's British Colum- 
j bia champion draegermen Satur- 
jday won the right to represent 
(Vancouver Island at Kamloops 
[ in the B.C. first aid and mine 
• rescue competitions later this 
[.month. A n o t h e r  Cumberland 
| team, Dave Bell's first aid 
[group, won the grand aggregate 
|in 'th e ’'competition and will also 




The newly-formed B.C. 
Interior. Fruit and Vege­
table Workers Union, local 
1572 (CLC), has b e e n  
granted bargaining rights in 
virtually all plants formerly 
certified with the union's 
predecessor, thc now defunct 
Federation of Fruit and 
Vegetable Workers Unions.
The Labor Relations Board, 
which conducted a hearing here 
last week, has made its deci* 
form of protest of disrobing, ap-islon known to both the union and 
patently were dissatisfied with, die employers, 
the fraternal council’s attempts to I The certification applies to the 
leadership of the radical sect gain the release of some 70 chit- j 28 packing houses affiliated with 
from a committee of women. Idren who had been taken away I the Okanagan Federated Ship- 
John Lcbedoff, who had pre-! by the provincial government lor jpers and who arc members of 
dieted last week he would take,education and also of their hand!-[the poli-party agreement. All 28
Doukhobors Reject 
Lebedoffs Message
: to have lost his bid to take over
The women, many of whom 
again used the traditional sect
i SAVE HOME
HILLIERS, B.C. (CP) — A 
group of young D o u k h o b o r s  _ 
formed a bucket brigade to save 
an eight-room home from com- 
jplete loss by fire near this Van- 
1 couvcr Island community. A few 
'pieces of furniture were saved 
from the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
John Huskey. . .. y.
over the leadership at the meet­
ing he called in a field at this 
Frcedomite capital in the south­
east interior of British Columbia, 
was outshouted by 10 nude wo­
men.
At the end of the meeting only 
six men of about 200 present rose 
to join him and his 40 support­
ers.
One woman, who was identified 
as being from Vancouver, shouted? 
"Liar, rat, skunk” at him after 
advocated that Doukhobors
39 Persons Die 
In Canadian Weekend Tolls
By THE CANADIAN"PRESS
At least 39 persons died ncci-
ifour in’ traffic and two drownlngs.
1 Alberta’s total of four came from 
dentally in Cnnada riurinv th‘‘! throe traffic deaths and the trac-
mishaps claimed more thqu two , ' m ultcd f,om tiaf’
thirds of thc total. i ^  -b : . ,
niln/A,InrV-! 1 ™ to micl‘ death. New Brunswick also re-
were1 killed hi toittfe 28 ‘ "S po,'to(l 0,10 ‘•‘owning. Newfound- were killed in traffic. land nncj p r ince Edward Island
. So civ other deaths occurred in, were-free''of fatalities,
wntcr n e c i d e  n 'ts . A shooting,; British Columbia renortod two
. n I'notweyjist'|cloatlis—that■ of the motorcyclist
land another in traffic.
iree-lmanryUp in the banquet hall, the gallant remnant tore into roast 
beef, cold ham and all the trim­
mings, with the gusto of their 
salad days, prefacing a wind-up 
of greetings and entertainment.
A moving address by Doan J.
C. Jolley caused backs to'j 
straighten in pride, as the. padre i president of the Canadian Feeler- 
recalled their achievements, in-1 ation cf Mayors and Municipal 
terspbr'sed ' his remarks with i ities said, today a federal-provin- 
humor, and reflected gravely on! cial - municipal conference will 




ABBOTSFORD. B.C. (CP)— A 
massed concert of some 250 in­
strumentalists S u n d a y  high­
lighted the first international 
band contest here. Winners in 
the two-day co  n t  e s t included 
j George Luna of Penticton and G. 
jBeuthr of Chilliwack in trom­
bone. The Penticton City band 
was second in the brass and reed 
bands.'
NANAIMO (CP' — Jack Mac-
live on communal land and refuse 
to accept old age and other gov­
ernment pensions and benefits. 
She was. clothed and led from the 
meeting.
Lebedoff, in effect, was at­
tempting to. tame the radical sect 
that has been blamed for arson 
and bombings in the interior over 
the years. He called for a return 
to the true faith of the Doukho­
bors. j
In* an impassioned speech be­
neath sighs that, called on “true 
Doukhobors” . to join in com­
munal living and give up private 
ownership, citizenship, liquor, 
smoking and meat, Lcbedoff said:
“We’re just like crude animals, 
not true Doukhobors. Radicals
ing of a plan to move to Russia.
i -
NORTH BAY. Ont. (CP) -  The
readv, principal of the Dominion Iare forgetting God. Those that do 
Provincial Vocational Training pot r£Pen  ̂ nr.son-
School here says 90 per cent of 




In closing, Dyan Jolley likened 
the veterans as being "roses in 
December,”
H. G. R, Mews of St. 
John's, Nfld,, told 600 delegates 
at the opening .plenary session of 
the federation's four-day 22nd an­
nual meeting in this Northern On-
Kelowna KCs 
Win Award
ists. Those that don’t step for­
ward are responsible for all the 
trouble.”
The committee of women took 
over absolute control of thc sect 
April 13 after a stormy meeting 
voted out the 52-man fraternal 
council that ran the sect's busi­
ness affairs.
PROMOTED . . . word was 
received this morning of the 
promotion of Staff-Sgt. W. B. 
Irving to the rank of RCMP 
sub-inspector, A veteran of 20 
years in the B.C. Provincial 
Police anc| RCMP "Kelly”, was 
posted here five years ago as 
corporal. He was named staff- 
sergeant and senior NCO, Kel­
owna detachment, in 1958. He 
is expected to be transferred to 
another station in the near fu­
ture.
Acting-mayor Gene Cavnzzi jtan(> cit>" '• 
greeted the veterans on behalf of' "• believe that at some time in 
the city, club president Shellard j1!10 noar rutm'° ‘sudl “ conference 
chaired the after-dinner speech- • w*11 •'“'«  to take place if the 
es, and a program of entertain­
ment and old songs followed,, ,,,, ,
highlighted by the spry 94-year-! u „ lso n |.y, adoption of
old, Harry Itye, who gave a tin i1. A 0"?1 11!1tod over-nil policy
! three governments are to bettor 
serve the citizens of Canada,
crash during a ra c e  and a trac 
tor accident completed the count.
Quebec led the provinces with 
12 deaths. Quebec nnd Ontario 
each had eight truffle deaths and 
two dro\vnings. The shooting and 
asphyxiation occurred in Quebec, 
Manitoba’s totnl reached six—
RECORD U. S. TOLL
CHICAGO (AP) — Deaths on 
U.S, highways hit a record toll 
for a two-day Memorial Weekend 
and far exceeded the pre-holiday 
estimate of 260,
CYOs In B.C. Trade 
Ideas In Meet Here
whistle concert that had all' his' 
Comrades joining In.
The Kelowna contingent 
N. Do're, Doug Ruse, W. S. Mt>' 
Gregor, G, B. Ford, E,1 C. Payiv 
ter, Harry McLeod — ■' niitb'
ithnt the tax dollar can be
plied effectively ' to serve 
..needs of John Citizen whose 
‘'" fa re  is the first responsibility 6fi 
democratic , and honest govern 
meats." ' ’
A resolution before the uonven
An exchange of ideas on the 
religious, cducntionul nnd socinl 
level, wns one of the main accom­
plishments of a Cnthollc youth 
conference here during the week­
end.
Delegates from Catholic Youth 
Organizations in Vancouver par­
ishes, Ladysmith, Trail nnd 
Kamloops joined' in with CYQ 
groups from the Okanagan, Mem­
bers of the Kelowna CYO acted 
an hosts,
Registrations ami a social eve­
ning Friday night was followed 
Saturday by serious discussions 
on various aspects o( the alma 
and jnirpo:ic.H\of CYOs, This wns 
the first time that a CYO confer­
ence of aucli magnitude wns tried 
in thl(i ‘inovlncei
The , 75 visiting delegates, to­
gether with members of the Kel­
owna CYO,, attended mass in a 
Ixxly at 11 o'clock Sunday at the 
Church of the Immaculate Con­
ception, After a dinner In St, 
Josenh's IIiiU," the Conference 
ended.
Among the visitors were Rev, 
L, U, McKenzie ,of Notre Dame 
College,. Nelson, and Rev, M, [ 
lluinnn of Summerlnnd, T ia l i ' 
sent Hie largest delegation1, com1
'.■ ' i ■ i ; , ■ ; i ,' ; : "
slating of over a dozen boys and 
girls,
graphed one of the menu cards;tion .proposes that the federal 
to send ns a souvenir to one 'of\goventipent set up innchlnery by 
their comrades, James • (lowen-i which representatives of, nil three 
lock, presently >in Shaughnessyj levels of government can tie 
Militijry Hospital In Vancouver., j brought, together at regular inter- 
Mr, Phillips said lie.had bec>n|.v«ls to .thrash out problems, of 
asked to choose six men to pro« I *t‘>niuTon-Inturost .sucti as welfare 
sent to Queen j Elizabeth whon i nntl social security, 
she visited Klim loops this sum-1" . - , ... -
mer. ! NANAIMO iCPi—Building in-
: Hie choice of site for the 19G01 T3ei> Boors says thu cost
,re-union was Vernon following »/ budding, an average home In 
an invitation from the Legion.Nonnimo hi»H ■inc™naed to $11,500 
branch In thnt city, from $2,800 in 11)29.
PENTICTON (CP)—The Fath­
er Pandosy council of Kelowna 
Was acknowledged during thc 
weekend as the Knights of Co­
lumbus council showing the great­
est improvement in B.CI during 
the council year,
The George E. Macdonald tro­
phy was presented to Grand 
Knight Jack Bedford of Kelowna 
, at the state banquet at Allison
X jP a s s .  ' ' ’
w„i Dr. J. R. Hnrrignn of Trail was 
’ elected state deputy; J, P. Ko- 
bluk, Trail, -.state secretary; 
Gordon Brogoliss, Knmloo|)s, 
state treasurer; Dr, Mlnddin1 Zor­
kin, Nanaimo, sttnc advocate; 
nnd Edwnrd Znro.wny, Crnn- 
brook, state warden.
Level this morning 101,02 
Level a week ago . . . . . .  100.52
Level a year a g o ____ 101.01
Agreed maximum . .. .. 102.50 
Agreed minimum . 98.50
Rmcord high, June, 1948 194.82
II





up to 100 miles per hour and the 
blood from 150 emergency donors 
saved the life of an RCMP con­
stable who was shot down Sunday 
on an Indian reservation.
Constable John D, S. Clark, 29, 
was investigating a brnwl on'the 
Colony Farm Indinn reservation 
pear Coqultlnm, 25 miles north­
east of here, when he became the 
target for a ,22-enlibre rifle.
Constable Clalk, the father ol 
iowr children, was felled and 
would have bled to death from a 
half-inch wound In his heart biit 
for the quick thinking of an Indian 
flshermnn visiting the reserva­
tion. lie wns roported In fair con­
dition1 in hospital today,
John Robertson, 27, of Prince 
Rupert, henrd the shot rind rushed 
over to find the mountlif struggl­
ing to call for nssistnnee over the 
radio In the police vehicle,
, Robertson, who was \eoin-,
IN MICHIGAN
'Belching Hell' Sweeps Mine 
-Four Killed, 27 Injured
( IRON RIVER, Mich. (APi—A<arid seiu'ed the 
‘‘belching hell" of fire swept 'the ••“' D)'1"1 
underground works of tip) Slier- 
wood Iron 'Min'd , today, killing 
four miners and irijui'lrig 27 tin 
nlhers, , ' j»v
i I , iA
Several of the injured were re­
ported suffering from burns and 
sulphur poisoning caused when' a 
stope', n large underground room 
whicli had been mined out and 
walled off several years ago, col­
lapsed with n roar,
are in the Okanagan.
The certification also, applies 
to a packing house at Crcston 
and three canning houses.
STILL UNDECIDED
Still undecided is the status of 
a storage house (Inland Ice) at 
Vernon, where the Federation 
held bargaining rights, The 
Teamsters have applied for bar­
gaining rights at this house.
It was learned from an offi­
cial source that the LRB may 
conduct a vote at Inland to see 
if the employees want the Team­
sters or the new CLC union, the 
B.C. Interior Fruit and Vege­
table Workers Union, local 1572.
The LRB’,s'decision to grant 
the BCIFVWU’s petition for cer­
tification amounted to govern­
ment acceptance of the name in 
the union.
' James Currie, business agent 
at Penticton for the BCIFVWU,. 
said: "This should become a his- ' 
toric step towards labor peace 
an unanimity in the valley and 
throughout' the jurisdiction of 
local 1572.”
DISRUPTED INDUSTRY
He said thc "newly-named lo­
cal embraces workers, who over 
thc past few years, have been 
[engaged in jurisdictional disputes 
which have been of no benefit 
to either the employees or em­
ployers in the fruit industry.” 
Teamsters have bargaining 
rights in the Sun-R.vpe process­
ing plants, while in a number of 
Okanagan canneries, the United 
Packinghouse Workers of Amer­
ica hold bargaining rights.
It was also learned today thnt 
the BCIFVWU has asked tho 
Okanagan Federated Shippers to 
start negotiations with thc upion, 
leading to a new working agree­





SUDBURY, Ont, (CP)-Audltor 
Alistair Stcwarl says former of­
ficers of the International Union 
Mill and Smelter Work- 
) here spent union funds 
on luxuries without membership 
authorization,
He said in A report Sunday that 
olljclals under former president 
Mike Solskl ''developed nil extra­
ordinary arrogance" and that It 
war, a tightly - knit group which 
had u close bond with the na­
tional office, ,
Mr. Stewart, former CCF mem­
ber, of Pufllnment from Winni­
peg, was appointed by the now 
executive ol Local 598 to audit tbn 
local's books. Ho said the local 
was treated as a “ milk cow" by 
the union's national office. « 
PRESSED FOR MONEY 
When the local needed “every 
cent It could lay Its hands on ' 
dining a strike against the Inter­
national Nickel Company lust fall, 
the national 'office was “dunning’* 
it for money,'
In'n report to union moihbont, 
Mr, Stewart said their loeul paid 
more' .than $1,500,000 lo the na- 
lower works of tirmul office during the Inst few 
'. ’• ■, ,' ' : [years, • - ' , ■'
T|)lrt,vdive miners were trap-,' lie said the "old guard" Oiistrirt 
ped at (lie 1,200-fool level : by [by President Don Gllllx rind his 
fiery ■ gni’o!'.,', All, were brought to , supporters In thecMarch election 
,surface, lii(,'lu(ll|ig the (lead,1 "did iiqt slcal—lnit wasted union 
ga/qnitHk - wearing rescue money,"
workers.' 1 ■ 1 '■ ............ --...
The dead
WESTMINSTER, B.C. mended by RCMP officers for his 
A wild drive at speedsl coolness and courage, ' fired the
l l l l ' l  H U  M il III'.' V U I f | , , . . (•
I knew howto work it be-; f’M'|
1 ve used ones like it on (,|lft , |,K|
constable's ,38-cullbrv revolver in­
to the, floor of the car to scare 
the gunman away. • ,
Robertson had- driven n car 
only twice in Ills life and did not 
hold a driver's'- licence, But he 
revved thc police car up lo 100 
ml|e,s a hour to get Hie Injured 
constable to hospital,- 
"I called for police on he ear 
radio. 
cause 
fishlxmts," Robertson said later 
"1 drove its fast as 1 cmlld, I 
didn't think about much, except 
that tlie officer was dying," 
Police ' cars met liim on the 
route and led him lo hospital.
Doctors at Royal Columbia; Hos­
pital 1 here , gave Clnrk repented 
transfusions of typo "0 " ..nega­
tive blood while they nifwed up 
the iWourid in his heart,
[ And hospital officials said it 
was only luelq' too, that a heart 
• specialist was In attendance,
were al from thin 
Michigan’ .upper )ieii|nmiln ililijlng; 
arem, They wej'e litgvnr Wester,‘ 
alKiut 48, August Zuckal, 51, 
Elmir Jqlmson, 59, afid Carl Rudy 
Anderson, 40,
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . .A N D  LOW
South African Vein Celebrate 57th Year Since Peace of Vcrceninging.
Crumbling sulphurous slate1 'Hie mine, owned by Ihe Inland 
spewed polxondus, highly Inflam*1 Stool Company, is at nearby min-1 
tr.f.Dl«t fume* which caught fire oral hills, ■ \  1 I
' \  1 ' i ” ■: .‘.V ■ ■ ■ 1 - A  ■ ■ ■/
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Orchids To Kelowna Ball 
Club On Their Initiative
A monument to industry rose in the city's 
north enr} last week.
When the first huge flood-light standards 
rose into place, at Elks’ Stadium, swung into 
place by a burly crane, it w as  the actual 
start of a new sports era for Kelowna, 
brought about by the industry of a group of 
men in this community—-the senior base­
ball club's executive.
This group of men saw the need for lights 
in the community ball park, in order to 
tailor their accommodations to the modern 
sports trend, and they did what should prove 
to be an example to other sports organiza­
tions in the city—they went right out and 
did something about it.
As is the case with everyone who docs 
things for themselves, they received a help­
ing hand from some community-minded per­
sons, and from the city itself. This is one 
of the virtues of being industrious. *
Instead of calling, upon the people of the 
city for donations, or trying to get financial 
aid for no return, they offered the fans the 
only thing they know how to give—their 
talent. They printed blocks of season tickets 
to sell in advance, giving the fans a chance 
to reap the benefits of the first night base­
ball the city has know n in return for the
money they put out.
During the dearth of baseball caused by 
the installation of the lights, they are going 
even further with their plans, they are form­
ing work parties ,to dig holes and generally 
help with the erection of the lights them­
selves.
Even though they were not able to raise 
the necessary amount of money, they had 
sufficient faith in the worthiness of their 
project to borrow the remainder and pay for 
tpe lights as they use them.
By their work, faith, enthusiasm and in­
dustry they have placed Kelowna’s sports 
picture in an entirely different light from its 
previous one. These lights, in a community 
park as they are, will be for the community 
to enjoy for a long time to come, and it is 
possible they may help with other entertain­
ments than baseball.
This group of men have shown a faith and 
pride in their community that can only be 
commended highly. They have shown an in­
dustry and energy that should be a shining 
example to every sports organization, even 
in the valley, or beyond.
Gentlemen, we salute you.
OTTAWA REPORT
-Th in g s  w in . 
look Di 
From  Th E 





Cuba Feels Revolt Effects
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
Cuba is feeling the effects of its revolu­
tion.
The hotels in Havana—many of recent 
building—are almost empty, and hotel em­
ployees are cursing "liberation ”. The eco­
nomic situation in Cuba is deplorable. Al­
though no statistics are available, unemploy­
ment is rife, and it spreads throughout the 
island. Currency depreciates, and there is a 
black market in this. Confiscation of proper­
ties continues and is paralyzing the island’s 
economy. Graft on a big scale is present. 
Castro has embarked on an economic ad­
venture which might very easily end in com­
plete catastrophe. He takes little notice of 
hard facts, if they don’t confirm to his dream.
Much has been printed about executions. 
According to the press these number close 
to 600. The best authorities say the real num­
ber is about 3,750. Most of the provincial 
executions have not been disclosed to the
press. ..........................
The key to the whole political situation is 
the personality of . Fidel Castro. He rambles 
about any subject which comes into his mind, 
mostly unrealistic and dreamy talk.
Castro is not a Communist, but he is cer­
tainly a deluded Trotskyist, and his recent 
banning of religion to his followers is against 
him. _______ •______
His brother Raul is a born demagogue, 
fie is an avowed athiest, and has no moral 
compunctions whatever. He likes Commun­
ism, and favors this.
The chief executioner is a fellow called 
Herman Marks, who had a long prison rec 
erd in the United States for robbery, theft, 
rape, and other crimes. His orgies in Havana 
are notorious. Marks is very close to Raul 
Castro, and is an out-and-out Communist.
Funds keep coming from Russia to Cuba. 
These are handled by one Machado, from 
Caracas, in Venezuela. According to the best 
available information this amounts to about 
5940,000 a month.
Castro’s present forces are said to amount 
to 4,300 of all ranks. Many of these are from 
Spain, ex-soldiers in its revolution. Through­
out the Caribbean intrigues are now going 
on. Guatemala, Honduras, Panama and 
Haiti are seething. Miami has become the 
headquarters of political and revolultionary 
activity all over the Caribbean area. There 
is a considerable traffic in arms. It seems 
reasonable to assume that sooner or later 
the Communists will take over Cuba. If they 
do, this can spread to other centres, and 
gravely menace much of the Caribbean.
FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY
iest Invasion 
Poised For D-Day Assault
SEVERAL EXPLANATIONS




By ROY ESSOYAN started' c u t  11 n g food rations_ | sharply soon after the turn of the
HONG KONG (AP)—Cornivum- y{.nr. The cuts vary with the area
1st China appenrs to be in ser­
ious economic trouble.
Evidences of it havo been pil­
ing up from a variety of official 
and unofficial sources
affected and the sources of in­
formation available, but the gen­
eral picture that emerges is one 
of privation.
Visitors from Peiping, Shnng-
Peiptng’s trade offensive in! |ltd nnfj Canton report beef, pork 
Southeast A s i a  is stumbling nn(i (pm hnvc almost disappeared
badly, Transportation has broken 
down in some areas and is 
clogged In many others. Food 
shortages arc reported wide- 
spread throughout the country
for ordinary buyers. Fruit is re­
ported unobtainable in Canton 
and even vegetables nre scarce. 
In some sections of the country- 
monthly rations have been
removed restrictions an food par­
cels from abroad. Hong Kong 
residents now aro mailing pack 
ages of preserved sausage, dried 
duck, salt fish and canned goods 
to relatives on the Communist 
mainland. Some of these food 
items wero originally imported to 
Hong Kong from Red China.
Communist China's exports to 
Hong Kong dropped to $38,000,- 
000 (U.S.i the first three months 
of this year, compared with $50,- 
000,000 for the corresponding per­
iod last year.
Early this year Peiping started
By ROGER GREENE
NEW YORK (AP) — Fifteen 
years ago, the mightiest invasion 
armada , in history was poised to 
strike across the English Channel 
for an assault on Hitler’s vaunted 
Atlantic wall.
Military experts say it could 
probably never happen again.
With the advent of nuclear 
weapons, a single hydrogen bomb 
could obliterate an entire inva­
sion fleet or destroy all life on a 
beachhead.
But if you were there on D-Day 
In Normandy — June 6, 1944— 
you’ll never forget the scene: 
The incredibly vast panorama 
of the 4,000 invasion ships 
. . . .  the. big battleships slam­
ming salvoes of steel at German 
coastal fortifications . . . the 
weird spectacle of tanks swim­
ming in the su rf like monster 
beetles . . .  and Allied troops by 
the tens of thousands wading 
ashore in the teeth of enemy 
fire. . . .
SEALED-OFF CAMP
As an Associated Press war 
correspondent, 1 spent the last 
night before the invasion .in a 
sealed - off camp near Ports­
mouth, England. In a letter 
home, I wrote: "I have the some­
what dubious distinction of being 
selected as the first (sea-borne) 
correspondent a s h o r e '  in the 
whole invasion setup."
I was ticketed to land with Brit­
ish commandos at H-hour plus 45 catwalk — a wobbly plank-like
minutes.
The group in my tent included 
a young Scots artillery officer, a 
captain who was going to drop 
priest and a French paratroop 
into Normandy about six hours 
before H-hour to help direct our 
naval bombardment.
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
The latest poll* of public opin­
ion give u* a vivid cross-section 
of current political thinking in 
our French-speaking province.
Approval of the Job being per* 
formed by Prime Minister Dief- 
enbaker is lower in Quebec than 
in any other area of Canada; and 
if an election were to be held 
today, the Conservative govern­
ment would suffer shattering re­
verses in that province, losing no 
less than 39 of the 51 Common* 
seat* it at present holds there.
This arithmetical calculation, 
based on the 1958 voting and the 
recent opinion poll, reflects the 
discouragement so widely felt In 
that province among Conserva­
tives and even among former 
Liberals who voted for Dlefen- 
baker candidates last year. This 
(discouragement has been noted 
In various behind - the - scenes 
moves, such as the rumored in 
tentlon of three MPs to resign 
at once, the stated intention of 
several others not to seek re- 
election, and the ambition of one 
Cabinet Minister to be transfer­
red promptly to the Senate.
Quebeckers take their politics 
very seriously, much more so 
than other Canadians. And they 
that serious game by rules 
which are significantly different 
from those recognized elsewhere. 
Like their blood-brothers, the cit­
izens of France, they must have 
a strong and prominent leader, 
and they must have an emotional 
cause, to bring out their best 
support.
Over the past half century, the 
Liberals have cleverly always 
produced outstanding leaders for 
their Quebec wing. Laurier pick­
ed himself; then came Lapointe. 
Louis St. Laurent was then "cre­
ated" by Mackenzie Kng; and 
now Lionel Chevrier, who is not 
even a Quebecker, is being bril­
liantly built-up to inherit the role 
and status of Laurier.
TOP POLITICAL WORKER
Just as General Wolfe’s victory 
on the Plains of Abraham has 
been negatived by subsequent 
achievements by the losers, so 
the victory of Yvon Tasse, who
Liberal party organization In Ot- 
tawa; officially he is "economic 
adyiser", as he was to former 
Prime Minister St. Laurent. He 
is by any yardstick the most 
briUiant and most effective politi­
cal worker in any party head* 
quarters in Ottawa. More regu­
lar in his attendance in tbe Op* 
position gallery in the Commons 
than most MPs are in their own 
place, he' advises on political 
strategy and on parliamentary 
tactics; he performs research 
work and he writes speeches. 
But above all, he composes and 
distributes . a steady stream ot 
propaganda aimed at creating a 
powerful and popular new leader 
of the Liberals' Quebec wing. 
The fruits ot his labors are dally 
evident in the press splash ac­
corded to Lionel Chevrier, espe­
cially in Quebec Province.
There comes the next leader 
designate of the Liberal party.
NO TORY LEADER IN QUEBEC
The Conservatives however* 
even with five cabinet ministers, 
have no true leader of their 
Quebec wing. The customery 
amount of patronage in that prov­
ince, which even the upright St. 
Laurent permitted, is still being 
distributed; but in the absence 
of a leader to control it, it is 
being misdirected by skilful fifth 
columnists into enemy hands. 
Uncontrolled by a leader, the op­
portunists are running rife. Huge 
sums of money are changing 
hands in open traffic in promised 
political plums, which frequent­
ly fail to ripen yet promise plum- 
sized scandals. Organization is 
non-existent, while people who 
neither speak the language nor 
understand the Quebeckers are 
playing drucks and drakes with 
the greatest measure of support 
which that province has even
affair about eight inches wide, 
with a single wire handiail for, revcrScd Louis St. Laurent’s ma- 
support—when the LCIS started 
to pull uut. I was catapulted head 
first into the sea.
When I came up, sputtering but 
with typewriter still clutched in 
hand, I had to;..wade about 75
given to the Conservative party 
since Confederation.
The Liberal party, whose or­
ganization is not built around 
vain amateurs, ha# not failed to 
recognize and to_ make use of 
this situation. The measure of 
its success is a contribution to 
the public opinion poll.
If the Conservative party can
NiEht had fallen. ,n tha dark-
ness the men talked softly. Cig- 
aret stubs glowed like fireflies. 
Very high and very fast, a Ger­
man reconnaissance plane sped 
across the blaeked-out camp and 
droned inland.
UNKNOWN TO GERMANS
We listened tautly, wondering 
if the Germans had spotted' the 
vast tented encampments gleam­
ing in the moonlight,
"They still don’t know,” the 
Scot said quietly. '
About 3 o’clock the next after­
noon we swung aboard army lor­
ries and rolled slowly away to 
the Portsmouth docks.
Greybeards, women and chil­
dren lined the route, waving and 
smiling a little uncertainly. They 
knew this was the moment at 
last, four long years after the 
bloody retreat from Dunkerque, 
and they knew that many of the 
trucks would never return.
Along with 100 green - bereted 
commandos, boarded a low-iy-
ies, face down, bobbed idly in behind the gcenes 
the waves.
A few yards away a British 
Tommy called c h e e r f u l l y ,
"C’mon, Yank, we'll make it!”
Then he gave a little sigh, and 
sank into the water.
It was the longest 75 yards I 
ever travelled. My water-soaked 
rucksack weighed a ton. Each 
step took an agony of exertion.
____________ in effect lose 77 per cent of its
jority of over 20,000 votes to beat\ seats, in Quebec in 13 months, 
Maurice Lamontagne in the rid-!how many will it lose in the re- 
ing of Quebec East, is now subtly I maining 39 months or so before 
being negatived by the loser. For the next election?
Maurice, l i k e  his namesake | Therein lies the great challenge 
Maurice Duplessis, is becoming]to Tdries and to Grits; for.it be- 
a great power in Quebec, albeit -gins'to look as if Quebec will be
the crucial battleground in the 
Lamontagne now works for the 1962 general election.
SCENE IN PASSING
BY "WAYFARER”
What has happened to the at- council meetings have achieved 
tractive log building housing the1 a sort of "Alice in Wonderland" 
I fell and knew I couldn’t getjMuseum—shouldn’t have! Origi-i ..alitv .... to and jnciudine "off 
up. Capt. Birkin saw me, waded nally it was perfectly suited in iquaUtj’ up to and mclUCUng 011
Experts' In" this British colony' reported* a it’ to 'two” ounces of oil _ „ „ 1U 1 ”0 x no r t ^conUact^lor 
ho make a business of studying 01' fiUi thrcc ounces of salt, one J J f w J h a r d w a r e
and foodstuffs with British, West
w o ...... - -  - ....- - , ............. . ........... ...........
Communist. Chinn’s e c o n o m i c ' a n d nf sugar and four ouncos
political trends say her current jof m(,nt „ person. Some cltios re- 
troubled may be only temporary. !f)0).t higher rations, others lower. 
They see several possible explnn- Now rostrlcUon!, w o r e  nn.
atlons, . „ nounced recently on flour and
Increased commitments to *l\c ]c„bbuge, the two staples in North 
Soviet Union could provide a linl*'china. The flour ration was sliced 
tinl answer, ns con d commit-, to a new low,, from 34 per cent to 
ments to other membcis of the cont 0f the basic food ra-
Communist camp. . ti«n. Cabbage was placed on the
Economic and F<VUica' ‘‘u' 1’ jriUlon ||Kt for the first tlm c-7 'a  
y*ta feel Peiping will evt Jly I pounds n person a month.
.« « * ' “V hcof stock-taking and readjustment, problem, the Cmmmunl.stR^l'nvc 
Whatever the future holds, here .... .........  .......
are some of the Evidences of 
Communist China’s troubles to­
day:
Despite the staggering humper 
crop Peiping claimed for 1958. It
" th e  DAILY COURIER
Publisher and Editor,’
R. P. MacLean
Published every afternoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays at 402 
Doyle Ave„ Kelowna, BC by 
Tile* Kelowna Courier Limited)
, Authorized as Second Clbss
Oermun, French and other Euro 
pean buyers.
Except for the decreased trade 
with Hong Kong, almost no ex­
ports from Chinn have been re­
ported by the authoritative Far 
East Economic Review since Jan,
Hong Kong shipping firms re­
port their vessels hnvo been leav­
ing Tientsin, Shanghai and othor 
China ports almost empty for the 
last few months,
out and half-dragged me. ashore.
The beach was pandemonium. 
The Germans plastered us with 
88s, machine - gun bullets and 
mortars. Some B r i t i s h  troops 
crouched behind a low sand 
ridge. Officers, waving pistols 
and s w e a r i n g  a blue streak, 
whipped them inland.
HIT BY SHELL
According to legend, you never 
hear the shell that hits you. Nor 
did I. Lying there, 1 felt the blast 
but heard no sound.
The man l y i n g  across my
ing LCIS (Landing Craft, Infantry | should<?J.s w as‘dead. Two others:Canada’s finest publicity medium
appearance for the function i t ]with their- heads pronounce- 
serves; it loked like a museum,' ments by the mayor! 
and an attractive one. The dun . schoolbov ’ ho certainlv
p W e h«T“m?de“u S u n “ o Z  didn't deserve'to be flunked,
S e r t t o t ”11 “  untt' (" sse,sln|! j “S a t T  w» T  o‘ O r e T p h E
oneatthat> j pher who went around . giving
The discontinuance of the fain*! good advice. Somebody poisoned 
ed RCMP "Musical Ride" fills1, him.” 
us with dismay! The argument 
is mainly that it costs too much 
to maintain. We cannot agree.
The government could easily 






LONDON (CP)—A radio fea­
ture, Canada Week, being presen­
ted by the British Broadcasting 
Corporation this week, is the first 
concentrated effort of the BBC 
to stago in one week variety of 
Cnnndlun radio programs cover­
ing classical music, jazz, light 
entertainment, drama and tnlks,
The programs, to be presented 
In co-operation with the CBC, in­
clude a Wayne and Shuster show, 
symphony and chnipber music 
coneorts featuring Canadian com­
posers, light music by the Nell 
Chotem Orchestra of Montreal, a 
special e d i t i o n  of the CBC 
women's program, Trans-Cnnnda 
Matinee, and a play by W. C, 
Mitchell of High River, Alta.
An hour-long Jazz program will 
include a transatlantic conversa­
tion between British band leader 
Humphrey ' Lyttelton and Jazz 
composer Phil .Ntirmions of Van 
couvcr,
Small) which looked like a dwarf 
among the big troopships in the 
jam-packed harbor.
ROUGH CROSSING
About dusk we got under way.
It was a rough passage. All 
hands peered intently through the 
rising mist for a sight of enemy- 
held France.
Suddenly, In the classic phrase, 
all hell broke loose. As the land­
ing craft moved shoreward, our I v,AT L  “j™ P'U1:.’, 
naval barrage lifted and German dispatched my stqiy by 
shore batteries came viciously to courier, I went several m
life.
.The water was thickly pocked 
with shell 1 geysers. On all sldoH, 
small landing craft were spew­
ing flames,and black smoke, Oth­
ers, heavily laden with steel-hel* 
meted troops, chugged steadily 
shoreward. The din of gunfire 
was appalling,
Suddenly there was a rush of 
hard boots across the dock, The 
blunt nose of the LCIS bumped 
sand, nnd the pack of comman­
dos senmpered down the catwulk 
into the sou. '
Belatedly, handicapped by a 
broken wrist encased in a steel- 
ribbed leather gauntlet, I hoisted 
my 05 - pound rucksack on my 
shoulders, grnbbed my water­
proofed portable typewriter, and 
ran across the open deck,
I had barely started down the
were killed. One man, badly 
wounded, kept rubbing his hand 
across an ugly black nole in the 
side of his forehead and then 
staring at the wet blood on his 
fingers. Over nnd over, h e 
moaned softly: "Mother, mother,
I can’t stand it, . . . "
The firing drifted off. I stood 
up, u n h u r t ,  my trench coat 
soaked with blooa,'
About 2:30 p.m., having finally
naval 
iles in­
land to catch up with the front. 
With me went onc-nrmed Doon 
Campbell of Reuters, a smiling 
young Sent who wns to Income 
my Joepirintc all through France, 
Belgium and Holland into Germ-
by curtailing a few of the full 
page ads in expensive U.S. slick j 
paper magazines. j
Do you remember the old "wig­
wag” signals at railway cross­
ings? Nowadays of course, trains 
go overhead or underneath high­
ways, so they are seldom seen 
any more. Be that as It may they 
were a highly visible device and 
we submit that something of the 
sort would be the most attention 
compelling signal possible for 
the Okanagan Lake bridge.
The incidents all too regularly 





Mudeiru, the Portuguese island 
off the African coast, developed
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
ny HAROLD MORRISON 000 along with a $42,000,000 doll'
Canadian , Press Staff Writer cit in the old brc pension fund
‘OTTAWA (CP) — Some federal| compared with a total deficit of
authorities suggest that, the pace; $810,000,000 Idsl year, a peace- 
of Canada's economic recovery time high,
e raplt^this vcip' may Ini even' grcalcrM a tte r ,  Post Offlco Department, than Finance ^llnlster Fleming 
Ottawa, | anticipated, ’> , ' '
Member of The Canadian .Press.! The minister, In hi# April 9 
Member* Audit Bureau of Clr*|bu«|got speech, forecast an nbovo- 
culntlons. average ; seven-per-cent Increase
The Canadian Press is exclu- In the gross nntlonal product, 
atvcly entitled to the use for re- value of all goods nnd services 
publication of all new# despatches protloecd this year, Tl at won d 
credited to it or to The Associated ,»»■»»« 1050 national pimluc Ion to 
Pres# or Reuters In this paper « record of soiv><'_̂ 3-l,MK),«00,(HK) 
nnd also the local nows published O'.ojn h"d >’°'u h ,$*W.-.00,00<),000 
therein, All right* of, republics
10 YEARS AGO 
June, 1940
Despite the fact the Kelowna 
War Memorial Aronn suffered an 
operating loss during tljo month
of April, the arena , commission
will bo shown during the balance 
of the summer,
Now, with talk of n mor  id confident an operating profit
recovery, It appears possible the .....................
rctaiil deficit for the fiscal -your 
coding next March 31 may ho loss 
than,Mr, Fleming predicted, This 
In turn could lead to a reduction 
In ■ government borrowing, per
clal travellers, golf toumamont, 
play In which started on Frldny 
morning, wns successfully con­
cluded Sunday, marking the In­
ception of a new 'annual golf 
event, Open chnmplbnshlp was 
won by V. Clarldge; runner-up 
D. Currell, 1 ,
any., .
It was quiet when we found
British 3rd Division hendquart-, . . . . . .  . . .  ...
er.#, stnked out In an npple orch- U* hlstorlc «*P°rt trade with 
prd about, 400 yards from the 
Germans,
"Better dig," a man said.
And presently there was the 
odd spectacle of two one-handed 
men — Doon with his artificial 
arm, myself with a broken wrist 
—feverishly trying to dig fox­
holes In the Rluty soil of Nor­
mandy.
During the night, counter - at­
tacking German tanks punched a 
salient to the sen, temporarily 
cutting ,un off from the main Al­
lied invasion nrmio#,
Bono - tired, I couldn't have 
cared less, With steel helmet for 
pillow and blood-smonred trench 
coat for blanket, I slumped Into 
a muddy foxhole, I never heard 
a sound until dazzling sunshine 
awoko me next morning,





Kelowna P0 2-4444 
RUDY'S TAXI
Opposite the Post Office 
1485 Ellis St.
lion of apodal dispatches herein 
ore also reserved.
Subscription rate -  carrier de­
livery, city and district '30c per 
week, carrier boy collecting every 
i  week*- Suburbon area*, where 
carrier or dellvfry service la 
maintained, rate* «a above.
B y: mall, in H.C., $8,00 per 
.sear: $350 for 0 months; $8.00 
W  3 months. Oulsldo H.C. and 
li.8,A„ $15.90 per year; $7,jW for 
9 month*; $3.75 tax 3 month#;
'Nuw'.somo finance department l’0lv
offti Ii.Im ted that the way things 
arc rolling along national'.produc­
tion .may climb by aid'd eight 
per cent or more, bringing na­
tional production closer Uv $35,- 
000,009,000,
DEPENDS ON EXTENT "
The extent of tl|e recovery 
would have a bearing on tin* sire 
of Ihe govenmu id n defied and 
on its need (or new loans. On the 
basis of a seven-ixir-cent pi'odue- 
tlon rise, Mr, Fleming force^sl a
Further Indication there is 
little likelihood of flooding this 
year Is seen in comparison of
haps thereby aiding in strength- Okanagan Lake levels in 1IIVII
ening low g o v e r n me n t  i»omljuncfo r th ls  year nnd fo>’ ^ 'S a t u r d a y  night and Sunday to
‘" “ ‘T  •„ lhl" '»orn‘nK w?" 0 1 I stop a break In the big dam (if
M e n u  authorities lulve re- On Juno 3 last year .level w»»i|tho Contral Okanngnn Company. 
I od ejicpuragcinent from the 1(|3,42, and climbing rapidly, Mon returning on,Monday report-
40 YEARS AGO 
June, 1919
Rutland Notes; It required the 
efforts of some 30 men during
BIBLE BRIEF
Put on charity which Is the 
bond of perfeotne##,—CoIo##Un« 
3:14.
If wo Judged others a# charit­
ably as , wo jijdgc ouraelye# It 
would help u# to attain perfec­
tion.
iWfhl copy •*!«• prtca, ft cents, 1959-60 budget deficit of $393,000,
trend In the Inst three’ months nf 
11(38 and the first three months 
of 1 1959, While official national 
production figures for the Jnnu- 
nry-Mnrch period won’t bo com­
piled nnd published unltf perhnp# 
mUbJuno, there are indication# 
they will, point to a seasonally- 
adjusted , quarterly inercuiio of 
about two per cent,
’lids would follow a, two * per­
cent rise durihg the last 1 three 
months of 1958, making' a tnlld|’ 
rise of slime (opr per cent fiam, 
the, 1938 avciage, > . I
20 YEARS AGO 
June, 1939
Twenty-five , thousand persons 
from the Interior of British Col­
umbia Jammed tbe Ilevelstoke, 
Kamloops and Sicamoufr station 
rounds to give King George andK»
Queen Elizabeth a boisterous nnd
on returning on . onday report­
ed that they haav been able to 
snve most oL (he water, ,
Vh
50 YEARS AGO 
June, 1009
. ho fruit of yeaiTH of effort by 
public bodies > nnd Individuals, to 
seejire an experimental farm for 
the s<<ml-nrld\ region of the In­
terior of B,C, 1# at Inst becoming 
visible. If the promise of the 
YKARH AGO / minister of agriculture may bo 
June, 1929 1 regarded ns the pollinated bio#-
■Jibe fu st Annual B.C, commcr-jjom. 1
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DEPENDS ON WEATHER
Full Dams Have Little 
Effect On Mill So Far
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DR. STAPLIN EXAMINES ANCIENT PLANT POLLIN
Prehistoric Pollen 
Prompting Petrol
'CALGARY — Pollen from I Pollen spores are the smallest 
plants that lived nearly 500 mil- yet. averaging about a five- 
lion years ago has now become j hundredth of an inch in diameter, 
a d u e  in the search for oil. 'Magnified a thousand times.
In an Imperial O.il laboratory 
here, Dr. F. L. Staplin is making 
microscopic studies of the plant 
pollen he finds imbedded in rock 
samples. The study of these tiny 
bits of matter—10 spores of it 
could fit on the tip of a human 
hair—is a new branch of paleon­
tology, one of the sciences which 
aid oil men.
Paleontologists look for fossils 
in rock. These remains of thing 
which lived long ago tell him 
how old a rock sample is likely 
trt be—information which helps 
oil men to reconstruct what has 
gone on in the ground and to 
choose places worth the gamble 
of drilling.
SMALLEST SPORES
Dr. Staplin is a micropaleon­
tologist, which means that 
he studies very small fossils.
GOVERNMENT SEEKING OFFERS 
FOR LAKE FERRY MV LEQUIME
MV Lequime, one of the three ferry boats that plied 
between Kelowna and Westbank until the new bridge 
was opened last July, is up for sale.
Advertisements seeking offers for the ferry arc ap­
pearing in several B.C. newspapers. The 140 feet by 
43 feet vessel, capable of carrying 30 vehicles and 150 
passengers, was built in 1947. The oldest of the three, 
the Pendozi, already has been bought by Kelowna for a 
nominal sum and is being used as a training ship by the 
Sea Cadets.
Fate of the newest of the three—the MV Lloyd-Jones— 
still is unknown, but it, too, is expected to be sold 
eventually.
Spilling of water at South Lake 
and opening of the dam at Pos-i 
till Lake last week did not ap-l 
preciably affect the level of Mill; 
Creek in Kelowna and district. | 
The receding from the peak i 
high of nearly two weeks ago j 
continued with one minor inter-
Royal Couple Will Follow 
Legendary Klondike Trail
Vernon Board Of Trade 
Backs Tourist Scheme
ruption Friday. That was when!the first British monarch to visit 
the spilling and gate-opening were | the Canadian North when she and
Queen Elizabeth will become (Canadian tour, this summer.
felt here.
Friday afternoon until Satur­
day morning saw the creek level 
go up two inches, but by Satur­
day afternoon the two-inch rise 
had ben lost and over the week­
end the downward trend con­
tinued.
This morning the creek was 19 
inches below the peak level, hav­
ing receded another two inches 
yesterday.
Effects of the current hot spell 
on the above-normal snow pask 
will not be known until later this 
week. I t.is  possible that water 
will begin spilling over the top
Prince Philip follow the legen­






VERNON — Estimated cost to 
date of 284 fires this season in 
the Kamloops forest district, 
which includes the Okanagan and 
Caribo is $32,218.
L ast. year, said to have been 
one of the worst in memory for 
forest fires, there had only been 
143 fires up to the end of May, at 
a cost of $6,000.
some fossilized pollen look like 
cucumbers; others like small 
eggs.
Nature showed great care in 
the protection of her offspring, 
Dr. Staplin has observed. The 
reproductive pollen has endured, 
even when rock acids have long 
since destroyed actual plants. 
Because of nature’s protective 
foresight, Dr. Staplin and his 
staff are able to see acids to re­
move rock around the nollen 
they seek to examine, without 
harming the fossils themselves.
Much of the polen Dr. Staplin 
finds in Western Canadian rock 
is from ferns . and coniferous 
plants which disappeared from 
the earth before man came on 
the scene. Dr. Staplin is trying 
to isolate each' type and give it 
a name.
CAN’T BE SURE
“Some day,” he says, “we 
may be able to say that a certain 
type of pollen came from a cer­
tain type of plant, but until we 
are lucky enough to find some 
plants containing the actual 
pollen we can't be sure.”
Larger fossils, notably those 
of shelled creatures which lived 
in prehistoric oceans, have long 
provided clues for the oil search, 
and other Imperial, paleontolo­
gists at Calgary are studying 
these. Meanwhile, Dr. Staplin’s 
research seems to say that, in 
the geologist’s “book of rocks” , 
it pays to read the small type 
too.
By Courier Correspondent
VERNON — Executive of Ver­
non board of trade, has endorsed 
proposals contained in a report 
from a special committee appoint­
ed to investigate present and po­
tential properties for tent and 
trailer accommodation and park 
facilities.
After it Is discussed at a gen­
eral meeting of the board, the 
recommendations will be made 
to city council.
The committee, chaired by 
Lionel Mercier, and comprised of 
A. I. Olafson, Sanford S. Stewart, 
Grenville Bill and Douglas Hug-
. . .  „  .... . . .  , . .. .- A 57-vear-old farmer, who came
of the Postill Lake dam later this t0 this district only five weeks of* the Yukon, 
week and likely that the spill; ago from Washington, Friday! 
over South Lake will be mcreas-|was killed in a tractor accidenti' 
ed as the snow melts faster. j 0e Rich. 1
Freshet peak for Mill CCreeki No one witnessed the accident, 
usually is around May 24. Wheth- but evidence indicated John Mar-i 
er it has been reached yet this ton Brewer had been killed, pre-I
sumably instantly, when the trac-; 
tor toppled over on him. He was; 
working on a sloping portion ofo 
his newly-purchased property i
Prince Philip toured the region 
alone in 1954.
The Canadian Press News map 
above shows the highlights of their 
visit to the Yukon and the North­
west Territories, beginning with 
their arrival by plane at White­
horse from Victoria Saturday, 
July 18.
They will travel to MacRac on 
the famed White Pass and Yukon 
Route Railway, which runs from 
Whitehorse to Skagway, Alaska, 
and go fishing in a lake where "a 
good catch is almost a sure 
thing.” Returning to Whitehorse, 
they will attend Sunday church 
service conducted by Rt. Rev. 
Tom Greenwood, Anglican bishop
Later that day the Queen and 
Prince Philip will fly to Dawson 
City to witness a gold-dredging 
operation and visit the cabin 
once occupied by Robert Service, 
bard of the Klondike. At Mayo 
Landing,, they will meet a group 
of old-timers before returning to 
Whitehorse.
Following a flight to Yellow­
knife July 20, the royal couple 
will meet a group of Eskimos and 
visit the Con Mine, to sec the re­
fining of gold brick. They then 
fly to Uranium City, Sask., to 
see atomic mineral milled at the 
crown-owned Eldorado Mining 
and refining Company.
That evening they fly to Ed­
monton to continue their Cana­




TORONTO (CP)—Golds were 
the only losers as the stock mar­
ket inched higher today amid the 
slowest first-hour trading this 
year.
Industrials were the Index lead­
ers, rising more than two-thirds. 
Western oils gained one-third, 
their first advance in n week, 
while base metals added a few 
decimal points,
The 11 a.m. volume was 475,000 
shares, compared with Friday’s 
574,000 at the same hour. Specu­
lative mines were quiet and price 
changes were small.
Ilindo and Dauch hud the big 
Industrial win, up 10% at 77 ns 
it continued to add to its 12-point 
gain of Inst week. International 
Paper added 3% at 116,
Monarch Mortgage led losers, 
off three at 45. Most other Indus­
trial changes were less than one- 
point.
Senior base m e t a l s  were 
mixed, Uraniums were easier ns 
Consolidated Denison nnd Gui|mr 
lost fractions. Steep Rock, Nor- 
’mda and Labrador added frac­
tions, ■ ,
In golds Kerr-Addlson gained
Kelly Wts. 6.00 6.10
Labatts 29% 29%
Massey 16% 16%
MacMillan ”B” 40% 41
Ok. Helicopters 4.40 4.50
Ok. Tele 12% _
Powell River 37 37%
A. V. Roe 10 10%
Steel of Can 78 80
Taylor P and C 19 19%
Walkers 33% , 34
W.C. Steel 8% 8%
Woodward “A” 23% 23%






























The art display by Mr. H. 
Totenhofer of Vernon, formally 
opened May 25, will remain in 
the library board room until June 
8-
“Antique Playing Cards” , loaned 
From June 9 to J u n e  23, 
by Western Canada Art Circuit, 
will be on display from June 24 
to July 8. There will be paintings 
by Mrs. Mary Wells of Revel- 
stoke.
PICTURE LOAN NIGHT
AH those now holding pictures 
on loan are asked to return them 
on Thursday, June 4, at 8 p.m. 
.toRie library. The next picture 
loaTf~night will be-Sept. 3.
MUSIC
Recorded classical music will 
be played in the library at 8 
p.m. on June 1, 15 and 29.
THE KELOWNA ARTS COUNCIL
The Kelowna Arts Council will 
hold its final meeting of the 
season in the library board room 
Friday, June 19. It is hoped that 
as many members as possible 
will attend,
KELOWNA CAMERA CLUB
The Kelowna Camera Club will 
hold Its monthly meeting Wed- 
nnesday, June 10 at 8 p.m. in the 
library board room. Mr. H, C. 
Taylor will show coloured slides 
taken on his trip around the 
world.
FILMS
A number of art films nnd the 
film "Women of the March", 
will be available at the library 
during the month of June.
gins will recommend the follow- » S l S S ?  f f i
Acquisition of Private proper-!“ "‘« ni0 ,riste at. th.e rate ° f 
ties at Okanagan Landing of more ®,nc> „ tw? ^ ches dal f ’
than 100 acres of land, with 1.000 of ‘he,laTke
feet of lake front, for a park and around the end of June
trailer and tenting site;
• Failing the purchase of this 
land, the leasing of lakefront and 
adjacent property on Indian Re­
serve No. 6 which would provide 
1,100 feet of beach property;
Obtaining an option on private 
property at Kalamalka Lake and 
leasing land north of the railway 
tracks owned by the same indivi­
dual for parking purposes;
LANDING ROAD
In conjunction with the pro­
vincial government, a further 
recommendation is to develop 
the present Okanagan Landing 
Road, formerly the CPR railroad, 
as a twin road boulevard from 
41st Street to the junction of the 
airport road. And it further rec­
ommends that immediate action 
be taken to secure these proper­
ties, as they could be sold private­
ly at any time.
The committee points out that 
Penticton has 13,300 feet of 
beach; Kelowna 5,863 feet, com­
pared with Vernon’s present 1,- 
863 feet.
The Retail Merchants’ Associa* 
tion will be invited to join with 
the board of trade in its recom­
mendations to city council, so 
that the facilities will be in opera­
tion by 1960.
MINES
ut 20 but Giant, Yellowknife, 
Consolidated D i s c o v e r y  niuiiAitri c.as 
Wright Hnrgn nvofV lost pennies. | int<>r Pipe 
Western, oils were up ns seniors i Nnrn, n„i 
moved ahead, lip % were Cana­
dian Husky, Home H and Pu- 
nfle Pete, Central Del Rio lost 
five cents at $7. ,.
Quotations supplied by 
, Gkonngnn Investments Ltd.
280 Bernard Ave.
1 Members of the Investment 
\ Dealers’ Association, of Caniida 
V Today’s Eastern Prices 
































All Can Comp, 8,03
All Can Div, , (1,60
Can Invest Fund 9,19
Grouped Income, 3.98
Grouped Accnm, ’ 5,58,
Investors Mut, 11.61
Mutunl Int*. 5,34
35% Mutuals A'ce, 7,68












B.C, Forest \ 16 16%
iu:,, Power 1 39% 39%
n.c,' Tele 46% 47
Bell Tele ' , 42% 42%
t’an' Brew 42% 42%
Cement 32%, 32%
"Pit , '' 1 29 \ , 29%
Aqi. Ksjales J2% , 1.2%
M and Si 20% ,20%
%iHV i Zell (Can) 23
,l)is. Seagrams 52% 53%
than, Stores 78 78%
Do m Tar ... '" f 16% 17
‘’am Play 24% 25
Ford ” A” 173% 174
f’OI it y.s: . , i ' ,70 70%




ielty “A” . 10
AVERAGES
N.Y, -  +1,29 ,.
Toronto — j+1,00
EXCHANGE 
U.S. ~  4%
_U.K. -  $2.69% _ _ _ _ _
LASTING WORKS
Modern irrigation schemes In 
Ceylon make use of water sys 
terns first, built up about 2,000 
years ago. ___
QUEBEC HISTORY
Vnqdreull village and county in 
Quebec' are named for the Mai 
quis de VniKireiul, governor of 
New Fnjnl’o , in 1705-25. '
Peak level of the lake is usually when the accident happened.
Mr. and Mrs. Brewer took a 
liking to the Okanagan, especial­
ly the Joe Rich district, last sum­
mer, when vacationing here. 
They disposed of property at 
Auburn, Wash., and purchased a 
farm at Joe Rich five weeks ago.
His body was forwarded today 
by Day’s Funeral Service to Au­
burn, Wash., where the funeral 
and burial will take place Wed­
nesday. Beside his wife, Nellie, 
Mr. Brewer is survived by one 
son, John, Kent. Wash.; three 
daughters, Mrs. J . (Nelda) Kin­
ney, Auburn; Mrs. B. (Yvonne) 
Heifer, Walla Walla, and Mrs. 
V. (Patricia) Edwards, Enum- 
claw, Wash. Six grandchildren 
also are left as well as two 





Two of-the groups who sponsor 
annual scholarships for high 
school graduates are in the pro­
cess of setting up committees to 
study candidates.
Branch 26, Canadian Legion, 
with four $250 awards to offer, 
sponsor the largest of the scholar­
ships. In 1958, the Legionnaires 
gave six of the bursaries.
The Dr. Knox Chapter, IODE, 
is also making plans at this time 
to donate its annual $200 scholar­
ship.
The committees include C. E. 
Sladen, chairman of the school 
board, district superintendent 
Gordon Johnson, high school prin­
cipals and members of the 
Legion.
Final decision i s ; left to the 
sponsoring organizations.
CANCER CAMPAIGN
ENDERBY — The 1959 Conquer 
Cancer campaign in Enderby and 
district brought in a total of $870.
HELD OVER —  TODAY and TUESDAY
THE INN OF me 
Sixth t)APPiN€SS
20
One Complete Program Only 
Each Evening at 8 p.m. 
Doors Open 7:30, 
MATINEE SATURDAY 2 p.m. 
One Showing Only
A FAMOUS PlAYFRS THEATRE
xAlnong COCOA fryOllUAt
M INGRID
— B e r g m a n
Curt Jurgens 
Robert Donat
DOORS OPEN 7:30 
One Complete Program 
only starting 8 p.m.
— PRICES —




PENTICTON — Board of trade 
here has set up a committee to 
study the possibility of a birthday 
party for the Hope-Princeton 
highway this autumn. The high­
way will be 10 years old in No­
vember.
Storekeepers Busy As Saints 
Tease Oldsters In Softball
OKANAGAN MISSION — On 
Thursday evening on the softball 
diamond at the school, the Mis­
sion Saints, in their smart red uni­
forms, defeated the Locals 24-17.
The Saints play twice a week 
in the Kelowna city league, but 
this is the first time that a local 
team has appeared to play 
against them. Two of the Saints 
played on the local team, as the 
latter are slightly handicapped by 
the odd grey hair, aching mucles 
and tendency to corpulence! The 
game was a lot of fun, and it is 
to be hoped there will be more.
Playing for the Saints were Pat 
Graves, George Hawkins, Bob 
Coles, Archie Barber, Lloyd 
Schmidt, Leslie Weiss, Danny 
Dullk, Kenny Fenwick, Robert
Caley, Tony Fergusson and Pat 
Crowthers.
Playing for the Locals were 
Glenn Coe, Larry Wright, Ian 
Dunlop, Eric Dunlop, Leslie Wil­
son, Ross Lemmon, Hugh Caley, 
Colin Fa?an, Ken Armstrong, Bob 
Faulconcer, Norm Apsey and 
Alex Baxter. William Barber was 
the umpire, and Dale Maranda 
the scorekccper.
The St. Andrew's Church Sun­
day school picnic, held at, the 
home of Mr. nnd Mrs. Hobson, 
was voted one of the best yet, 
when nearly 80 children enjoyed 
an afternoon of games, races and 
other competitions, followed by 
refreshments. Sunday school will 
continue until the end of June.
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fo r over 30 










MERRIT — A meeting of share­
holders of the British Columbia 
Livestock Association Thursday 
authorized directors to negotiate 
the purchase of the bull sale 
buildings from the city of Kam­
loops. The meeting added the 
proviso that if the asking price 
is too high , the directors were to 
look elsewhere for buildings.
SAFETY MATS
Rubber mats for the bathtub 
and the bathroom floor will, help 
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ASOLC. S/£GU PRODUCTION
SOME CAME  
RUNNING
CiftomiScopt And METROCOt-OR
|m !£M 7  1 j 1
*S§ j j I i M£XrAT7M6Tmr |
t- ff | - j  I I I  Starting
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY WEDNESDAY
P A R A M O U N T
FREE IIOMK DELIVERY , FIIONE 1*0 2-2224 ,
CA RLING ’fi/B.C (fonM«m.v vancoovm aRKWiawa lto.$
THl* AOXMlilMIMI II K>1 FUUM0 M  BlJHATW 11 rid UquQt CONUOV IOMO 0* IV U t COVWHKNt Of MIIIUI COtUMlIV
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 23 (KELOWNA)
The Board of School Trustees, having requested an independent inquiry into 
the general discipline in Kelowna Senior High School following an inquest rider on 
the death ot a pupil on February 18th, arc presenting this statement to clarify 
the situation for parents and other interested members of the public.
There is no evidence that the general behaviour of pupils in the Kelowna 
Senior High School is any different from similar types of schools across tho 
Province.
The walls of the school are not marred by sketches and writing, there is no 
sign of ink splashes, broken plaster, or carved woodwork, all of which arc signs 
of a poorly disciplined school.
There is no lack of courtesy among students In hallways when changing 
classes, the athiosphcre is friendly, and shows no signs of antagonism.
The fact is, generally speaking, the boys and girls in the Kelowna Senior High 
School are a credit to their homes, school and community.
There arc, of course, in a school of this size (600), exceptions to (lie general 
pattern. There arc, a'few who arc unco-operative with the staff and their fellow 
students, but these arc in the minority and arc inclined to be noticed because they 
are the exception. ' ,
-Academically, the standard compares very favourably with other sim ilar, 
schools.
It is in the top bracket for retention of pupils.
In the top bracket for completion of the University Progcantipc.
• The school is accredited with the privileges of recommendations, and this 
status would have been withdrawn,.as it has beep in other schools, if the slundnrd 
had fallen. \
The overall rate o f failures in Government examinations has consistently re­
mained within the Acceptable range. Results of standardised and terminal tests 
have been satisfactory, , , ^
All this means that the school has its filiarc of'very excellent teachers, who 
never would have any difficulty in control in this or any other school. \
This is not a perfect school, There arc weaknesses which arc known and 
studies of problems ard fonstanly being made and improvements effected when 
possible. ' , 1
‘ Ho\ycver, it is “ this Board's, considered' opinion that the extreme criticism 
Implied  ̂by the Jury's rider at the inquest Was not warranted and that there should 
be n<> concern by parents or the community at Targts for the well-being, both 
and mentally of the young people who attend the Kelowna Senior
■ V") "  i 1 ,• , , ■ ■ • ■ , ■, ■ r . ( , I1.-
BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES







The Orchard City'* fortunes 
Here split in minor baseball.
The Junior Chiefs went down 
M  at the hands of Kamloops Jay 
Rays in the Hub City, and the 
SOK'M Cyclones came up with 
a ninth inning, tie-breaking 10-9 
victory over Winfield in Rutland.
BIX HITS
In Kamloops, Jim Saklofsky 
handled the chucking for the Jay 
Rays, holding the Chiefs down to 
six sprinkled hits in the nine in­
nings.
Big Gary Stone gave up a five- 
hitter in the loss, walking seven, 
but the northerners bunched 
their hits better to come up with 
the victory.
run, sixth-inning puff left, to tie double and Robertson (3-5) sing- 
up the ball game, and send it led. Martin Schaefer hit to third 
into extra innings. jbase, and Fred Nahornoff sing-
One run apiece in the eighth led, followed by a one-base hit 
left the issue still in doubt, but from Richard Hartwick; Armen* 
reliefer Dale Armeneau blanked jeau hit safe, and Phillip Larden 
the Enderby nine in the top of wound up the frame with a triple, 
the ninth, and Gerald Robertson coming home on a fielder’s error, 
stroked out a two-bagger to score! Both clubs went down ore-two- 
Eddie Sehn with the winning run three in the seventh, ending the 
and win the ball game. regular playing time, and went
The Cycs collected 10 hits off , into overtime, each scoring once 
Enderby's Robinson, but had jin the eighth, and setting the 
some trouble with him, as he!scene for the final frame, 
retired 13 by strike-outs, and! Armeneau sent the Enderby 
forced them to space their hits;batters down in order in the 
until the disastrous sixth. ninth, on two infield outs and a
Ralph Kirschner struck out in strike out, and Sehn made first
Y
GEORGE LNGL1S — SPORTS EDITOR
the sixth, and Ed Kielbiski start-ion an overthrow by short. Rob­
ed the rally with a single. Sehn ertson, the Cyc’s cleanup batter 
Second baseman Bruce Kitsch <2-5 for the day) stroked out a;drove in the winner, 
struck a valiant blow for the 
Chiefs in the second, lacing out 
a two-run, 325-foot home run, but 
it wasn’t enough to change de­
feat into victory.
The Chiefs led 1-0 going into 
the second on a first-inning run 
by Wes Akerman. who walked 
and was driven in by Jim Tomp­
kins, but the Jay Rays tied it up 
in the top of the second as Gary 
Stering took advantage df a field­
ing error to get on, and advance 
on a wild throw, to score on an­
other centre field error.
Akerman walked again in the 
third, and scored on Kitsch’s cir­
cuit blow, to make the score 3-2.
The Jay Rays parlayed three 
walks and a sacrifice into a run 
in their half of the third, and tied 
up the ball game in the bottom 
of the fifth.
■ The Jay Rays added three in 
the top of the sixth, one in the 
eighth and two more in the ninth, 
while the best the Chiefs could 
muster was one in the eighth.
CYCLONES RALLY






INGLEWOOD, Calif. <AP> -  
Jockey Ralph Neves, once de­
clared dead after a 1938 racing
: Problems are besetting the ‘’casings" driven down with a spoon while the casings, ate Tostenson said this morning.
Elks Stadium lighting project, pile driver. The holes are kept driven into place. commenting on the one-month
. . J  cleaned out by means of a long ihe boom of the crane, graci-i period, during which the Labatts
Post-hole caye-ins, a short1 ouslv loaned bv the local sawmill.,haw played only one ball game,
boom, and a looming deadline is a 50-footcr, presenting a few "But we are going to start
have all been presenting prob-| c i  IAII\ A V/C C T A n r problems in handling the 80-foot whistling right back into form 
Jems, but Hank Tostenson, soine-j jU ls U A Y  J  b lA K j)  poles, also, but clever work by now that the warm weather is 
dime coach and now straw-boss j  the crane operator enables them here." 1
-l la l obstacle. ol-l Next Sunday. Urn Labatu travel
'coS comL a £ k  B “ r i t u S j i  By THE ASSOCIATED TRESS "" °P'* “<«»•!t .  TenUCon and the Mowing
he hones to be able to make a 1 TIME RUNS OUT Saturday, with luck, they will
!statement about the possibilities „ Bi!U,ne:. s ”1(̂ y  Burgess. Don: The big obstacles, however, are host the Trail Smoko Eaters in 
! 0f the nark being readv on time Hoak nnd Bob Skinner. Pitts- the clock and the calendar, which J hl’ league game under
for June 13’s first night game ibur«h Pirates. Burgess hit three;loom over the whole operation.Slights in the Orchard City.
. . .  u 1 home runs, driving in five; Hoak'By next Thursday, it should be! Last Sunday's game, a home
. The trouble started when the^and Skinner hit two homers,’possible 'to say whether the La-;game against the Red Sox, post- 
citv power crew dug the* fust, hit three homers, driving in four, batts will be ready to go under Iponed from yesterday, will be 
jjKJst-holes, to raise the third base driving in seven runs in 6-2 and the lights on schedule or not. ‘played here on June 21 or Julv 
ifcl. found the 14-11 victories over Cincinnati “I don’t think the long lay-off,9, according to the wishes of the
I light soil incapable of handling Redlegs. has done us any good,” coach! Penticton club.
;the -big poles-without cribbing,; 1---------------------------- —---- -------- - —  ...-..- .............................
'and cribbing proved to be a; Pitching: Warren Spahn, Mil-
for: rather costly business 
low-budget operation.
They managed to raise the
the waukee Braves, won his 253rd 
,major league game with 4-hit 2-1 
victory over Philadelphia Phill-
second set, at the first base posi- les.
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Gym Show Debut 
Rated Success
WEEKEND FIGHTS
Kelowna’s first outdoor gym*,routines, 
nastic display by the junior girls’ jDIRRECTOR THRILLED 
classes was a thumping success.j Mrs. Cooper, a former Finnish' 
Almost 1,000 people gathered;gymnast, said this morning shei
5 9  spill, is cheating the dark horse- l'on' triday, and cement the. 
man again. ' L°'es for support, but the le s t1
, ’ of the poles require some reme-j
; Doctors say the rail - running dial action. The answer came in:
'daredevil, who underwent brain ,he form of oil barrels, three of
surgery after a spill Saturday, has diem welded together for each*a good chance to recover. But .)0je !
;whether the Portuguese Pepper- Th\, hok>St some of them dug’
, pot will ride again is doubtful. yesterday by an enthusiastic n  ]1 inn n f f  , v  
i Neves. 41. suffered a fractured work party of ball players.
skull and two broken’vertebrae taken down to five feet, the weld- - - 1! d Johnn> 1 n > 1 0 r ' l l j - 
when his mount, Rhin. fell in the ed barrels set in place, and the 
third race at Hollywood Park. j ---------------- --------------------------
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Scranton, Pa. — Irish Jackie
were ni trouble after 5Vi full in 
nings of play, with Enderby lead­
ing them 8-1, and two frames to 




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Oliver OBCs continued their 
unbeaten streak Sunday in Oka­
nagan Mainline baseball, defeat­
ing Kamloops Okonots 2-1 and 8-2 
in a doubleheader.
In Vernon, Carlings downed 
Surhmerland Macs 10-7. A' third 
game, between Penticton and 
Kelowna, was cancelled when 
mechanical trouble upset the Kel­
owna lighting.
Oliver’s Gerry Driessen, the 
league’s leading pitcher, pre­
served his unbeaten 5-0 record 
with a win in the first game. 
Lund won the second.
In the second game, Kamloops 
opened with a run in the fourth 
inning but Oliver blasted the 
Okonots for four runs in their 
half.
Despite the loss, Summerland 
out hit Carlings 16-10. Johnny 
Kashuba hit two home runs 
for the Carlings, one in the first 
and another in the sixth. The 
sixth-inning homer was good for 
two runs. -
Next scheduled games are Sun­
day, with doubleheaders at Trail 




Emperor Noo was said to' The Antarctic continent.
in* the^stands^at^CRy ~Park Oval j was Thrilled with the “girls and .have had 5,000 paid applauders which large areas have yet to be:
the scorching Sunday after-ithe spectators.” at performances of his plays in covered by man, has an area oLMexico
noon sunshine to watch the girls, 
age 8-12, put on a pleasing dis­
play of rhythmic movements and 
gym routines under the watch­
ful guidance of Mrs. Hellevi 
Cooper.
The show, opened by Alderman 
Ernie Winter, head of the Kel­
owna Recreation Council, lasted 
for two hours, and included a 
number by the Vipond Dancing 
School, featuring Harry Cox, and 
a troupe of dancing girls doing
Hotspurs Beat By Uniteds 
In Valley Soccer Picture
The Hotspurs took the best 
beating of the season Sunday, a 
4-0 trimming at the hands of the 
league-leading Kamloops Uniteds, 
dropping them into third spot, 
one point behind Revelstoke.
“No alibis,” said coach Bob 
McKinstry, this morning. “We 
got a bad one out of our systems, 
and I’d sooner have it happen 
now than at cup tie time.”
The ’Spurs have suffered a 
shake-up in personnel, following 
the release of Mat Turk as 
goalie. Turk decided to form a 
team from players of German 
extraction, and forwards Henry 
Haas and Heinz Hiller pulled out 
to join him. The new club will not 








. . . .  6 4 2
— v 6 3 3
5 3 2
.......  7 2 5
the league, led 1-0 going into the 
second half and piled three more 
unaswered markers by Herman 
Quint in the ’Spurs’ nets.
“I don’t blame Quint one whit 
for the loss, however,” McKin­
stry said. “He played well, but 
the club just wasn’t there.” 
Quint played last year for a few 
games, and showed himself to be 
skilfull with his hands and good 
at blocking the ball.
Coach McKinstry said he will 
run the club hard in the next 
few practices to get their legs in 
hard shape, and feels confident 
about their chances in the forth­
coming cup-ties.
Kamloops is now one ahead of 
Revelstoke, Kelowna in third 
place by one point, and Vernon 
Hi-Lifes hold down fourth spot
The Uniteds, now top spot in in the valley league.
Vecqueray Captures Shoot, 
Sophomore Trails By Two
Brilliant sunshine fa  v o r e d | p h y  for the “All Comers’ Ag 
marksmen on the weekend shoot! gregate” was overlooked. Won by
BASEBALL LEADERS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
American League
AB R II Pet.
Kuenn, Detroit 144 19 51 .354 
Fox. Chicago 180 24 62 .344
Knllne, Detroit 174 24 58 .333 
Mantle, New York 137 29 45 .328 
Marls, Kansas C, 125 25 41 .328 
Kuna — Klllebrow, Washing­
ton 40.
Run* batted In—Killcbrew 39 
Illta-Fox, 62.
, Doubles — Williams, Kansas 
City 17.
Triples—Runnels, Boston 4. 
Home run»—Killcbrew 18,
Stolen banes — Apnriclo, Chic 
•go, 14,
Pitching — Wilhelm, Baltimore
7-0, 1.000.
Strikeouts—Wynn,' Chicago 65. 
National League
AB R II Pet 
Aaron, Milwaukee 188 36 78 ,419 
Burgess. Pittsburg 138 1? 51 ,370 
Maya. San Frnn 180 40 61.339 
Pinson, Cincinnati 191 40 64 .335 
Logan, Milwaukee ,155 2Q 51 ,329 
Runs—Mathews, Milwaukee 42, 
Runs batted In—Robinson, Cin­
cinnati 47.
Hits—Aaron 78,
Doubles—Clmoll, St. Louis 22. 
Trlplca—Pinson 6,
Home runs—Mathews 18,
Stolen bases — Neal, Los An-
*clcs, 10, '
Pitching — Face, Pittsburgh,
T-fl, Looo. .
StrlheoulST-Prysdsle, I-os An- 
gelcs 81.', ' 1 .
of the BCD Rifle Association.
Jack Vecqueray stood off the 
field for the weekly trophy with 
a two-point lead, his “best 49” 
total was real match form,
A sophomore shooter, John Ir­
vine, came up with an eight-bull 
finish for 48, topping the field 
at 200 yds., an excellent perform­
ance for a 'second-year shooter, 
according to club officials. :J. Vecqueray . 
, The,annual shoot-of the British[C. Lee
Columbia Rifle Ass'ri will be held | J  Irvine .........
on Blair Range, North Vancou- R. C rnste r-----
Gunnar Westling of Vancouver 
it was the trophy presented by 
the Honorable C. A. Banks when 
he was Lieut.-Governor of the 
province, and he has provided 




attempt will be made to enroll C. Roy ----
sufficient shooters to form 
team representing the BCD’s,
In the rejiort of the BCIIIA 
shoot at Penticton, appearing in 
Inst Thursday's Courier* the tro-
K Clarke . . .
E. Wood . . . . . . .
J. Gordon . . . . . .















ISTANBUL (API -  nus»|a won 
It* second straight European 
basketball championship Sunday 
(light by defeating * ranee 88-72 
In the toulnnmcnf» final game. 
Czechoslovakia was s e c o n d ,  
France thtwt and Hungary fourth.
around the world or a weekend trip
IT’S FUN TO TRAVEL WITH 
A BCAA MEMBERSHIP...
Next time you plan a trip, enjoy jt more with \ 
» BCAA Membcnhlp! No matter where yon 
drive,, complete ...detail* on routings, road, 
information *nd rramatloiliu are your*! A 
BCAA Membership cost* little nvoro than 









‘I thought the girls did very ; ancient Rome, 
well,” she said, "especially con­
sidering the difficulties of weath­
er we experienced during the 
rehearsal period.”
“The spectators were wonder­
ful," she said, also. “Their en­
thusiasm was a wonderful tonic.”
She felt that the work entailed 
in producing the 10-number show 
had been worthwhile, and said 
she definitely plans on more of 




j Cagliari, Sardinia — Horncio 
I.Accavallo. 112*-, Argentina, and 
Giacomo Spano, 114, Italv, drew 
of 10. .
Havana—Chiqui Rosales. 118l2, 
and Chuchu Guiterrez,
119, Cuba, drew, 10.
Need a loan 
fo r car repa irs? '
gj; ism ifillly ^  CO)
Mcieor nine-passenger .Country Sedan, one o f Ford o f Canada's fine cars,
If you have a wonderful capacity for work or play, this is the wagon for you. The 
Meteor Country Sedan is built to take just about anything, just about anywhere. 
All five Meteor wagons offer 41 square feet of useable load space—room for 
fun and all the gear that makes it possible, They have specially large brakes and 
passenger-car smooth, heavy duty springs that take half ton loads with case.
Meteor wagons arc fun cars with ft formal look. With exclusively Canadian styling 
nnd slender hardtop-styled door pillars, even the lowest-priced Meteor wagon 
is a standout on special occasions. !
What’s more, everyone has more leg room and head room, because ’59 Meteor 
wagons have a Idngcr wheelbase and a higher interior rooflinc.
So for country club comfort, loads more fu n  for you—sec your Meteor dealer soon, 
He’ll show you more ways to enjoy station wagpn living—at a saving—than we could 
ever find space to tell you I , y
Certain features illustrated or m entioned aro  standard on som o m odels, optiona l at extra cost on others.
" •
%■ s
S P E N D  O N  FUN W H A T  Y O U  S A V E  O N
|0R
NIAGARA 300 • RIDEAU • RIDEAU 500 * MONTCALM ‘ STATION WAGONS
<iwa
vC/. A %
1630 Water St. Phone PO 2-3068
A
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Haters!
By JACK HAND .won the second game 4*3. The
Associated Press Staff Writer ' Indians split with Kansas City,
Yankee-haters arise! The battle winning the first 3-2 and losing 
has not been won. The enemy is the nightcap 3-1. In other Satur- 
not dead. He has escaped from]day games Boston took two from 
the American League cellar. ; Baltimore, 5-4 and 8-3, while New 
The Washington chapter is to York was crushing Washington 
blame. They forgot to lock the. 11-2 and 11-0. 
basement door over the long Camilio Pascual matched Tur- 
weekend. Casey Stengel's men ley’s two-hit shutout Sunday for 
swept three in a row and charged the first eight innings. There 
into sixth place, blinking in day- were two out and two on in the 
light after 11 d a y s  in the ninth when Skowron lined Pas- 
dungeon. icual’s secord pitch into the left
This is Blue Monday for the centre bleachers for his eighth 
club members. The Yanks clob- home run. 
bored Washington twice Satur-iBREAKS TIE 
day, scoring 22 runs, and won Maxwell’s homer in Detroit 
Sunday’s single game 3-0 on Bill broke a 4-4 tie. Winning pitcher 
Skowron's three-run homer in the Jerry Davie had opened the ninth 
ninth and Bob Turley’s two-hit with a single off Mike Garcia, 
pitching. and was sacrificed to second.
The Yanks still are four games Perry walked Harvey Kuenn in- 
under .500 but are only :.ix games tentionally before Maxwell hit his 
back of first-place Cleveland. ninth homer.
MAXWELL SAVES DAY | Whitey Herzog's single with the
Charlie Maxwell did the In- bases loaded and Dick Williams’ OTw v n n e  iadi  
dians in Sunday with a three-run double each drove in two runs narfrf c* . 7~- Ed T oran
homer on Jim Perry's first pitch for the As in the big second in- £„c , , "n » te • Lions to an
In the ninth for Detroit's 7-4 vie- ning. Preston Ward hit a Rrand ”^ ^ h^ m/hn„a Ateani. Vlct°ry Sat* 
tory. Kansas City funded the slam homer off reliever B n r r v m .the American Amateur 
Chicago White Sox 9-1 and Balti- Latmnn in the sixth. Ned G a r - ^  at,1' s in^rcolleg-
more dropped Boston into last ver won his fourth with a four*: dtt track and *leld mcet- 
placep five perceritage points be- hitter. | The Lions tallied in 10 of the
hind Wasntngton, with a 2-1 vie- Baltimore left 75 on base in 16 events for 46>j points. 
tory- beating Bo s to  n. A1 Pilarcik'sl Moran picked up 10 points with
"Classic 500” W  inner
Planning more Races
By DALE BURGESS It turned out to be a four-car of one minute and 13 seconds. land Pat Flahertv of Chlcngo ' i
INDIANAPOLIS iAPi — Hod- ;foln. h‘s smooth pit crew and Johnny Thomson of Boyertown, 1956 winner, do most of the ligli, 
ger Ward, loaded down with loot'Hlf air v*c., in his A. J. Pa., the fastest qualifier, had to ing for the lead in the first nail
fmm riph«c* mi*« ” atson-built car, He made three make four pit stops, broke a tor-] Flaherty crashed into the main-
NAVAL PORT
Devonixirt, one of .Britain’s I 
leading naval ports, started with 
a dockyard built by William 111 
in 1689.
ACTOR SHAKESPEARE
1 W i l l i a m  Shakespeare wai 
among the cast in Ben Jonson’i 
!u ; comedy, •‘Every Man in His
'i :iiuv," in 1598.
fro  the richest auto race even „ . u. , - - , ------- —  - — i ..................— ..«u w  maui-
run, will go right on competing r , e ana ward get a big assist sion bar spring and finished third, stretch wall on hjs 163rd lap ol 
world’s most dangerous st0Ps f°r *uel and tires in a total Ward let Rathmann, Thomsomthe 200-lap race but escaped in-
BOB TURLEY 
• • . two-hitter
in the worl  t  
sport.
Ward and his car owner, Leader 
Cnrs, Inc., of Milwaukee, won 
$106,850 in the 43rd 500-mile race 
Saturday. The former fighter pi­
lot's take under the customary 
contract would be 40 per cent, 
$42,740.
That means Ward will be risk­
ing  his neck largely for the U.S. 
'treasury the rest of this season
U.S. Observers Puzzled 
At Johansson's Theory
NEW YORK fAPI Major an interview Sunday. “What
Miler Paces Penn 
To Track Victory
l, , LJ .. , .. _ , . . .. * M o mitl,) , Y>Ilctl
but his pretty brunette wife. Jo, league baseball drew n total of jjood does it do me to drou
cove  hn  nrnKuKU; homiU  . 'I 'll *J7Q .... . __ t _«* .. » __ *
Detroit downed Chicago 4-2 In m V ' a T K  fo
h e  O p e n in g  g a m e  o f  S u n r is e 's  <t n o  n h rn k r- a t . l  .1_______________ ...  ,  V v u  UIt. u l»  P ° 1' u n l y  3the opening ga e of Sunday's single broke a 1-l'tie in the sixth.Iran the mile in a slow 4:09.3and 
coublehcader but the White Sox Ike Delock was the loser. the 800 in 1:50.
says he probably would race for 323.778 paid to the two-day holi 
nothing. |dny weekend program. The Na-
"I'm  going to make the rest of tional League led with 171,530 to 
the USAC championship races the American's 152,242.
By MURRAY ROSE
GROSSINGER, N. Y. <AP>_ 
Ingemar Johansson's theory of 
training for a fight has United 
States observers puzzled.
Sweden's undefeated Euro­
pean chnmpion is going alter 
the biggest prize in boxing 
when he takes on world heavy­
weight king Flovd Patterson 
at Yankee Stadium June 25.
Johansson's style indicates lie 
will have to rely on power to 
beat Patterson. His best punch
and possibly some sjxirts car! 
events if I can get a good car,' 
Ward said.
MILWAUKEE NEXT
His next race will bo the 100- 
miler at Milwaukee next Sunday.
The last two Indianapolis win­
ners, Sam Hanks and Jimmy 
Bryan, passed up the rest of the 
circuit after their big winnings at 
the speedway.
It took Ward nine attempts be'
Bucs Ace Relief Hurler 
Won 'em All For A  Year
By JACK HAND 
Associated Press Staff Writer
Okanagan in the first mass sail 
ing seen so far this year.
Plenty of power boats made 
their appearance also, many of 
them from the coast, some of 
them taking, advantage of the 
new boat-launching ramp.
Anglers sprouted up every­
where, even fishing from, the 
bridge, and a few water skiers 
made their appearance as the 
Orchard City hailed a day of 
scorching heat after a most in­
clement and drawn-out spring.
In Elks Stadium, instead of the 
crack of the bat, and the chatter 
of the infield, there was only the 
sound of the scrape of shovels,
games.
Robin Roberts shut out the 
Braves with four hits, 6-0, in the 
opener, his first complete game 
since April 22. It was Roberts’ 
209th major league triumph,
Warren Spahn moved up to tie 
hall-of-famor Carl Hubbcll with 
253 National League victories by 
throwing a four - hitter as the 
Braves beat the Phillies 2-1, 'The 
Phils won the first game of the 
doublehender 6-0,. They dropped a 
4-2 decision to the Braves Satur­
day.
In other Saturday games, San 
Francisco beat Chicago Cubs 5-2 
and the Dodgers downed St. Louis 
7-6 in their night game at Los 
Angeles, with ninth-inning homers 




MACKINAC ISLAND, Mich, 
(API —. Tho vanguard of nn ex­
pected ’,8,000 delegates and visi­
tors have gathered h e r o on 
the eye of n moral rc-armninontI 
“ .summit’’ strategy, conference]
MRA spokesmen said tho key 
note o f ; tho conference] which; 
opens t o d a y  mid ■ continues 
through the summer, will he n 
statement bv Admiral William H. 
Slundley, former Chief of U.S, 
.Naval Operations:
"The chohie facing America to­
day is moral re-armament or 
Communism,“
Conference , officials' said , they', 
espcci delegates from 'Europe, 
Africa and Ada t'o arrive In char­
ter planes throughout next week.
The ildciiutcs will help cele­
brate' the Hist Imthday on June 
, .*<f Ih ’ ‘''rank N |), .Ri.ielunnn,' 
foundi r of the'MRA] a phllumi hi- 
, cal. group dcilpnited to purity of
Ihpug'ht and netum pi all phases1 
/of hie
. In lil"'1 .prepared, dm tidily ( 
h oe«di, ’ Il'ich.nap s a d 1 ' 1 '
’MRA h:.;. conclusively dcinmi- 
Mi atpil i.,u ,i. word, scale that the 
' m o' I ! .  , ,, i hate m man i;un
be eh.riii'* <|,. 'I lit? is itl|e, answer, i
' 1 1"1 nations need now  to plan 
niid l.mtb'h ctupih programs for,] 
<•" ,mmat. ti ,,',rm,.ment1 of their, 
pn-iiples■ \i hs'» M-i tn<" foijlcnl and 
c  •en'iial.next >tep m •|p,t„rvlM
Torrid
In contrast to the homer-packed j Roberts bested Lew Burdette in 
games at Cincinnati, strikeout!the first game at Milwaukee
* S . x i » b' K v V - ! r i . r .  • *  *4 «» W p h . needed
sstsu b x
&  kSl  s m s swere closing in on the NcUion<tl,jit whinnod 14 f’nrHin'iic or»H c* 
to ^ o v e r  "Cincinnati/ ^
Face lost to Milwaukee May 23 tied a National League record.
80, 1958. He won five last year 
and seven this year for a 12-0 
record. During that period he has 
appeared in 61 ball games. No 
wonder manager Danny Mur- 
taugh insists he has the best bull­
pen man in baseball.
It was Face's three innings of 
shutout .pitching that helped the 
Pirates pull out a wild 14-11 sec­
ond game with Cincinnati after 
Pittsburgh had won the opener 
6-2; The Pirates also won Satur­
day. 3-1.
The Pirates thrust last winter’s 
deal down the throats of the 
Reds as Smoky Burgess and Don 
Hoak, traded to Pittsburgh by 
Cincinnati, each hit three home 
runs. Bob Skinner contributed a 
pair. Including a grand slammer, 
in the frantic second game,.
CLOSING IN
While the Pirates continued to 
move up after their sorry start, 
both the second-place San Fran­
cisco Giants and fourth-place Los 
Angeles Dodgers also closed in 
on Milwaukee. The Giants turned 
back Chicago 6-3 and the Dodg­
ers nipped St. Louis 5-3 while the 
Braves-were splitting two with the 
last-place Phils.
At the close of the holiday 
weekend, .the Braves led the 
Giants by 2!2 games, the Pirates 
by 4’i> and the Dodgers by 5
dedicated race driver would have 
continued after his experience in 
the 1955 Memorial Day classic. 
His front axle broke, triggering 
the four-car crash that killed two- 
time-winner Bill Vukovich. He en­
tered the 500 again the next year 
and finished eighth—his best until 
Saturday.
SPEEDWAY RECORD
Ward set a speedway record of 
135.857 miles an hour, beating 
Jim Rathmann of Mipmi by 23.27 
gu, an 111̂.- mrijj ue iieeaea seconds or aoout a mile. Rath- 
in the second, when Wes Coving-1 mann's speed of 135.619 also top- 
ton hit a two-run homer off Ray 'ped Hanks’ 1957 record of 135.601.
Semproch in the first inning. The ----
lone Phil run off Spahn was a 
pinch homer by Gene Freese, his 
fifth pinch home run of the year.
That put him one short of the rec­
ord of six set by Johnny Freder­
ick of Brooklyn in 1932.
one on the floor? Then he is 
no good to me.’’
Someone suggested that the 
fight was just 24 days away 
and that m a y b e  Johansson 
should test his r a n g e  and 
power.
“I know 1 can hit hard with 
my right.” he said.
He punched his left hand 
with his right. “ I ntn counting 
on my right to beat Patterson. 
But I don't believe in wasting 
my strength in training.”
LARGEST ANIMALS
jury. Ward led the last 115 laps. 
THREE INJURIES 
There were six mishaps, injur­
ing two drivers and a crew mem­
ber, but no fatalities. Two driv­
ers had been killed in practice 
runs earlier in the month, bring­
ing the speedway toll to 50 deaths 
in 50 years. t
Ray Crawford, Pasadena, Calif, 
and Mike Magi'l, Hnddontield. 
N.J., were injured In wrecks mid 
a mechanic suffered burns when 
the car of Dick Rathmann. San 
Gabriel, Calif., caught fire in the 
pits. Dick suffered slight burns 
but declined medical aid. 1
Dick is a brother of Jim, who 
now has finished second three; 






Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were tn 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them In your 
album.
Large Glossy 6>i x 81i 
Only SI.00
No Phoue Order* Please
Order at the Business Office
The Daily Courier
The white rhinoceros of East:
r - - .................. ..... - Africa is exceeded in size only]
is supposed to be a straight ;by the African and Indian clc 
right to the head. Ingemar, a phants. 
solidly built 196-pounder, says 
his right hand is his payoff 
punch. SCOUT FOUNDERLord Baden-Powell, founder ofDespite this, the 26-vear-old . .  „i„... „„ ...;,u the world Boy Scout movement.
in
1941.
challenger rarely lets go with ,.. . , ; ----- ;
the right in practice. When he ^ls ^oino 111 Kenya
docs, he seldom puts any body 
behind the blow. Often he sots 
up a sparring partner, cocks 
his right, then holds back.
Why?
"I don't like to hurt a spar-
GOOD SEAMAN
Joseph Conrad, the writer of 
sea stores who died in 1924, held
- —..........- ....................,.v. a British master mariner's cer-
ring partner,” Ingemar said in tificatc.




The torrid Sunday brought out;as members of the Labatts' baH 
the sailing fraternity in full!club carried out a work party to 
strength, in Kelowna. jlielp with the installation of
As the hills basked in the sun-jlights. 
shine and shook off their winter MASS DISPLAY 
lethargy, eight white-sailed boats | In City Park Oval, close to 
skimmed the waters of Lake 1,000 pepple watched the first
mass outdodr display of gymnas 
tics ever seen in the Orchard 
City, with Mrs. Hellevi Cooper 
and her junior girls captivating 
the happy crowd.
Over in Westbank, the auto 
sports cars roared up Gellatly 
Road hill, giving the large crowd 
some thrills and plenty of sun­
tan, and causing a heavy run on 
the pop-stand.
Out in Rutland, the Kelowna 
Cyclones, hosted Enderby and 
came up with a 10th inning, 10-9 
win.
All in all, it was a. good start 
for official summer, Okanagan 
sports style.
In NBA's
MILWAUKEE (API — Tony 
Anthony, a top contender for the 
light-heavyweight title for. a long 
while, was dropped to the No, 6 
spot today in the . monthly Na-, 
tional Boxing Association rttings.
Anthony, a jolting puncher, took 
a nose-dive in the 175-pound class 
by being soundly beaten by Jesse 
Bowdry of St, Louis in a 10- 
rounder in Chicago.
Bowdry, n 3-to-l underdog, de­
feated Anthony so soundly, that he 
moved up from seventh to fifth 
In the NBA ratings. Rated ahead 
of'him ns contenders for the title 
held by Archie Moore are Harold 
Johnson, YvUn Durelle of Baie 
St. Anne, N.B., Eric Schoppner of 
Germany, and Sonny Ray. 
BOXER OF MONTH
Bawdry's victory over Anthony 
earned him "boxer-of-the-month 
honors'' from the NBA in n'period 
marked by several upsets, The 
most notable surprises were Ru- 
dell Stitch's, victory over Gasper 
Ortega and Charlie Scott's deci­
sion over Ralph Dupas.
Stitch vaulted into second place 
and Scott moved up to third in 
the woltei'wclght contender's rat­
ings. Sugar linrt is ranked the 
No. 1 contender for the title 




Chnmpion — Floyd Patterson;
Three Wrecks 
To Sports Car
1. Ingemar Johansson, Sweden;
2. Henry Copper, England; 3. 
Zora Folley; 4, Sonny Liston: 5. 
Eddie Machen.
Light-heavyweight 
Champion Archie Moore; 1, 
Harold Johnson; 2. Yvon Durelle;
3. Eric Schoppner, Germany; 4. 
Sonny Ray; 5. Jesse Bowdry.
Middleweight
Champion — Title open. 1. Car- 
men, Bnsilio; 2. Gene Fullmer; 3, 
Spider Webb; 4. Gustav Scholz, 
Germany; 5. Aee Armstrong. 
Welterweight
Champion — Don Jordan; 1, 
Sugar Hnrt; 2. Rudell Stitch; 3. 
Charlie Scott.
Lightweight
Champion — Joe Brown. L 
Kenny Lane; 2. Carlos Ortiz; 3, 
Paoli Rosi, Italy.
Featherweight
Champion — Duvcy Moore; 1. 
Hogan t Kid 1 Bnssey; 2. Flash El- 
oido, Philippines; 3, Harold 
Gomes.
Bantamweight
Champion — Alphonse llaliml; 
1, Job Becerni, Mexico; 2, Piero 
Hollo, Italy; 3, Leo Espinosa, 
Philippines, ,
Flyweight
Champion — Pascual Perez. 1, 
Sudan Yqlta, Japan; 2, Pone King- 





■ n<l• l y i "' ' in l|.i‘ 1 U'lr.M' I 
. hiix 'long i burvn  n: , '.t . ",|,(vi,i|i 
l 'i« ed ■ nf , i iiw , nv u t I,, in . 
(if,ii liiRt ip '|  m  t t>( eMUo, 1 ,
Thrill*, spill* and' nearing'heat 
marked the' ammal running of 
the, Okninigun Sports car lull at 
Westlmiik Sunday,' , ■ \  '
\ Tom, .Lube of Spoknne\ name 
Miropgli with a .victory, janei'iis- 
fully defending the MaU.ion Tro­
phy, but taking two M'conds' 
longer to make the ' ascent, With 
*t titmi of 60 seconds', , ,, „
, The cii.wd of enthusiast,-i and 
tin ill'Mvkei s, clntp red t|n> lull 
it'll p fl'r l Ill'll!) ill H i" h it d i ' l  in g  
IliMl, and iv.Itched the lid rlltl II",
• iPlili't'lv |*iiW:)c\,ftym'‘| (lie tia-WifiWrtiV 
lion e on'.Ike ,|Ake . tn , l.he Liu h 
line eh.'.ic to 'lllghvs'as Oij ,
SCURRY I OR SAFETY
Sin etatni 1 op lli" (\i]t l\ ill to, 
k  ui ty ■ <"it■afi'f.v one) when uik
car, about hnlf;wn,v up. spun,and 
starlod (lsh-tntllng, then went 
rigid out of control and climbed 
a hank, scattering spectators like 
straws In the wind, The car crime 
.'to rest between two trees, not 
much ’Hie worse for wear,
{ Not so Mrhmati,', however, was 
I a drjver who spun out of the 
'course on tho flntn( hit n bnle of 
limy, trink the rallrofid tracks and 
!dld„ a .conjile of forward somer 
,saoi(H, completely demolishing 
hi:,’ ear,
■ Another ear, spun out o f , ihb 
(list turn, went'over a'n embank- 
meat1" and lapde.d on hn wheels, 
pel .a. fi 'W feel from, going into)
the drink ' ' 1
•t tyu'1 full 
t'nui Il' '̂J '
Seagram's Golden Gin
This advertisement is not puDusnea or displayed by the Liquor 















that sent the reader out of the house to buy?
S IN CE  A  M AJO R A M O U N T  OE A D V ER T IS IN G  Is created by 
advertising agencies, the chances are that one of the country's 
!l 13 skilled agencios thought ujb, wrote, designed and placed 
the'^ewspaper ad that sent this lady out to buy> \
Lastiyoar, advertising, agencies and other advertisers In Can­
ada placed over $164,000,000 worth of national advertising 
in newspapers, magazines, radio, television, outdoor and 
transit advertising, The largest amount, by far, was inycsled 
in daily newspapers, ’
The function of an advertising agency Is to Increase tho sbles 
and profits of its clients. Jp a relatively few, years, agencies
have helped to mako thousands of products household words. 
Through their contribution to greater sales, they as well as 
their clients have helped us to en|oy the 'second hlghost 
standard of living anywhere In the world;
Agencies and newspapers have always worked closely to 
bring news of products apd services to YOU, Most agencies 
like the clients they serve so well, recognize th<? daily news­
paper as the most effective advertising medium to introduce 
and maintain any product on the market. ’1
THE TOTAL SEJ.UN(i MfcDIUM IS\THE DAILY NEWSPAPER




ALICE W1NSBY, Women’s Editor 
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Numerous Entries 
In Film Festival
Although the final deadline for I Italian-Yugoslav border. The film 
entries is, a month away, over] stars Silvana Pampanini and 
180 films have already been cn- Eleonora Rossi-Drago and was 
tered in the Vancouver Film Fes- directed by Guiseppe De Santis 
tival to be held between August! of ‘•Bitter Rice” fame.
3 and 15 as part of the Vancouv-I Among the wide variety of 
er International Festival. i films to be presented at the Fes-
The films have come from 16; tival are two feature length 
countries and include several i cartoons, "The Snow Princess . 
prize winners from European! a fairy tale from Russia and 
festivals. Many of the features “The Creation of the World
from Czechoslovakia. The lat­
ter film was highly praised at 
the Brussels Film Festival.
France has promised a seleC' 
tion of top productions includ­
ing “The Picasso Mystery" and
POPULAR SOUFFLE LEATHER FOR SUMMER
Elegant souffle leather goes 
well with a modish check coat 
as seen at left. This shade is
soft for summer and blends 
well with your printed frocks 
so popular this year. At right
entered will be receiving their 
North American premiere here, 
i Among these is “The Rickshaw 
[Man", a warm-hearted drama 
; from Japan starring Toshiro
! Mifune, who will be remembered . .
i for his performances in “Rasho- “The Kite From the End of the 
1 mon” and “Seven Samurai” . i World” , while the United Kmg- 
Also from Japan is “Ballad ofjdom has entered over 20 films 
the Naravama"—a powerful trh- of unusual interest including the 
gedy in the tradition of last i widely discussed short film “The 
year's “Throne of Blood” . Both] Little Island". Another British 
these films are in color and Cin- film of note is “ Antarctic Cross- 
emascope. I ing” , the official record of the
The Road a Year Long” is! recent crossing of Antarctic by
Sir Vivian Fuchs.
In the experimental category 
the United States leads with 
several outstanding works in­
cluding one feature. The U.S.A. 
has submitted the largest num-
one of the most ambitious of the 
European films to be shown. 
This Italian-Yugoslov co-produc­
tion runs nearly three hours and 
! is made in the epic tradition. It 
a banjo pouch adds space to ;R a modern story intertwining
your c oi summer dresses.
Past-President Pin Presented 
To Mrs. Herbert By B & P Women
! “ Fifty years ago a woman was 
not even a person." The Hon. 
•Ellen Fairclough reminded wo- 
men of that fact at the conclu- 5;*v, 
sion of the National Film Board 
release—“Women on the March” 44 
This film, which showed wo- jj£ 
men's political and intellectual »y. 
progress during the last 50 years 
was presented at the first meet­
ing of the 1959-60 season of the 
Kelowna Branch of the Business 
and Professional Women’s Club.
During the business period re­
ports were read by the secretary 
and the publicity chairman, and , 
a committee was appointed to . 
choose the recipient of the schol­
arship awarded annually by the> 
Business and Professional Wo-, 
men's Club to a local girl stu­
dent. i
The members present accept- ,F
OKANAGAN MISSION — Mrs. 
R. F. L. Keller has returned 
home after a four-month absence, 
during which time she stayed j 
with her sisters at Southport, i
the love affairs of three couples 
whose lives are changed by the
ber of entries of any country 
runners-up are Britain, Canada
construction of a road near the and the USSR in that order.
Young Wife Who Feels Unloved 
Should Examine Own Attitude
Dear Mary Haworth: I have I you can be of some help to an un
led to Majorca, Spain. Mrs. E. a 
MacGachen who occupied Mrs. 
Keller's house this winter, has 
returned to his home on Van­
couver Island.
Mr. George M. Watt, “Green- 
trees,” has left for a week’s trip 
to the Coast. He will be staying 
with his brother in Chilliwack, 
and then going on to visit his 
brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
| and Mrs. C. B. Pearson, of North 
Vancouver. On h is . return Mr. 
Watt plans to drive via Prince­
ton, Merritt, and Kamloops and 
11 to have a look at the new Fintry 
I Estates subdivision on the way 
down the west side of Okanagan
. _ . Lake,ed the - kind invitation of presi- f  ., „f | | r  •
dent Mrs. G. D. Herbert, to hold p  a presentation of a cup and
their annual picnic on the HSr-^ ‘ saucer ■ was made to Grey Owl
. bert property at Poplar Point. | *.00 rn n n n N  H m n p n T  Mrs. G. Tdd at the Brownie cn-
■ Mrs John Hankey, regional! MRS. .GORDON HERBERT jrollment this week. Mrs. Tod will
[director for the South Okanagan, iauncjjed in 1943. During theseibe leaving, for Vancouver this 
in an impressive candlelight cer- 15 years Khe has given devoted!summer, and will, be greatly 
emony, presided over the instal-, serVice tc, this club, while never I missed for her enthusiastic work 
lation of the new executive who;]osing sight of the national and j with' the -Brownies.
.arc, president, Miss Mona Bent;. international'“role. which women]
Willi Iltl MMUJ* ou iuiiuii ' . , • vnars fnLancs., England, and also travel-i been married for two ^ a r s  to
„ very wonderful person, but feel 
as if I am not loved or needed— 
and I always felt the same way 
at home before I married.
My parents were good to me, 
but never showed any affection, 
like giving a kiss, or putting an 
arm around me. This_ always 
bothered me, but I keDt it locked 
ud inside: and since, being mar­
ried I feel the same.
My husband never says that he 
loves me, and although he acts 
at times as if he really does, he 
will change in a short while, and 
you might think he would give 
anything to be free. He gets 
moody and makes coments that 
hurt, and cause me to feel that 
he doesn’t love me. Usually I 
just take it, and later when I am 
alone I cry it out as much as 
possible: but stilt it worries me.
JUST AS SOON 
LIVE ALONE?
I do need advice, as I am be­
ginning to feel that if the balance 
of my life is to be like this, I had 
just as soon be on my own. I 
love Dick dearly and couldn t 
ask for a better husband in most
loved wife. C. C.
POINT IN COMMON 
WITH FAIRY STORY
Dear C. C.: Figuratively you 
are in an emotional deep freeze, 
it is true. But I think the chill 
of which you complain is at least 
as much in yourself as in your 
spouse.
Unconsciously, with neurotic 
passivity, you are levying a 
secret urgent demand upon him, 
to be so ardent, demonstrative 
and declarative, in a steadfast 
reassuring way, as to dispel your 
self-consciousness and thaw you 
out—along the lines of the fairy 
tale about the sleeping princess.
You may recall that the prince, 
in the story, has to hack his way 
through a towering thicket of 
densely resistant thorn trees, to 
rescue the princess from her 
comatose condition. He wakened 
her to life with a kiss, as it were 
—brought her forth from emo­






Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Bom- 
ford of Victoria have the honor 
to announce the engagement of 
their sister, Marina Hubble, to 
Mr, Harold Albert Pettman. Miss 
Hubble is the fourth daughter of 
W. G. Hubble of London, Eng.
The wedding will take place at 
7:30 p.m. Friday, June 26. in St. 
Michael and All Angels’ Anglican 
Church, with Archdeacon D. S. 
Catchpole officiating.
Maid of honor will be Miss 
Pamela Drake, and flower girls 
will be Terry Ann Pettman and 
Judy and Wendy Bomford. Char­
les Pettman will be groomsman.
Homemakers Told 
To Put Blankets 
In Plastic Bags
By ELEANOR ROSS
Maybe you're one of those 
efficient homemakers who al­
ways wash winter blankets in 
the spring, and tuck them away 
for the summer, safe and clean 
in nice plastic bags. Or maybe 
you aren't—and don't. Most of 
us, sad to say, have better in­
tentions than we ever put into 
practice.
But really, the job isn't so 
difficult, so let's stop dreaming 
and get at it.
The secret of laundering a 
blanket, be it heavy or light, of 
wool or synthetic fibers, is to 
give it gentle care in the wash­
ing machine. And don't try to 
dry it completely in an auto­
matic dryer. This has led to tha 
early demise of many blankets, 
especially woolen ones.
The procedure of washing 
blankets for best results is sim­
ple enough—don’t overload the 
washer. Just put one full-size 
blanket or two small ones in at 
Red roses and white narcissi organza, with tiny puff sleeves' a time, 
decorated First United Church!and large bowed sash. She wore jtjKEWARM WATER 
for a charming evening wedding, j a wreath of tiny pink and mauve
when Margaret Jean, youngest'flowers with green leaves on her *or woolen blankets, use luke- 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.jdark hair, and carried a nosegay warm water and plenty of suds. 
Cowie, was united to Stanley Ed-!of baby-pink carnations, white j ^ ls *s necessary because wool 
mund, second son of Mr. and narcissi, centred'with a deep red | absorbs more suds than do any 
Mrs. R. W. Pixley of Innisfail,! rose in her white gloved hands, jot”®r ,lt)ers* •
fhlt% ? b le r line 'L eremonvrf0nnCd! EmCSt BlUunCn  f  con^ al' ied , use edd water.’ Many women do the double-ring ceremony. | at the organ by Dr. Ivan Beadle, and insist that this is the best
sang “The Loi'd s Prayer before wav_ But. -somehow, we think




The petite bride, who entered 
the church on the arm of her 
father, was appealing in a bal­
lerina length gown of white silk 
taffeta, with white net and lace 
overskirt. The fitted bodice was 
styled with high square-cut neck­
line, richly edged in lace scal­
lops. Tiny lace-covered buttons 
formed a back closing, and the 
sleeves were lily-point in long 
length.
Her chapel veil, trimmed with 
pearl - studded lace flowers 
matching the lace of the bridal 
gown, was secured by' a dainty 
pearl and sequin studded nylon 
cap. She wore a double-strand 
choker, and carried a bouquet of 
red roses and white stephanotis.
Matron of honor Mrs. D. Shat- 
ford of Edmonton wore a bal-
It is possible that due to your 
facade of coldness 1 behind which
the ceremony, and “Thru the 
Years”, during the signing of 
the register.
For the occasion the bride’s 
mother chose a turquoise sheath 
print with matching jacket. Her 
straw semi-cloche and other ac­
cessories were in brown, and she 
wore a pink carnation corsage. 
The mother of the groom wore a 
printed silk model in pink, ac­
cessorized with white. Her cor­
sage was of pink-tinged white 
carnations.
A reception for some 80 guests 
was held in the church hall, 
where the white covered bride’s 
table was centred by a three­
tiered cake decorated with white 
bells and entwined silver rings. 
At the base of the cake red roses 
nestled in ruffled white tulle, and
lerina length gown of sculptured 'three!tall white tapers glowed in 
shell-pink nylon complemented sj[ver candelabra at either side, 
by a deeper pink empire jWaist, Baskets of spring flowers and 
taffeta sash. Her ruched net roses decorated the hall, and lily
immediate past president, Mrs. can pjay jn the business of the! Mr. Roy Beazley of New Zea- 
G. Herbert;' vice-president, ‘Miss:.worid,- j land, who has been a guest of — ---------
[Pamela. Dyson; secretary, Miss . Miss Mona Bent.! who takes'Mr. and Mrs. H. R. McClure, respects; yet I must solve this - . .. . locked
Lena Nesbitt; treasurer, Mrs. over the reins 0f office from McClure Road for a few days,- problem, as it is on. my mini all your h ^
Hazel Hereron. . ,. . Mrs. Herbert, is also a charter. left on Saturday by plane. He the time. . v o u -a m a n
Committee convenors are M'ss meriiber. Miss Bent, who .open-!will stay in Suva for a visit be-- I am sure Dick doesn t j r and detach-
Julic Mitchell, Mrs;- George Bal--ecj the first florist's shop in Kel-'forc returning to his home in j how I feel, as I never have du- - • <______L , ------
. four, Mrs. M. Felty and Mrs. J . ; owna when she moved here in New Zealand.
•B. Knowles. ; 1918, is also a well known local
. ’ Mrs. Hankey presented Mrs. businesswoman who brings ' t o : 
G. D. Herbert with a gold pin jier office-a keen mind and un- 
showing “ Past President on the bounded enthusiasm. •
bar on behalf of the club. During, 
the last two years Mrs. Herbert 
-has led the organization with vi-i 
slon, tact, and untiring energy.
A charter member, Mrs, Her-1 
bert was also the first president! 
when the Kelowna Business and1,
[Professional 'Women’s Club was I
'Mary Truant To Wed
Island Thespians 
Win High Praise 
In Drama
i cussed .it'With him. I do hope that ment in women, because he fears 
—-------------------- -----  he’d be-found inadequate in in­




! By arry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D.
| In learning to talk, many 
children have trouble with cer- 
TRAIL,' B.C. <CP> — A Van-1 tain sounds.
,j  »» r \ 1 I Veouvcr Island theatre company
[ T r a i l  M a n  U n  July 4 ' which helped pay Us way here
U fa- t «« TW u'nt •luUh'iky performing in three centres Mr. and Mri. Le° ^  glowing praise from ndjudi-
o announce • “‘-jeator Gwen Phnris Hlogwood’ at
S r  Brian V cfttli of Kail.' ° “  '
. The wedding will take place u,ama 1 esuwu. 
nt 1 p.m,, Saturday, July 4, in Mrs. Ringwood said the 'per- 
)he Church of the Immaculate, formnnee of the Lake Cowlchnn 
Conception, with Very Rev. R.jDrama: Club of "The Disguises
D. Anderson officiating. of -Arlficelilno” was "something 
that can teach us all a great .deal 
about acting."
She named the performance 
and “ Richochet" by the West 
Vancouver Little Theatre -Guild 
nnd “The Chairs" by the Inti­
mate Stage of Victoria the three 
honor plnys from which the festi­
val winner, will be chosen.
Mrs.; Ringwood used .superla­
tives seldom employed by nh 
adjudicator when she praised the 
group that raised $360 in per­
formances In Duncan, New West­
minster nnd Grand Forks on the 
way here,
headdress of matching shell pink 
was studded with mother of pearl 
sequins. Shoes entonc completed 
her ensemble, and she carried
a bouquet of. pink carnations.  ̂  ̂ .... .......w
Little Susie Cowie, the bridei s i Dmiglas Payne as groomsman, 
niece was flower girl in a lull*;proposed the toast to the bridal 
skirted frock of shell pink nyl°n | attendants. During the cutting of
the wedding cake it was announ-
of the valley and tulips centred 
the guests’ tables.
Rev. R. S. Leitch proposed the 
bridaL toast, to which the groom 
gave sincere response. Const.
devotee of lovemaking.
Maybe you counted on a richly 
tender brand of quiet considera­
tion from your spouse, whereas 
he may have supposed he was 
being accepted at face value, as 
a non-committal sort of man— 
whose moods range from grateful 
„ „„rv to indifferent, but no deeper than 
h„ w ‘ .e «fa i ^ nC„ * ^ £  do them!thnt' And mn>'be also he thought
indeed)
helpful if she wanted to do them hc was getting a moonbeam sort
For example, they say “ wove” 
for “love", "finR" for “ thing” , 
"toffee" for “coffee".
Some continue ■ with these in- 
uccurate sounds even after en­
tering school. Using such incor­
rect sounds mnkc.s them seem 
younger than they are nnd handi­
caps them with other children 
and with learning basal sounds 
in beginning to raid nnd spell.
A Minnesota Mother writes: 
"Our daughter is now ,5. Her 
trouble is speaking clenrly.
"She can’t say her name, Kath­
leen. She says, ’Tnthrecn.’ For 
‘stop’, she snys ‘top’, ’toffee’ for 
‘coffee’,
NO IMPROVEMENT
“ I'rend children's books to 
her, ope word nt a time and 
have her repent each word. If 
she has difficulty, wo do the 
word a couple of times, I have 
her watch m.v tonque, have her 
look In' a mirror nntl put her
She snkl the group Illustratedi hand .on -my' throat. We try and 
io ' performance, played In the try,, She I so t improving nnd get.)
(I often advise them, 
they defeat your purpose as long 
as she sees them as chores,
OLDER PLAYMATES
Perhaps an older playmate 
she admires could do more than 
you can in helping her. Encour- 
nge her to mingle with play­
mates, to learn to be self-reliant 
and to foci she Is growing up. 
You and Dad should try to have 
good times with her.
If you don’t sec some Imrpove- 
ment after a month or so, seek 
the help of a speech expert.
(My bulletin, “The Young 
Child's Speech," mny be had by 
sending n self-addressed, U.S. 




Q, Would you use a stop watch 
nTinlnst a child In order to make 
him rend faster?
A. No; but he might profit by 
timing himself with the watch 
—Which is vastly different,
the pi
manner of the Italian strolling 
players of the early Commedln 
del Arte ,period, better than she
dared hope,
Adrian 1'eekhnld “ filled
LINEN CROP
Linen really comes Into.Us 
own for resort apd summer 
wear and the new linen dress 
» n»p lives Up -to dill !-eKpi i t.t
stubborn and quits.
This was- my reply;
It would appear nt first 
, thought that you have done Just 
, T l'|('jthe right thing to help your 
stitgv” with his noting and Belly utile girl learn to speak antjLto 
Unrein was "wonderful;" Tho'j,,,,, the .correct sounds'of words, 
attention of the audience wasjmu tvm( have 'made this child 
rivetted on the stage, , ■ 1 self-conscious about' her 'speech
The three other .performances I difficulty, Instead of making her 
of the night received mixed ci'Ui-, (>o-op<M*ntiVe, you- have aroused 
els in, - resistance' in her, You have
M rs, Ringwood/aid live Albornl tried too hard. \
Valley Masque I’la,vers made a w ■ V  , '
had choice .when they chose WIIAT TO DO \
Pati (cin B T o w n V  - “ Gloria Keeping, the general principle
Mundi," a clramii set In an In* of your ■ method, please do as 
sane asylum. The play ,did nig follows for awhile;
-give .tic'' actors a cluuiee. V ; Continue ".rending to her, sc-
She\ said1 the ftawsoit Creels looting some rhynjes and prose 
Players' presentation rpf '[Tito! containing (he words which illvc 
Poison Partv" was bright', "wllty'. her troub|c. Make a secret list 
and enjoyable, The eo,-turner-1 o,f such words,
MANY TALENTS
, Mrs, Charles Clnvcrt, English 
actress who died In 1921, was a 
success in both Shakespeare and 
modern c o r n e d , -
SALLY'S SALLIES
of wife, whose chief charm for 
him was that she had an elusive 
unvarying self-sufficiency, that 
seemed to make no demands on 
his meager emotional treasury.
Whatever the inside story, It is 
unfair and unrealistic of you to 
expect Dick to read your thoughts 
and assuage your sense of injury, 
when you never unveil your mind 
to him, and ho doesn’t know why 




As n matter of fnct, this kind 
of psychological withdrawal and 
Implicit reproach in the “hurt" 
wlft’s manner, tends to chill a 
man’s heart in time, and rob him 
of spontaneity nnd enthusiasm in 
her presence, It onuses him to be 
obscurely defensive nnd difficult 
in denling with her vaguely un 
happy attitude.
My advice is to look away from 
Dick, nnd into yourself, to find 
the hlghrond out of frustration. 
In living with Dick, don’t require 
him to be your nll-in-nll, Rather 
put first things first and get right 
with God. pruw your pence from 
that source and deal H into the 
day’s experience, and the texture 
and tone pf nil your relationships 
will change for the better,—M, 11, 
Mary Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mall, or per­
sonal Interview, Write hcr\ln care 
of The Dally Courier- , \
ced that the bride’s parents wore 
celebrating their 34th wedding 
anniversary, and a lovely white- 
iced cake was brought in for the 
surprised couple to cut.
Among the guests were Mrs. 
W. Pixley of Agassiz, the groom’s 
grandmother. Ushering were 
Consts. Harvey Luft and Ronald 
Long. The bride’s aunts, Mrs. R. 
C. Cope of Vancouver nnd Mrs, 
J. W. Cope of Kelowna, presided 
at the urns. Serviteurs were Mrs. 
R. Rivers, Mrs, R. A, McIn­
tyre,*Mrs, A. Whims, Mrs, J. B, 
Urquhart, Mrs. Harvey Luft, Mrs. 
T. R, Tobinson, Mrs. M .. A, 
Cowie, nnd'Miss Madeline Schae­
fer.
For the motor honeymoon to 
Vancouver Islandi the bride don 
ned a slim-skirtecl light wool suit 
of white-flecked delft blue, Her 
flowered hat nnd accessories were 
while, and she wore a Sunny yel­
low corsage. Upon their return 
the newlyweds will reside nt 21IA 
31st Avc, N.E. in Calgary.
Out-of-town guests Included Mr. 
and Mrs. R. W. Pixley, Miss Shir­
ley Pixley npd fiance Mr, Regi­
nald Moore, and Mr. Gary Pix­
ley, all of lnnlsfall, nnd Mrs. R. 
A. Cope of Vancouver.
. ay. ut, 'so eho , e think 
lukewarm water is better and 
does a better job.
Let the washer run long 
enough to work up a good head 
of suds, then turn it off and let 
the blanket soak for about ten 
minutes. Add a water condition­
er at this point, if you need it.
After the rinse, let the ma­
chine spin again. If you have a 
slow speed setting on your mac­
hine, by all means use it. But if 
you don’t, don’t worry about it.
If you’re drying the blankets 
in the automatic dryer, add 
three or. four clean bath towels 
to the load. These act as a cus­
hion for the blankets and help 
them to keep their nice fluffy 
texture and original shape. Don’t 
use high heat, warm heat pro­
duces best results.
Remove blankets from, the 
dryer before they’r* completely 
dry. Shape them with your 
hands and let the heat remain­
ing in the fibres finish the dry­
ing job.. Keep the edges straight 
and smooth.
Another important thing—if 
the bindings a r e  especially 
soiled, brush them well with 
suds before putting blankets in­
to the washer.
If you’re careful to use the 
same temperature for rinse 
water as you use for suds, your 







but rend for her
were excellent ' JUKI llu'ic w;i i, enjoyment, ‘ 
ntilul'til llo,w mg to Hull -File1 D*»n't make II ' (ibviotu that
tloiiy; Movgashel "linen in hhv Hltulnrly 'ciiimnendeit ihe '.u'lini! : yini nre helping to eiirreet her 
and white Is (I'fflly used ill ihlk |nf Marjorie de' Monte/,Ullie' 1 speeeli Don't pause to repent H 
cntuinl daytime1 dees*. ThO ! She riiid 1 the Kittimd Plnv'ers significant word or have her iv- 
white ybke is collnrless, with a Mdlered froiiv a |mku sciinl In pent it after- .you, Just lx* careful 
high, round neeljlino,. The i;eit -their prhditqlioq of Klein 'Oiido- in enunciate it distinctly,, Don't 
of the dress Is In 'Fiench blue gnn's '.‘lUse and Sshine,” .The have ]hi»r watch your tongue and i 
linen with bright red grosgrain visual effect Wn's'gond nnd ilircC- mouth or watch herself in the 
bhnding contributing a striking ' tor May, Dockrlll 'gave'evidence 'mirror, or put her hnqd on you'ri 






All-day casual—travels' smartly 
from luncheon to meeting to din­
ner date, Lightly, fitted above the 
waist, slim -below — so'figure- 
flattering, Tomorrow’s pattern: 
Tots’ play-set, ’, ,
Printed Pattern 9003: Half
Size* 1-H'ji, 16',i, itM.a, 20lib 22>*. 
24'A. Size 16>4 requires 3',!t yards 
35-Inch fabric, , \  1
Printed directions on each pat- 
tfcrn part, Easier, accurate.
Send FIFTY CENTS (.%’) In 
coins (stamps cannot > be nc 
cepted) fof this pattern, Please
•Well, of ALI* TUB JNERVEI"
Bernice Coutts 
Guest Of Honor 
At Linen Shower
The home of Mrs, Richard 
Stewart, Jr„  was the soomvof a 
prettv surprise shower In honor 
of ’bride-elect Miss dnchdce 
Coutts, recently, '• - \
Decorating the dining Itsim 
table wax u pink uiubrellu, With 
stie'nmcr.1,, balloons and confetti,,, 
alielterlng die lovely gifts of linen |Y 
from the 20 guests .present',
Mrs, Terry Sfinlfc; slstdr of |lti* 
ihonoree, assisted with the open­
ing of the presents, Following n relative qf'the stork, stands five 
Inumbcy of games, refreshments feet high with a wlngspiead of, 
Iwer* served by th« hostess, f |15 feet. , , , \  *
print plainly MIZE, NAME, AD 
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER,
) •
.Send vour ,order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Daily Ciaumi, Ifattein liupl,,, 60
Front St' W,, Toronto, Out,1
.. . . . .  , , ■ i .
IlHi STORK
The adjutant bird , of India, a |
C A N A D I A N
N A T I O N A L
4 5  Plans to Choose From
Buy youf own iH’dldliigimiitaflnl*, W»| supply detailed 
plan's «nd ihstfuctlons. ' ■
1 , Send lOf lor loldor
C L A R K  H O M E S  L T D .
" HANKY, N.O. . ■
t
r * f
FIRST AID TO THE AILING HOUSE
By ROGER C. WHITMAN
j PAINTING SHINGLES {with a doth wrung out in clear'
| QUESTION: I bought It two- "alter, fohowed by a clean city 
ifamily house covered with green cloth. Good leather ckanet., ami 
cedar shingles. The former own- conditioners are widely available 
er spray-stained the shingles four. h°w, al housewares dealeis ttnd
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years ago. They could stand an­
other coat now. Should l use 
paint or stain? Which is better: 
Spraying or brush paintings? Is 
there a special paint for cedar 
i shingles? 1 have done a-consid­
erable amount of painting, but am 
■ hot familiar with a spray gun.
ANSWER: I would siiggv-t
staining the shingles again; if a 
creosote - based stain 
previously it might bleed through 
paint. Paint also closes the wood 
penes and retards drying-out of 
moisture. Use any top quality ex­
terior paint, following manufac­
turer's directions on the contain­
er carefully as to paint thinhing 
and wood preparation. Spraying 
requires considerable experience 
for successful results; I'd do it 
first with a smaller project.
L
%-jui to*




QUESTION: W h..t the best 
wry to clean bro.. n a  .runic tile 
and white ceramic tile?
ANSWER: It tiu: is an uu-
glii/.eu ceramic tue. n-al ; urfaces 
W|th a  sealer fini.-n, made by a 
w a s  u se d  |>!'b'.ui;dl>-known wax manufac­
turer. It is a transparent water 
emulsion, easy to a p p ly ,  avail­
able through janitor supply deal­
ers. For the .white tile. Use a 
r.cw product m».«e bv the* same 
manufacturer tor terrazzo floors: 
for the brown tile, either a polish­
ing wax or scii-poltsiung wax.
a»
T J
Here is another version of 
the ever jxipular upper living- 
grade level entrance type of 
house. These houses are excel­
lent for view lots that cannot 
be excavated, so that the
basement area or lower level 
can be used to its fullest ex­
tent. This house is designed for 
all living at the front, kitchen, 
dining and living room right 
across the front of the house*.
The Building Editor 
The Dally Courier,
Kelowna, B.C.
[ ] Enclosed please find 25c for which send me Book of Plans 
entitled “SELECT HOME DESIGNS”, (Please make 




QUESTION: We have gas heat 
in our two-year old brick bunga­
low. When the burners run and 
much ^ent comc'  UP it* sounds like air 
blowing; we've had friends say 
it sounds like water running. The 
heating contractor'says it's not 
so bad. We've been in many 
homes with this same typo of 
hear a sound. 
How can we make it quiet'.1 Wo 
are elderly and the noise wakes 
up at night.
ANSWER: Recommend asking 
manufacturer of heater about it; 
Problem' also may be in heating 
ducts. Sometimes it ju.-t happens 
that, these ducts in an individual 
installation act in the same way 
as a pipe, organ, and the small­
est sounds arc magnified and 
transmitted a considerable dis­
tance. Often this effect can be 
stopped simply by cutting a short
i
' H f s j ,
CUPBOARD FOR STORAGE
l KELOWNA DULY COURIER, MONDAY, JUNE 1, 1959 PAGE t |
KNOTTY PINE flesh white shellac, thinned half*
i QUESTION: When we refinish-;mid-half with denatured alcohol 
jed our dining room several years’ or use clear lacquer, or varnish.
ago wo put m knotty pine paneled1 ' M « v F n i  m  B r i w i i  
walls, leaving the natural wood PIONEER TELEGRAPH
finish. Now it has become dark- First telegraph communication 
or. How can we bring back the in Canada was between Toronto 
onemal tone and a p p ly  a pro- al'd Hamilton in 1846. 
teetive finish?  ̂ w. ! •
i ANSWER: A protective finish 
.should always be put on wood'to 
keep it from becoming soiled and 
stained. Try lightening the pres­
ent color of the wood by washing 
it down with turpentine and, "O" 
sUel wool, testing a small area 
if the wall first. If not success­
ful, rub down the wood with ."G” 
sandpaper wrapped around a 
block of wood or. even better, 
use a portable electric sanding 
machine; then smooth the walls 
with "0000" sandpaper. Wipe off 
the dust and finish w’ith pure,
BLACKENED WINDOW SILLS
QUESTION: Due to too 
moisture on the window panes, 
the wooden sills have developed 
black stains. How can these 
stains be removed?
ANSWER: To remove the .
stains, remove the present finish „ *IUi’ ;int’ c‘on } 
on the sills down to bare wood.
Then apply commercial wood 
bleach, or a liberal quantity of a 
hot. saturated solution of oxalic 
acid ipoison1. Allow to remain 
overnight:, then rinse off all 
traces of the solution with plenty 
of water. When wood has dried 
thoroughly smooth it with ' 0000" 
sandpaper. Wipe off the dust and 
finish as desired.
GOUGED KITCHEN SINK
QUESTION: The white porce­
lain-like finished sink in my section out of the ducts and then 
kitchen has a deep gouge in it. joining them together, with a 
Is there any way it can be re- sleeve of leather. This breaks up 
paired? . the sound wave vibrations.
ANSWER: Most hardware and KVAME, ,NG LIX0LEVM
QUESTION: There - is a wall-
Plywood Cabinet Under The Sink 
Brings Order To A Busy Kitchen
SPECIFY
Valleys
r e d E m ix
Concrete






The charge for RED-E-MIX 
CONCRETE is small, $13.00 a 
yard (27 cubic feet'—enough 
to install a sidewalk 2 feet 
wide by 40 feet long, delivered 
to your home.
Similarly a garage floor or 
patio, measuring 10 feet by 
20 feet, can be constructed 
from 2*-i yards, of concrete 
costing only $32.50 , . . or a 
really large sidewalk, 3 feet 
wide by 50 feet long, can be 
laid using 2 yards of Red-E- 







and our representative will 
cull and offer expert advice on 
the project, and supply a free 
estimate of cost, without obli­
gation.
1095 ELLIS ST.
paint dealers carry porcelain re­
pair kits which are quite satis- . . . .  ,
factory. This may not be a p o r - .^ 1- linoleum on the kitchen 
maneut repair, but it will ccr- 'va , 0 ^ )l,,e Wl- recently
tainly improve the appearance. T1'1 chased. It was obviously put
on by an. amateur .and doesn't 
I SUMP PUMP SMELLS look , very good. Can it be ena-
STUDENT PERCH I QUESTION: Our sump pump melled? If so, how?
TROWBRIDGE, England <CP> in the basement smells. Especial-' ANSWER: Not a difficult job
town’ly when water runs in it or when at all. First remove every trace
Every minute that you can 
stive from the rote jobs around 
the house .becomes a glorious 
minute to spend reading the new­
est novel, or chatting with a 
friend, or'putting extra touches 
oil that cocktail outfit that's go­
ing to wow the boys at the of­
fice. or making a call-back for 
the Red Cross.
So it behooves us all to save as 
many minutes as possible—yes?
So let's start with the busiest 
corner of the house, where the 
kitchen sink is. Take a look at 
yours. Look underneath. If it’s 
near average, it contains a small 
rusty garbage container over­
filled by a supermarket bag. sev­
eral empty milk bottles, unopen­
ed cleaning compounds for var­
ious metals, an aerosol. . insect 
bomb that never did work, and 
an unexplained bottle of water 
glass.
And every time you rummage 
through the welter, you wa*he 
precious time. T,nn> to dream, 
time,to do, time to live.
Now take a searching look at 
the picture above. Note the towel 
racks. They appeal’ and disap­
pear- at a touch. The garbage 
container automatically opens its 
pert little lid when von open the 
door to its compartment. The 
edged she!f is ample tor all the 
cleaning aids you really need — 
throw the rest of it out.
And there's' still room for any­
thing the design'.".:-; hadn't count­
ed on because they just didn't 
know your family liabds — the 
good ones, that is.
A picture, we're told, is worth 
a multitude of words. In this 
case, it's worth more. It's worth 
the saved and hoa’ded hours that 
good planning can offer.
____________________________ It's your job to run a capable
'household, just as it is that of a 
|*\» I *9* | \  > ship's captain to run a tidy ship.
h v 6  U i8 d lo  u a t e , ^ “ ‘‘n tonm r  c'md-, cut office. There are other areas 
. of improvement onen to you, if 
you choose to use them.
- Your local lumber ’dealer car- 
OTTAWA iCP) — Five persons' 1't s a nuinbel" (,r fu' pLvvvood






Kill two birds with one stone. 
Let us install them both in 
one operation. You'll , save 






Phone Kelowna PO 2-2682




For excavating, grading or 
terracing, count on us. Our 
experience, man power and 
equipment get best results for 
vou.
SAND & GRAVEL
J. W . BEDFORD LTD.
“We Move the Earth" 
2021 STIRLING PLACE 
PHONE PO 2-4183
it Of PolStudents in this Wiltshire
claim a record for the number of it rains. Is there anything we can of grease and dirt, using terpen
people crammed on top of a .use to take away the odor? 'tine and steel wood. This is im-, iu\Vnnd;”  have died* "oT j Jo 1 i o r iVi H° m t* storage plans. They are 
standard mail pillarbox. They got; ANSWER: There may be a portant, because enamel won’t t0 May 2 3  this year, compared' ,vours without charge. Look them
10 students on top of the box.'Problem with the back-up valve! stick to grease. By using steel - w;th only”two nol’io deaths durin? over—there is sure to be one to
about 20 inches in diameter. in the drain pipe leading front:wool .with the turpentine, you will the same period last year, the solve the time-study problem in
i. the house: either it has run dry,;automatically roughen the siir- health department reported to- -v0llr Hfe.
or has a mechanical fault. I face of the wall linoleum (which day.
recommend calling a plumber;must be done anyway to cut the Four of the deaths‘occurred in 
promptly. ! shiny surface and give the ena- the Northwest Territories and one
SOU FD I f a t h e r -SPATS r cl- a g0°? ; 'bondr '-  /  tf*  in Ontario.ouTCThvM > SEATS 1 recommended undercoater and' A total, of 21 cases have been
QUESTION. I acquired some then the finish coat according', to • reported, five more than, in the
............ same period in 1958.




Free estimates for kitchen 
cupboards, carports, n e w  
stairs, cement steps and walks, 
glass and screened porches. 
Credit arrangements available.
And as for the time you'll save 
—if your family doesn't need it, 
vour community does!
dining room chairs with leather;directions.
seats which are qute soiled. How;  ----—-----
can these be cleaned? j m m
ANSWER: Wipe the leather I
with cloths wrung out in suds ofj 
saddle soap or castile soap. (If! 
some color comes . off, don’t | 
j worry : this is merely wornout!
; coloring in the leather.! Continue! 
j to wipe until the cloth no longer I 
picks up any color. Then wipe)
R. J. WILKINSON
for EXCAVATING
Irrigation — Drainage — etc.
BENVOULIN R.R. No. 3
62-M-tfc
r 4
Is Your House Looking Sick?
m






j : If vour fuses blow frequently,; er: For instance central electric 
irpur appliances operate ineffi-j space heating, even large centra! 
jciently, and your, lights dim or air conditioning plants need large 
flicker mysteriously then you are I electric service entrances to sup- 
' the victim of low housepower. ; ply power to these units.,
•The best way to determine w h a t ' When yoit decide to renovate 
kind of electric system will best your electric system your clectri- 
ineet your needs is. to first cle- cal contractor will; probably ad- 
cide how you want to live elect-; vise .you to install a 200 ampere 
rically. This -will mean listing the; system to save costly renovations 
extent of your present lights and, in the years to come.
, appliances .and the possible elec- Here are a few questions you 
trical additions you will make in should ask vour contractor when 
the next few years. you are renovating your present
Twenty five years ago the av- system: 
crage system had only 30 anipe.-! 1. Will your .systenl have space
res. In the light of today's elec-, for additional, branch circuits? 
trical advances a 30 ampere s.vs-; 2. How many extra branch cir- 
tenv is a pretty primitive affair. '• cuits will you have?
%
m m m
IKO Armour Roofing 
Taper Felt — Shingles
All Colors — All Prices
INTERIOR
BUILDERS MARKET LTD.
Vernon Rd. Near Shops Capri Phone PO 2-3236
It would supply only sufficient 
power for a limited number of 
low wattage appliances. In com­
parison with the needs of today's 
electric living a 30 ampere sys­
tem is as outmoded as the gas 
I lamp.
A 60 ampere system would be 
:equally exasperating for,' al­
though you might be able to add 
one or two major appliances, you 
; would have to limit your selec­
tions and oven resort to power- 
budgeting the appliances you do 
have,
3. If you are thinking, of instal­
ling central electric heating, ask 
if the system will accommodate 
this addition?
4. Does your kitchen have sop- 
at'nle branch circuits for addi­
tional heavy duty -’appliances?
5. Do other rooms, where you
may want' to set up hi-fi equip­
ment, an air conditioner or such 
small appliances as a coffee mak­
er, have additional branch cir­
cuits? ,
6. Is there an outside weather- 
,proof outlet that you can use for
HARDWOOD FLOORS
Why tlo it yourself ■ 
if we can do it . 
for less?
FREE ESTIMATES'




529 Grenfell Avc., Kelowna 
Telephones
Kelowna PO 2-1520 - LI 2-2770
VAP
Add the touch of beauty to your home 
with plywood panels. Remodel your 
attic, basement easily with panels.
Modernize your rooms with plywood Deco­
rator panels in unique finishes. Easy to in­
stall, ideal for making Room Dividers, 
storage walls in kitchens, bedrooms, etc.
Ask for it by name
SYLVAPLY
T rcndwall — Beachcomber — 
and many others
. Pinstripe
WE HAVE THE LARGEST 
STOCK OF PLYWOODS 
IN THE INTERIOR
This weeks feature: 
Walnut and Grooved 
Golden Ash
I f B
WM. HAUG & SON LTD.
1335 Water St. Phone PO 2-2023
Glenmore yard corner Gleninore Rd. and Clement Avc. 
Phone PO 2-3208
■ The more modern 100 ampere power tools, holiday lights or your 
system has. of course, a greater; lawn mower?
number of branch, circuits to <>|>-, .........— ----- —
■(irate -today's appliances but, the The first three-mile stretch of 
day IS .just around the corner the subway system at London, 
ivhen homeowners will need even■ England, was opened in 1863 wiih 
larger supplies, of .electrical 'povv- sleam locomotive!!.
M O D E R N H E A T IN G
Gives You Space For A Recreation Room 
And Saves You Enough To Pay For One!
«IHt’s sp iu r  you wanl, switch to compact Ant lies' Heating. 
If it's econom y you want, switch to cllkicnt Anthcs Heat­
ing. Yes, . .  the truly modern way to heal your home can 
be Ipund in an> of the, Anthcs Furnaces wc.l'ojittire. Let 
us show you how Ahthes Winter Air Conditioning can 
give sou a healthful summer atmosphere all wimer 
I ct us give you a I IF E E HEATING SI) R V l i Y a ml show 
you ri&lu in sour own home how an Anthcs Furnace will 
• • • -SAVE-MONEY . . . and SAVE 















Ji ) r\s \  vvi'ytwcr'i S
J /
- '■ . ' ''
... For Counter Tops
(Tiive new life to suur KITC’l'HvN BATHROOM. Panclyle 
is HE A I PROOF',,".,, 'd I'RAIH.I r  ; I.ASV TO CLEAN,'
A complete ranee of ntti'actnc 'colors .and pattcrijsj easy 
lo apply to all stirlaccs,. •' ' , 1, 1
See PANI-.UV ! ly sit the store tndaj , 'tlitre is a color t,o 
inaleh all j our decorative' 'scheme,s. , •'
flOr -l a y  services  lt d .
Tin1 limit naij|i|itr|v  '■.|u(,kg(| fluon 
1 , " 1 111! th e  , J llt l'l If .1’
524' Bernard A u1. « > '
ui n ! bil i'an 
» 1
•Itbnc PO 2-3356
f ¥  \ f>
u\
y:'-*' k; * •• Satin -Glo Latex




B A P C O  P A IN T S
Baptone
Washable wall paint docs the job, in just 
one coat
BAPCO Paint Obtainable Only At
s s r -




’ir.st Home and Industrial Painting1 Service
Phone PO 2-2134
SPECIFY W O O D  W IN D O W S
All inaicrial used in our saslrand windows' B.C. Coast Fir
i
All frames smoothly saiul^d 
lor paint,in; tarnish’reailvr
Hoiu'ity:■ the 'many styles of wood 
windows,maid) inn1' architeciural 
■dcsiyii. ' I.i,nv’• cws'i installatioii, 
•’ easiljj, tcplaccd and upaired. 1 r a i J
C»n he custom 'made : to \ nny 
size or shape, ’ ! '
flood insulators, non-condMcliyc. 
'l akes any finish, will stain, paint 
oi; enamel to any color decor, 
A lloui' staff specialist cjthjnct 
! , v - makers
.Wood will not rust quid in operation . ' .  . no vibration . ,.  . it’s best
ARVEY'S CABINETSHOP
745 Buillie Avc, .Noith of (,'NK tracks op Richter Phone PO 2-3358
PAGES KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MONDAY, JUNE t ,  ItSt  . . . . . .





Help Wanted (Female) Property For Sale
PIXLEY—COWIE—-On Saturday, NOTICE NEW DATE 
May 23, at First United Church. Rcbokah Lodge No. 35 Bazaar
Stanley Edmund, second son of October 21. 2 to j , ___
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Pixlev of : AQUATIC DINING ROOM NOW 
lmmfail, Alt,, to Margaret J ean; ooen for the season. tf
vourg'->t daughter of Mr. a n d -------
Mrs. V.\ H Cowie of Kelowna.
Lev. It. S. Leitch officiating. ____________ _______ _______
_________-51 ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS -
Write P.O. Box 587, Kelowna.
Personal
Deaths Business Personal
HO YD -  Mary, aged 74, of 2933 — —— ~~■ - ■ " , iTa r aNTEE D 
AbVK)tt Street, passed awav, in SATISFACTION uUAKANlJ^u 
y.-lowna Generrl Hospital pn ! in new h o u se  constmct,on alw 
Sunday, Mav 31. Private funeral aderations and rena.rs frtc est
service will be held at the Chapel m ates. ^ o n e  pO 2-483 J. f
of Kelowna Funeral Directors on ______mon wtd --------
Wednesday. Jim" 3 with Rev. \VM MOSS PAINTING AND 
D M Perlcv offiertin". Inter- d e c u RATING contractor, Kcl- 
ment will follow in Kclovna qvvna, 3 C Exterior and interior
PERMANENT SALES STAFF NEEDED 
IMMEDIATELY FOR HEATHER'S
Top wages offered for experienced saleswoman. 
25 to 40 years of age.
Apply in Handwriting to 
BOX 3734, KELOWNA COURIER
231
SMALL HOME -  RUTLAND
This two bedroom hqme is situated on a l j  acre lot. It 
contains living room, large cabinet kitchen with eating area, 
two bedrooms, bathroom, closed in porch and part concrete 
basement. Taxes are $35.00 per year.
FULL PRICE $5,250 — DOWN PAYMENT ONLY $2,030
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate






rixpectfully requested there 
no flowers.
VISIT u. L JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Deot for best buvs! 513 ; 
Bernard Ave M-TH-tf
BARBER ~ AND
Cemetery. She is survived by her painting, paper hanging 
husband' David, three daughters. Vour requirements, now 
• Ellinor*. Mrs. Harold Edes of 3573. M. Th. tf
Sic: mour. 'Da'edenav. Mrs.
C^cil Dodds of Kitimat. 'Mariam 
Mrs. Jack Bmitwell of K-lowna. 
nine grandchildren and two
indchildren. It has been STHOUM S .
he Bcaulv Shot), 2*J71 South Pandosy.
252 Open 'all d a y  W e d n e s d a y , c lo sed  
. . .  " Monday. Hours 9 a.m.-7 p.tn.
BREWER — John Marion. Mr. tf
JSTv ” uddTnlvBr|X w in g aSian SEW I NCI — f t f ™  
accident at his home in Joe diapes. guaranteed woik Com
Riche on Friday last. Mr. °  8 II
Brewer was 57 years of age. Mr. j Phone _PO 2-38-o.______ _______
and Mrs. Brewer came to th e .g ^ p f jc  TANKS AND GREASE 
district from Auburn Wash. ju*t'traps cleaned, vacuum equipped, 
five weeks ago. and purchased interior Septic Tank Service.
a farm in Joe Riche. Surviving phone PO 2-2671.____________ tf.
Mr. Brewer is his wife Nellie ami ] CEMETERY~BRONZE TABLETS
one son, 3 dai‘Rhtcrsr . - ciqers ’and memorial granites. H. children. 2 brothers, and 5 s sters Schuman 4G5 Ri01TjS0n Ave.
all in V-S-A- Remains arc l«i 8 phone P0 2-2317. t f
forwarded toan>* MondJij to au .. — _----  ---------- —— .1
burn Wash, for burial on Wodnes-, DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — | 
dav June 3. Day’s Funeral Set- j Free estimates Dons G ue^v^ 
vice Ltd. are in charge of the 1 phone PO 2-2481.____________ Uj
arrangements.^ _  251 — — |
WIGHTMAN — Mrs. Ivy Lillian.
Funeral service for the late Mrs.
Ivy Wightman of Rutland who
passed away in the Kelowna
Hospital om Saturday will be Kelowna Courier, 
held from Day's Chapel of Re- 
membrance on Tuesday June 2 
at 2 p.m. Rev. J. A. B. Adams j 
of Rutland will conduct the scr-
interment in the Kelowna KIND MOTHERLY LADY
WANTED
Teacher Wanted




Someone who is now Saiarv. 5555 . 'm , month, 
commuting between
. .  I J  \ /  versity graduation in Home Eco-I
Kelowna and Vernon nomics plus wide experience as!
a teacher of Homo Economics. I 
Duties involve assisting in the! 
inspection of Home Economics:
in schools through- ^  
nee. Applicants f '
1 must be Canadian citizens or Bri-
by car
EXCELLENT SMALL HOME
2 bedroom stucco cottage in lovely Glenmore. This desirable 
property has city water, 220 wiring and is close to school and 
shopping. Large landscaped lot with plenty of garden space. 
Full price $6500.00 with $3200.00 down.
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave.. Radio Building 








tisli subjects. For further infor-; 
mation and application forms, 
'apply to The Chairman, B.C.! 
Civil Service Commission, 544 
Michigan St.. VICTORIA. Com­
pleted application forms must be 
returned by JUNE 10, 1059. 
MANAGER COMPETITION No. 59: 319.
°51The Daily Courier ;- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - —
tf. For Rent
Position Wanted NICELY FURNISHED BED­
ROOM, 2241 Pandosy St.
248, 251, 255Kelp Wanted (Male)
u VVANTFD- E^'ERrENCE- REAL :*'ke position - as companion to p  p . modem 2 minutes walk
:  esta™  S T S , "  i — *»
| REGISTERED NURSE WITH 1 j
I dependent, 8-year-old boy, would 2 RQQM FURNISHED SUITE
references. Write Courier 
No. 3646. ^ j  possession. Non drinkers, no j J " . : ‘children. Call 595 Lawrence Ave..
tf i
Small Holding
K.L.O. district. Situated on 
2lij acres is this fine 2 bed­
room home. Has living room 
and large kitchen. Garage. 
Storm windows and screens, 
stucco exterior. Kitchen 
range and oil heater includ­
ed in the reasonable price of 
$8,500. Terms or cash.
South Side
Neat clean 2 bedroom bun­
galow-. Close to hospital. 18 
ft. mahogany panelled liv- 
ingroom with fireplace. Spa­
cious modern kitchen. New 
gas furnace. Fenced lot with 
garage.
FULL PRICE $8500 
. $2500 CASH DOWN
New Musicals Currently Add 
Vigor To British Quarrel
By ED SIMON progresses w i t h o u t  a hitch
Canadian Pres* Staff Writer through two acts of an amiable,
LONDON (CP)—Two new andl™mnu'n»1“™‘ which, apart
far from perfect musicals aiCj could havo bccu written
currently adding vigor to a quar-l .  ’ ,......
rel that divides the English thc-ihalt a “ ntu,> ‘“*0, 
atrical world. | BROAD HUMOR
One, The World of Paul Slickey, | It concerns an American play- 
is staggering through a projected boy who takes over the harem of 
limited run in the West End in an Arab potentate ns collateral 
defiance of vitriolic notices from against n gambling debt. An Eng- 
almost every critic in town. The lish girl infiltrates among the 
other, a concoction called One1 wives and captures the wastrel's 
Girl a Day, proved in its sub- heart just in time for the final 
urban tryouts that it possessed! curtain.
all the faults and virtues lacking The lyrics, such as they arc,
! in its controversial predecessor. | are perfectly understandable. The 
Slickev, the latest work from;girls are decorative. The humor 
the lively pen of 29-vear-old John! is unsubtle. and. by 193!) stand- 
Osborne, has a great deal to say;ards. inoffensive. A few lively 
and says it rather badly. One'.slapstick turns by Lucille Gaya 
Girl, an adaptation of a Paris:and Eddie Moiloy bring the show 
production, is a smooth-sailing,-to life. Osborne's adherents un- 
empty-headed piece of nonsense, jdoubtedly will dismiss it as hope-
i n e r t -  xiizRiTq ; lessl} sufitilnnd.A n u ib  MtvKiia . As t)K, dispute In vc-
Thc argument rages over the hcmcnce, the partisans are ra- 
comparative merits of the mean-; I)ituv iosjng .Slght of a number of 
ing and the craftsmanship that long-running musicals that ofler 
go into a theatrical w-ork. convincing proof that it is pos-
Osborne muddied the waters to sible to avoid triviality and tech- 
some extent by cramming his: nical incompetence and still drag 
piece with violent attacks on the in the customers, 
press, the clergy, the aristocracy, j Exhibit A is My Fair Lady, 
the state of public and private]well into its second year in Lon- 
morality and practically every don and solidly booked for an­
other target in sight. Not all his 
victims took it lying down.
After reading his first-night no-
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
364 BERNARD AVE. — PHONE PO 2-2127 
Geo. Gibbs PO 2-8900 — Evenings — Louise Borden PO 2-4715
Help Wanted (Female) | S “ ^ f L kk? c T f I il)honcP02™ 3
vice
Tn - ing and shorthand at 150 wpm and 
1U I tvping at 60 wpm. Phone PO 2- 
,7065. 251board.
Cemetery. Surviving Mrs. Wight- Babysit 3 days a week 
man is one son Eric in Kelowna , change for room and 
and one daughter 1 Doreen'. M rs.1 Phone Mrs. Brown PO 2-4906.
Don Davidson of Westbridge , c
B.C.. 4 grandchildren, her father, ^ IDDLEAGEd  WOMAN, LIVE, p h o n ^ S - S T 8 ^  ^251 i1' 
and one brothel and onc- tcl ; in.-Care for 2 children, modern j-------------------- !--------------- =------  L
Schools And Coursesin England. Day s Funeral Ser- witj1 ]ntcst conveniences,vice Ltd. are in charge of th c |Phone po  2-3365. 254
arrangements.
ROOM FOR RENT -  VERY 
close in. Lady preferred. Non 
drinkers. Kitchen privileges if 
preferred. Call 595 Lawrence or 
, STENOGRAPHER, HAS BOOK-1 phone PO 2-3873. tf
251'KEEPING, filing, shorthand at 2 b r ig h t - HOUSEKEEPING
I'ooms. A private entrance. 
' adies preferred. Phone PO 2-2177 
or call at 1810 Ethel St. 251
w w w w \
“Funeral Homes I B° ats And Engines
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
!16 FT. PETERBOROUGH CABIN
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone PO 2-2215. tf
LOVELY 2 ROOM UNFURNISH-
MAPLE RIDGE EQUITATION 
CENTRE
i The Maple Ridge Equitation Cen-
i Tcrui,ser , 'v!th 3® *);P- ^ ‘nritde . tre is putting on courses in riding ED suite; Available June 1. Phone, 
Lark electric starting outboard |for ajj ages and standards of nd-ipQ 2-8613. tfi
Our aim is to be worth* .of jour at thc Yacht Club. fioat No. 3, inf  right through to September. SLEEPING ROOM. 453 LAWR-1 
confidence. - ta ll No. 23 or Phone PO 2-2866. j You can take one, two or morejENCE AVe. Phone PO 2-2414. j
1665 Ellis St. Phone PO 2-2204 256 j weeks or stay on for the two; t f ;
— ~ ‘ ’ 7 jmonths. Accommodation f or ]
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY S  |
MOVING AND STORAGE 1 BPH.S.^W Ote;FOlTQUIck"SALE — 1956 FORD
for programme
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS
Close to elementary and high schools 1250 square ft. 3 bedroom 
bungalow v-ith full basement and oil furnace. Built new 2Vi 
years ago. You will enjoy the large living room L shape dining 
room, kitchen large enough for chrome set, two tw-in size bed­
rooms and one smaller. Roughed in rumpus room in basement. 
FULL PRICE $17,500.00 WITH $4,000.00 DOWN
C. E. METCALFE REALTY LTD.




For all >our healing, air conditioning and 1). CHAPMAN t  Co. and rates to :! Fairlane, fully equipped, excel-j
refrigeration problems contr.ct the experts. Allied Van Lines. Agents Local, Long 32nd Rd Walnut Place, Haney.' lent Condition. Phone PO 2-6173. 
. . r r i r -  o c c o i r . r n n i d N  Distance Moving. Commercial and House- £“ ,iu  s m s  1 *a r c tic  r e f r ig e r a t io n
2!>80 Pandosy St. Phone PO2-2082
ALUMINUM "AWNINGS
*Koolvent awnings. No down payment.
JUMBO ENTERPRISES 
I0.V1 Pandosy St.. Kelowna. Ph. PO 2-0041
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
hold Storage
.lai auu nuusc-   - - , TXT- <1 n-M -T
Phone P02-2928; Phone INg. 3-9711 or INg. 3-9717.




FINANCING A CAR? BEFORE 
ask us about our low1
TURNER BROS.
Major Appliance Repairs At 
Kelowna Service Clinic 
Phone PO2-20.11 136!) Water St
“  JIM'S AUTOMATIC
Appliance Service
Recommended Westlnghouse Service 
Phone , P02-2001 At Bennett'a
FRANK'S NOVELTY & GIFT SHOP 
Harold Johnston. Prop.
Hobby Supplies. Jokes, Tricks, Toya
Games, Fine China, Souvenirs. ' Puppies, budgies, gold and tropl
213 Bernard Ave. ____Phone^PO2-3o02 cal fish, tame white mice and; J’ou . . ...
PAINTING AND DECORATING I rats, novelties, pet books. Com-:c°st financing service with corn-
e x p e r i e n c e d ' p a i n t e r r d e c o r I . o r r , i g n : p ! e t e  line dog foods and supplies.! ^  Ber-
painter, also Disney cartoons for chil.1 bird foods and supplies, aquar-i ‘ ’
drcn'a playrooms. Will do professional | iurns and equipment.
job. CONTACT II. Peter Kuehu, Phone _________ ___------------2------
PO 2-1963. ; B O X E R  l ’U P S  F O R





1,535 sq. ft., ultra modern 
throughout. Hardwood floors, 
panelled walls, ceiling-to- 
floor brick fireplace, gas 
furnace, full basement. In 
new subdivision. Only, 200 
yards to fine beach.
PHONE J. W. SWAISLAND AT PO 4-4452
OKANAGAN MISSION
LOTS AVAILABLE
In this fine new suD-division, 
with access to beach, only 4 
miles from Kelowna. Natural 
gas and approved water sys­
tem available, good soil con­
ditions. School and commu­
nity hall nearby.
View these lots today.
- • ............................  .......... ;-------I RIBELIN'S CAMERA SHOP K , m )n n n .AUCTIONEERS 1 Photo Finishing. Color Films and Services K a m lo o p s .
SALE
] Fawn, black masks, white mark-1 
I acres Cattle Co., Pritchard, near
250.1 nnrd Ave., Kelowna. 250,
-  |251. 252. 262, 263, 264, 274, 275, 276.
Articles For Sale
Ready Cash Awaits You lor all house­
hold elfeots. Also goods taken In lor 
auction. Phone P02-2921, 275 Leon Ave. j 
CROWE'S AUCTION ROOMS
271 Bernard Ave. Kelowna
CAR DEALERS
SI EG MOTORS
Borgward and Renault Sales li Service 
112 Bernard Ave. Phone PU2-3152
Nlfthti P02-3I18
Phone PO2-2108 . ,
PLUMBING AND HEATING
T. J. FAIILMAN ,
Mon., Wed., Fri„ Sat., tf
CLEANING SERVICES
iniRACLK.AN CLEANS furniture, rugs 
and walls the scientific way, No satur­






As low ns Sil.oon, No down payment, 
Hal,nice In 10 years.
JUMBO ENTERPRISES 
3053 Pumlnsy SI., Kelowna. Ph. P() 2-3011
AFRICAN VIOLETS, HOUSE- 
PLANTS and flower stands, 
ings. Males $100. Delivered after
Phone PO2-203L J l l 'y  P h o n °  0 r  'w r i le  Gr0e11'  0  31 p h o n c  p Q  2_gm
5 ATTRACTIVE LOTS AT BANK- 
HEAD. 100x118 ft. $2300 to $2500. 
Phone PO 2-7110. 255
SMALL 3 ROOMED HOUSE ON 
1.2 acres. About 5 miles from 
Kelowna. Priced for a quick sale 




KELOWNA PAINT It WALLPAPER LTI>. 





2.19 Bernard Ate, Phono PO2-2II0
public: s t e n o g r a p h e r '
. CHARTERED
ACCOUN'I ANTS




102 Radio Building Kelowna
YVONNE F, IRISH
l.elteri, > reporta. circulars, bulletins, 
mineoKiaplilng clc.
Room 2 .till Rernnrd Phone t’02-2517
RUBBER STAMPS
SCHROEOER'S
Sausage* it Oellcnleksen l
rhone P02-213U 625 Harvey Ave. . . .
All eauxagea made on the premises. j INTERIOR STAMP CO.
- 1119 EIIU St, , Phone PO2-2065DELIVERY SERVICE
'  COMET OldlVKHY SERVICE 
Phono P02-29.15 
General Cartage
J(i« l.eun, Me, Kelowna,
'  s p e e d y ' DELIVERY SERVICE 
Delivery and Transfer Service 
II. K, i Herman l llsnnmi 
1127 Ellis St.
Phone* Day I’O 2-1021 
E v eP O S -3 m
"“" eq u ipm en t  r entals
' Floor Hander* • Paint Sprayer* 
i Roto-'I'IUer* • l.aildera ■ Hand Sander* 
It. It It, PAINT SPOT LTD,
|I77 Elll* 88. Phone P02-3634
7  FUNERAL HERVICI’IS
~ KELOWNA t'CNERAL DIRF.CTOUS 
' I'hope*
Day PO 2,3010
' , . F,i«; p o  J 30 b)
PO 2-300*
Sotisfnctlon ami Speed on Your 
Rubber Stamp Nceda
"SANI).AND "GRAVEL
ILL’. 1 Delivered .straight from our pH,
- Crushed Roadway Gravel lor your drive- 
'way . , , Phone I'D 2-11113 nr I’O 1-1372.
,1 W, BEDFORD LTD,
| ........ SERVICE STATIONS]” "7”
, "r" ’..........SUNSHINE' SERVICE.......~"7" ’
[I’lmne P02 ,',1.3131 1 Kelowna
I Brahes ■ I’nr Wash ; Tunedip*
| ,  Spring' t'hange Over'




No. 9 — 280 Bernard Ave. , 
PIIONE PO 2-2821 
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D. H. CLARK & CO.
1 -1000 LB., NORRIS . FIRE 
proof safe $200,1 Alien cash regis­
ter and adding machine $100,
1 thickness planer with' 1 h.p. 
single phase motor $100, 1 mar- 
t’f quette aceythcline generator $75,
1 large post drill $100, 1 Allen 
armature tester, type E-32, $30,
2 carvel built 14’ boats, with 5
h.p, inboards $125 each, 1 plywood 
boat, 12’ with 3>2 h.p. rewind out­
board $150. Phono PO 2-2611 — 
540 Cawston Ave. •' 252
LADIES' b h :ycl,e  “ EXCEP­
TIONAL condition, 3 speed, gen­
erator lighting front and rear 
I hand brakes both wheels, many 
I new fittings, Can.,be seen at 541 
'Broadway Ave., North on Ellis or 
I phone I.on Marsh PO 2-4489. Cash 
deal only $30, tf
accordTon "sale~at“w h o l e ­
sa le  prices, Several, .120 Bass 
Accordions, All brand new and 
eases at Paramount Music 
Centre, PO 2-4525, 433 Bernard 
Ave, ' 251
BOY'S NAVY' BLUE BLAZER, 
sizes 14 years, like new.
PO 2-2358 evenings,
f  'MAGIC CHEF 7 PROPANE
Lost and Found
Accounting Auditing , model range, In very good
Incoino Tiu: Consultants eoiidllioa, $1)0. Barr and Anderson 
1 | anterior) 1-td,, 594 Bernard Ave,
1 251
OUR BEST BUY 
’ $8750 CASH
7 vear old 3 bedroom bungalow 
with a spacious living room, 
lovelv kitchen, and colored plumb­
ing, in addition to this there is a 
18x23 recreation room which 
could be rented as a store, locat­
ed on Pandosy St. Here is your 
chance to have a home and a 
business. Full details from C. 
Hill PO 2-4960 Reekie Agencies 
PO 2-2346. A multiple Listing;
251
CHEAP FOR QUICK SALE. 7 
roomed house, 3 bedrooms, 
close to Gyro. Park, 220 wiring, 
full plumbing, automatic electric 
water heater. Few fruit trees. 
2 roomed cottage at rear of lot. 
Big garage. $7,000 with $5,000 
down or $6,000 ensh, Possession 
July! Phone PO 2-45116 before 
8 n.m. or after 6 p.m,
251, 253, 255
2 bedrooms, full bnsemont with 
ccdnr panelled den. Approx. 1 
Phohe | acre. Will sell privately open 
tf mnrket or under V.L.A. to vete­
ran, Phone PO 2-2843 ,____ 256
4̂ ̂ b ed r o o m ”  h 6 u se t 6 n OX-
LOST—WHITE PLASTIC PURSE 
Would the person who found 
white plastic purse, in or in 
vicinity ^of Kelowna Jr. High 
School, Sat. about .ten a.m. May 
30, please return keys in blue 
and white case, with sun glasses 
to Mrs. A. M. Zach, P.O. box 
491, Endorby B.C. Telephone 
Tennyson 8-7795. 252
other 14 months. Wed Side Story 
is doing almost as well and tha 
witty French musical, Irma la 
tices, the playwright dismissed ] Douce can't sot a date for its 
them with the blithe announce- k cw York opening because to® 
ment that there wasn’t a critic in ;ma„v peonle still want to see it i» 
town with enough intelligence to thc West End. 
do a proper job of reviewing his ■
1 work. I
] It should be noted in passing 
! that Osborne has produced three 
! plays in as many years—Look 
Back in Anger, The Entertainer 
and Epitaph for George Dillon— 
which have led the unintelligent 
critics to proclaim him as the 
brightest hope of the English the­
atre
POOR LYRICS
But the significant part of his 
statement is that his assertion of 
lack of understanding by thc 
critics is perfectly true — and al­
most entirely the author’s own 
fault. A large proportion of the 
musical’s lyrics are unintelli­
gible.
Osborne’s chief talent is a mas­
tery of vivid, authentic-sounding 
dialogue. His prose cracks like a 
whiplash. But it is evident within 
five minutes of Paul Slickey’s 
opening curtain that he has given 
insufficient study to the problems 
of setting his lines to music.
There is enough in the mu­
sical’s spoken passages to prove 
|he has lost none of his ability to 
denounce British society. But the 
production has the slap-dash, do- 
it-yourself quality of an amateur 
revue.




BATTERIES FOR EVERY Type 
transistor, portable radio, Barr 
and Anderson. 594 Bernard. tf
Poultry And Livestock
CHESTNUT HALF ARAB 3 YR. 
old gelding, broke, Registered 
Tennessee walking mares, one to 
foal in June, Grey half Arab 





OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Minis 
ter Diefenbaker is on record with 
a promise of speedy considera 
tion of applications to the new] 
national energy board for export 
oi natural gas.
He told the Commons the board 
will be set up Immediately Par­
liament approves legislation now 
before the House and Indicated 
that it will process at once 
several export applications.
Informants said thnt, the man 
most likely to get the $20,000-a- 
year post as board .chairman is 
Ian McKinnon, 52-ye.hr-old head of 
the Alberta oil and gas conserva­
tion board.
9 1 8 3
10-20
PRINCESS. PRETTY
Slimming princess linos fash­
ion. the sundress—little fitted 
jacket continues the same flat­
tering silhouette. Ideal for now 
and right through summer. To­
morrow's' pattern: Misses dress.
Printed Pattern 9183: Misses’
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 14. 18, 20. Si/.a 
16 dress requires 3:!.j yards 39- 
inch: bolero ,1;'h yards.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern .part, Easier, accurate.
Send Forty Cents i40c) in coins 
(stamps cannot be accepted) for 
this pattern. Please print plainly 
size, name,; address, style nuiq- 
bor.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Daily Courier Pattern Dept., 60 
Front St. W., Toronto, Out.
"Yuvir
GAS EQUIPMENT
n o t KtiAfi p r o i ' a n k ' i . m
SKWINU Hl.TI'LY UKNTIU',
I'lionn I’O') SO'U 13,1 Dim tin id \v r,
Sliuii'r 'HolLA.Manic Viii'iium Ctvnnrr 839,9.1 
lliii»h V.iruum t'lenncr 8IU095 
Smvlnii Scrvlr*. * Spri’liilll) , 1
SHARPENING AND REPAIRS
TOMMY C i t in '
Hlmiprimut li IDimli*
1U3 Klllt SI ' I'luitm CO3.3Q00
Fur IV M 'p  *ml Drill fry
rUH'k.8. SiwUll.t* Fur tVnlrul SI MMER COTTAGES—PREFAB
' '■ tik8ii«*»n" ■■ ............
1 Phim* roi-3144 lf*P rMtntMf* 57* |l«tn*r«l No itimil ■ piiyiftmt »- ,Vyn»r »crrq»,
o - o m i i M i i w w i  ’ .  v 'i!t>u*.'i» ii,-sl JUMItO DNTIinCIIISKSGREENHOUSES & NURSERIES
Kvtr*r«n». Fl.'wriln* Shrub*, Crrcnnl*t*.
Cottwl1 I'Dot* *nil1 Cut Fliwcr*.
R. ntlHNCTV Gr«o^ou»r» A Nmn«ry i .
141 GUou.hKl V *. »•)»)")• HM J5II 11 *•
i .A I tn iV A n K  H T O R K S  ...... I>lt.v|*i("i »ml III FI IU.IK. Spru|*ll*l*___^HARDWARE i;|4. in,-bin
7'7'.,*'iii faints
n»*lt» Wnthrr*. Frt»*. Ibrpp ffrM frt. .
1V»l*r l|i‘*lri», Mrwtr, h*i»8 A , ti«nlr« itUl l^N D  L'CHOMI F.IIY . ,
, lll'TI.AND IIA IlIW inr: ' co,1.1»IV .. , llull.ml n m *
I'mmo I y o n i nf luiiMint' A4in>li« tl nuiomcra
M'ORT<1AGEII:ANI)"l.OAN8  ̂ _̂___ _"'T* ..—
fo r t  MOlUYIAfllV MONRY I W 'E I.O IN G
r , •ltd N.II.A, l/« n * . twt»»ull GFNKItAI. MRLDIN’G A ItRI'AIRS
CAItllUllIKRA A MK1KI.R l,TD, \ Dr nmurnl - 1 Inin
Nt im n ard  Ave. I’O l i m i  KRI.OWNA MAUIIINK SHOP
MOTGRCYCI iS  aND niCYLLra
IAN r .  COI-UNSOS 
i«) rm» St,
, Kelowna 1‘hmve ro t lo M
1520 Kills St, Kelownn, B.C, 




Ineon'n Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
Articles Wanted
USED GOLK I’l.UB BAG, ALSO 
golf clubs, Phone PO 2-2465.
H , 252
TUP "MARKET PRICES PAID 
fur Rcrup Iron, steel, brass cop-
1487 WATFlt ST PH PO'>.36'll I'*-1', ' leud, etc. Honest grading, iin / . a lLi t  hi .  I it, 1 p *• ■l|DYpmmpt payment mnde, Atlas
lion liiul Metals Ltd,, 250 _Prior 
St,, Vimcouvei', U,C,
FORD Avenue. Immediate pos 
session. $8,000, terms. Call at 









1 Insertion per vyord :
3 consecutive
Insertions . . . ,  per word 2V 
6 consecutive insertions 
or more per word
Classified Display
One Insertion  .......  $1,12 Inch
3 consecutive
Insertions  ......... L05 Inch
0 consecutive insertions , 
or more , .05 inch
Classified Cards 
One inch daily . . . . .  17,50 month 
Dnily for 0 months .. 8,50 month 
3 count lines dnily , $ 9,00 month 
Each nddltlonnl, line 2.00 month
Property Wanted
PHOTO STUDIOS
.9A.il I’klldi'^v St,I Krlmvim, I’h, 1*0 J 30H
TV AND RADIO .. 7
A. TV, CLINIC™
HI,
I) PIIOLHT EK IvRH
;  PORTRAITS
with n Personality '
POPE'S STUDIO
Bernard Avenu.
Phont!1 SHEEP OH CATTLE RANCH -  
M-TIl-tf ''buy «)’ rent with option lo buy, 
“ ...i ll1 Have VI,A. Wilfred 'Ihorbhill, 




To place an ad In this 






' lor tour ottke:furniture!- "I" ' , K M™ntain ,TOI>
lW E t-:, St. i ’liono i'O 2-2B83. n.lj.iiu'.
MUliml H'lr,!
Equipment Rentals
F L ^fi^SA N D lN tr
and ;polishers now-available for 
rent in Kelowna; also,spray gtniSi
skill saw, I’llMltlC clj.,( , \l • OWr ..—,  --- ------------- Utr\~~nti\r" MIIIO ' J'lbl, WUl'l? Ill • tiro iiuytrn, unruu
ftiniders and rtlto-tlller, B & ” ;'MONCY i’O, LOAN,,, TO' BIJY,1 thom to your friends or put them 
Paint Spot Ltd. I or details phone i,,illd, ' renovate ■ or refinance, !in your album. 1 
PO 2-3636,;- M. W, I’.J l  n,.0kle Agencies, 253 Lawrence ‘




o f  News Pictures
PUBLISHED IN
The Daily Courier
Taken by our photographer. It li 
earj; lo ifet stnivenlr phfttos of the 
time you were n he news Send
Gardening and Nursery
ifOTo" TILLING, PLlJllGlUNCi 





light' loaht, t'lwtlo, 
|(!in. Phono PQ 2-8153,
Small Appliances
VANCOUVER PRICES -  GE 
Sunbcnm kettles, irons toasters; 
sample GE,,Fry Pans $14.95.
BArr and Anderson, 594 Bernard,
■ JUll* HIUQilli
\  Large Glossy (l’i  x 8',i 
' Only $1.00 ,
Order at the Business Office
MILITARY MARKSMEN
, Canada’s first team-to the mil­
itary rlflo-bhootlng meet at Bis 
ley. England, was organized in
If11871 by Et.-Coi. J. A. Skinner.
r
It's So Easy ,
to profit by placing a
DAILY COURIER AD
Just fill in this form and mail it to:
THE DAILY COURIER WANT AD. DEPT'., KELOWNA'
FILL IN THIS FORM WITH PENCIL INK WILL BLOT
to 10 words 














(Tlicso Cush Rates Apply if Paid In 10 Days)
NAME
ADDRESS »«■»»»»•> me sf  msHseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeM»Mi»e««eeeeê eeeei
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
BACK-ROAD POLKS- 
WHETAt DO Wff CAT?
HEALTH COLUMN
4
More Persons Become 
Allergic To Penicillin
• 4* »!«• 4 IH ^ P« |
i many, many times more lives 
i than it takes, but it is estimated
is no doubt about !lhat there have been aPProxi*
seem to be becoming allergic to; , t . unf0rtunatelv are 
thi* valuable drug and this pre-;n(>t too reliable a way of deter-
By Herman N. Bundesen, M.D.
Penicillin has 
lives. There
| KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MONDAY, JUNE 1. 1959 PAGE I
A year and a h»lf ago, lh*
Stooges were finished, wasned u p .\^ - Wtatm The Stooges, a show 
They had come to the end of a business team for a third of a 
record stand of 24 years at Co*jcenturY> found themselves at the 
lumbia Pictures, making shorts. I height of their fame.
Their knockabout comedy was' When they were ranking shorts, 
considered passe, the market for they earned 170,000 from filming
BCOTTISH ISLES
The Hebrides became part of 
the Kingdom of Scotland in 1268 
when they were ceded by Nor­
way.
By BOB THOMAS short subjects had vanished.
HOLLYWOOD <AP> — Here's Then it happened, 
evidence of how fantastic show The C o l u m b i a  subsidiary, 
business can be — the Three Screen Gems, released the first
and picked up an equal amount 
on personal appearances. This 
year they already are guaranteed 
a 1275,000 gross, ami the figure
Stooges are starring In a feature.batch of old Stooge comedies toimay go much higher.
BIG BIRDS
The world's largest albatross 
species with a wlngspread of 10 
feet inhabits Gough Island in tho 
south Atlantic.
al-sents a sizeable problem. jmining whether a person is
PERCENTAGE OF REACTIONS jlergic to the drug 
It is estimated that injections of ANTI-III8TAMINES TRIED
penicillin cause reactions of one! To combat the problem, doc- 
sort or another in 2.5 per cent of!tors tried giving anti-histamines 
the children to whom the drug! along with the penicillin injec- 
is given, to five per cent of non-ltions. However, they found that 
allergic adults and to 15 per cent'this doesn't prevent immediate 
of allergic patients. reaction because there just isn't
, Moreover, the number of re­
actions appears to be increasing 
by about one per cent a year. 
Naturally, serious allergic re-
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
enough time for the drug to 
exert any protective action.
Thus far. the best answer to 
the problem seems to lie in the 
actions to penicillin occur more i administration of oral penicillin 
often after repeated intramuscu-t Instead of by injection, whenever 
lar injections, I advisable.
Reactions take various forms. \ LOW RATE 
Anaphylactic shock, for example,) The estimated reaction rate to 
is an immediatae type of reaction j oral penicillin is only about 0.2 
which may even cause death, j per cent, a very low rate.
And delayed reaction, character- When reactions do occur follow- 
ized b y  skin eruption and fever, |ing administration of penicillin 
might tuke as long as two weeks by mouth, they usually develop 
to develop. j slowly enough to permit effective
Other reactions may produce a,treatment to combat them, 
rash on the hands, feet and groin!QUESTION AND ANSWER 
from one to three days after ad- ] B. E.: Is there any way of pre­
ministration of the penicillin. , [venting baldness?
Penicillin, of course, saves Answer: No.
K THAT SiWDI (IP RAIN f ICNAlS
‘JENNY'S SMOKESTACK" a cn«<u> Uianaf itlS, Sco*L>n4 
ALWAYS SMOXtS' WHSN IT 
IS ABOUT TO PAW
ACTUALLY THS “.SMOKE* IS SPRAY 
FROM A NEARBY RIVER THAT 
RISES OVER THE ROCKS WHEN A 
WEST WIND BLOWS UP A STORM
I
CJ3S08^ vm*/ALU*
STILL WEAR THE 
COSTUMES ADOPTED BY 
THEIR ANCESTORS ,7*
6 6 9  YfARS AGO
T t̂vHALEAMP THE
KAN6AR0O RAT 
m s  m  m y
AUMVALS tP
all uArm m r
HAVE 6 OA THSIX 





This day's planetary influences; 
are generally excellent. Both per-j 
sonol and business matters should | 
prosper, and all constructive ef­
forts should culminate happily.) 
Look for some good news in the; 
P.M., too.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that 
you have just entered a 12-month 
cycle which could prove ' ex­
tremely beneficial in job and fi­
nancial matters. Stellar influ­
ences presage gains on both 
fronts beginning as of this 
month. Those in creative lines, 
and those in fields bringing them 
into contact with the public may 
gain unusual recognition, as a 
result of past efforts and a will­
ingness to assume additional re­
sponsibilities, beforp the end of 
October. All should avoid extrava­
gance and/or speculation In both 
October and November, however, 
in order not to offset gains.
Domestic and social interests 
should generally prosper during 
most of the year ahead, but there 
may be brief periods of stress in 
personal relationships in mid- 
September and early December. 
The current month i also October 
and late December) will be ex-
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B JAY BECKER






410 8 2 
v J 8 a 
4 9 7 5
4.QS52
WEST EAST
4 A KJ ur  4  63
VK5 VAQ1076
4 A 6 4 2 4 KQJ




4  10 8 3 
*97 0 3
The bidding;
South West North East 
1 4  Pass Pass Dble.
2 *  , Dble.
cellent for romance. A possible 
change of environment in Jan­
uary could' prove highly auspic­
ious—and bode well for your pros­
pects during the first six months 
of 1980.
A child born on this,day will be 
extremely versatile and intel­
lectually inclined, but may lack 
the concentration needed to make 




OTTAWA (CP)—A civil service 
commissioner has agreed with 
a member of Parliament that a 
person applying for a federal job 
shouldn’t be asked whether he 
has ever been charged with a 
criminal offence.
Marcel Lambert ■( PC—Edmon­
ton West) said he objected to this 
question rbeing asked because it 
might create an atmosphere of 
prejudice against those who, had 
been charged, but not convicted 
of a crime.
Opening lead—king of spades
This hand was played last year 
in a team of four match in Eng­
land. The story of what occurred 
may seem incredible, but never­
theless it happened.
South was an edventurer who 
liked to bid psychics. He was un­
able to resist the urge to open 
the bidding with a spade.
West, though he had doubts 
that this contract could be made, 
passed to await developments. 
After North passed, East doubled 
for takeout,
South ran to two clubs, fear­
ing that one spade doubled would 
be left in. West doubled two 
clubs and that became the final 
contract.
The king of spades was led; 
East playing The six. West shifted 
to the king of hearts and con­
tinued with a heart when ■ East
signaled to come on. East cashed 
his tow high hearts and led the 
king of diamonds. Receiving the 
deuce from West, East returned 
a spade and West cashed two 
spades.
West then led the four of dia­
monds to the jack and overtook 
the queen of diamonds return. 
The defense by now had captured 
nine tricks. The unfortunate de­
clarer had four trumps left and so 
did dummy.
West led the six of diamonds. 
Dummy trumped low and East 
overruffed with the ten. It was 
the tenth trick for the defense. 
East returned a heart and West 
trumped with the king for num­
ber eleven. East still had left the 
A-J of clubs over dummy's queen 
and declarer went down eight— 
2,300 points.
South isn't bidding psychics 
any more!
Actually, the result didn’t turn 
out to be quite as bad as it seem­
ed. South's teammates, with the 
East-West cards, reached a seven 
heart contract and made it with 
only seven trumps when the 
hearts behaved admirably. They 
scored 1,510 points for the grand 
slam, thus cutting the loss on the 
deal substantially.
But the earlier, result strikes 
us as being more remarkable. The 
first East-West pair made their 











13, Shade of red 15, Paynuist
14, Related - e r’s list
























17, Polish river 20. Office seeker loom
18, Mr. Busing
19, Full of life 
(eolloq.i ,









































35, Large ice 
mass
36, Citrus fruit 
38, Heard of,rye
SlfeERl 
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\ I’RVPTOQtlOTE -  Here * how, to work III ,
• ■A1*  Y n  I. n A A x it '
U L 0 N 6 F E L L 0 W  ,
O n e  l e t t e r  s i m p l y  a t n n c U  f o r  a n o t h e r  I n  t h i s  s a m p l e  A  Is  u s e d  
it* i ' ^  f o r  t h o  t w o  C o ,  e t c  S i n g l e  l o t t o r s ,  n p o a t r i i n h iu a .
t h e  l e n g t h  a n d  f o r n j a t i h n  n f  t h e  W o r d a  a t V  a l l  h in t s ,  E n r h  l a v  H ie
r  n ' ; ,  m  ! v  V w  J ' ? . K  »  0  T  i r  T  A  D  R  M  7. J  O
' M M l i p  /  ' 1 P U A  U A O I 1) Y 11 i> L
, T  P  M  o  L  V  <V -  7, >•; L U O . ,  „  i i
i m  ’ * . Wf c;  A 1*1 '  s t r e n g t h  E N O U G H
F u L C A L t I d , '  E  M , S ,  9 , m ’ N r a  W  O T H E R S  -  I . A  R O T H l v
Start 
In Northland
OTTAWA (CP) -  The deputy 
minister of northern affairs says 
"We’ve made a good start, but 
only a start,” in providing edu­
cation facilities for the 10,341 
Eskimos and 0,840 Indians of tho 
Canadian north,
Gordon Robertson said In 'r e ­
porting to the Commons resourc­
es committee that only 30 per 
cent of school-age northern na­
tives are in school, More than 
half tho north's Indian and Esk­
imo population Is under tho age 
of 21."' v1 :■ -■
"A lot has been done, but a lot 
still has to bo done," he said,
Ho agreed with three Eskimos 
who testified Monday before the 
government's advisory commit­
tee- on lS.iklmn nffnlrs that ex­
panded Mucntllon facilities arc' 
essential'In their transition from: 
'the old way of life,;
1IIG INCREASE IN SPENDING
Government spending on north­
ern administration has Jumped 
from $2(),41)0,01)0 ,in 1957-58 to $15,- 
000,000 in 1059-00, Mr, Robertson 
said, Hnlf of this Incrense was 
going, into education,
Northern affairs last year spent 
$2,273,713 on operntlon and main­
tenance of schools, compared1 to 
$102,144 In 1919-50 when the de­
partment first moved ,lnto the 
field of northern education, Since 
then It has spent $13,500,000 to 
build,(schools,
T!ioi\o now' are 40 federiilly-op- 
'ernted'schools in the north, There 
were no federal schools In 1046 
nhd mily 19 In 19fd,
Northern ilffairs now has n staff 
of 129 .touchers, compared to 2(1 
III 1951, In 19511 there were only 
21 teachers in the north.
The total number, of Esklipo 
Atid, Indian children In the schools 
Is 3, 509, compared to 1,0666 in 
1031 and 236 In 1010, '
, FAMED REGIMENT
Senior regiment of the British 
Army Is tile Grenadier Guards) 
formed as a Ixidygunrd for 
Charlck 11 ip, ,1089,
U#C A
„W © C A
T h e  
F a m i l y  






'For Milk Delivery 
C a l l  PO 2-2150
PROMPT PICKUP and 
DELIVERY at GEM
4 - H O U R  
Cleaning Service
Cleaners, Tailors, Furriers 
- Ltd.
518 Bernard Ave. TO 2-2701
Boyd
DRIVE-IN
Tonight and Tucs. 
June 1 and 2
DOUBLE BILL 
J, Arthur Rank 
' Production
“ Secret Place71
With Bellndn Lee, David 
McCnllunl and Ronald 
Lewis
— Also —■
Western Drnmn in Color
"W ild Heritage"
with Will Rogers Jr,, 
Maureen O’Sullivan
Show at Dusk
. V:SHAKES I*!'.ARES PLACE,
The liiwn hall o f1 .England's' 
.StrailmU . na . Avon has an uim 
hroiien record of ,l,>nliIffs, mayor's 
and reywit from 1553.
Do Read 
Small ' .( '' y





MAY X GO IN NOY£
NURSE—? I'M 
EVE TDNBS-f
POPR-llM ALt PAULfc RROIARLY
m ix e d  u m  ! lorwe r e a so n s
W E L L , Y O U  W IN ,  \  
M V 'M O T H E R T H E  
C O U N T E S S ! M
THIS ARTICLE SORT 
or SCARCE m e , 
BUI... IT5MTSTHE 
RUSSIANS ARE AMIAP 
OF US IN MISSILES.
PONT 6ET PANICKY, CHRIS. 
MAYBE THEY ARB IN SOME 




TOR ONE? EVERYDW 
WERE H1TTIN6 TMWETS 
NO ElOfiER THAN THIS. 
FROM THOUSANDS OF 
I YARDS AWAY, Vl| (AN SIND
■WSasWB"
m « H ttr« « « .  nciuwiT  
PfA?6 ?.*') ^  Rtis it at draws it like a
A T O t O t y  M AfiNET. A H D IP S  UUIT O H I O 1 THE SPECTACULAR 
M ISSILES E E iN a  D E V E LO PE D  B Y  THE N M fY , 
TH E  A R M Y  A N D  TH E  A IR  T O R C B ,
TVWT CWT9 
WAS SUPPOSED TO 
HAVE SLCHVe? <X’Z 
PLUN4* TOWARD 
BARTH,
F  EITHER THC CHUTE 
W45 SABOTA6SOOK 
THH INSTRUMENTS 
IN HERB ARB ALL
o f t!
&  WELL REPEAT OUR 
LANDING PROCEPURE. 
I'LL FiRB THH RBST 
Or* THE CFAX3B3 TO 
SLOW US DOWN... THEN Wff 
HAV* ONg MORS
HOW OAN MOJ 
BB SURE f IF 











TWO LETTERS ^ANYTHING 











HE WAS SO HAibPy 1 
> I Ol DN T HAVE THE 
HeART TO Give HIM
THESE BILLS
SUIRE, GRANDMA, 
I ’LL SPADE THE
GARDEN FOR t---
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' ' Room JUST IN TIMB/XCAN<r l 
APFORP TO Be $Bm BY THAT • 
Q'POWPOAU
STOP,YOU CROOK/ YOU>R£ TUB 
HOMBRb WHO, CHEATBP MY'
UNCLE- OUT OF 50MB MONEY/
t
1 ,, • «'* • •
iYl-I BUT flow CAN MX)
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Heads Into Final
Minister Gives First-Hand 
Description Of Witchcraft
JOHANNESBURG < Reuters >-
TORONTO tC P '—Ignited by a . attacking the government pcrsis-' Both Liberal and CCF leaders
. . . . .  . . .  spark of personal controversy, tently over the natural gas issue, have been hammering at the gov-
plied by the witch doctoro to the Ontario’s June 11 election cam- saying the premier was protect-; eminent s strength in the House,
The witch doctor, his head decor-1 preparation of their medicines, j heads into the home stretch ling members of his cabinet. 'saving effective opposition was 
ated with ostrich plumes, and says Mr. Reyneke. because they!Jhjs6 week MINISTERS RESIGNED .difficult with only 11 Liberals and
knuckle bones at his feet, squats behove that if they do not handle j i Two cabinet ministers reigned three CCF members against 81
near the gnarled trunk of the old their raw material carefully it; A livelier note sparked thejjas  ̂ year after it was disclosed Conservatives.




thThe ^"Insane one" a cinewv Even with fully qualified doc- j with bitter exchanges of personal] 
young African, is seated in front iers available in the urban areas |crossfire in the last fewxiays bo­
ot a bowl o( weird medicine. some natives believe that the tween CC1 Leader Donald C. 
cimi-iv the tension rivps 1 ceremonial killing of sheep or j MacDonald and Progressive Con-
Then a live sheep is quicklvgoats is necessary to make ajscrvativc Premier Frost. Liberal 
Krnnffftt tn the w i t c h doctor, barren woman fertile. Other occa-jLeader John J. Wintermeycr said 
fraroine a razor - sharp tipa sions for the slaughtering are j  the dispute between his rivals 
knife1 he rips open the chest of births, deaths and to honor deadjhas detracted from the basic is- 
with nne liahtnine • heroes and 'parents. sues.
Mr. MacDonald touched off the
A BRITISH SCHOOL for deaf f School at Woolhope, Hereford- 1 school—Miss Mary Adams and 
enrolled its ; shire, England. In this ‘picture Miss Nellie Simpson — Ann 
Ann Kieran I centre > is seen ; Kieran and 
with other deaf children in the 
lounge at the school reading 
aloud to them from a news-, 
paper supplement on Canada.
children recently 
first Canadian pupil. In fact, 
14-ycar-old Ann Kieran from 
Hampton Station, Kings Coun­
ty, New Brunswick, is the first 
student from overseas ever to
the other pupils 
are taught the rhj -hm of 
speech by lip reading and by 
the beat of an African drum. 
tU.K.l.S. photo.)
il.__
the sheep ith one lightning 
swoop, deftly cuts out the heart, 
dips it in a bowl and puts it to 
the patient's mouth.
"Lick it,” he commands so 
forcefully that the "insane one" 
instantly obeys. j
SEEN BY MINISTER 
Such and many other similar! 
scenes have, for the last five; 





gas company shares. A third,-contesting all 98 seats. The CCF 
who held stock, resigned earlier, has eanaidates in 81,
exchange last Monday, accusing j 
Mr. Frost of running a dishonest 
administration. The p r e m i e r  
came back with a statement that 
the CCF leader is 
glib ridiculous, absurd man with 
no logic and a disregard for truth 
calculated to hurt and destroy the 
province's historic parties—Con 
servative and Liberal.
Hoffa's Organizing Plans 
Don't Always Work Out Well
By NORMAN WALKER | Another floundering teamsters 
iw... WASHINGTON <AP)—Some of;campaign is Hoffa's bid to enlist
reckless 'James R- Hoffa’s most bally-j millions of state, county and mun*
hooed organizing plans don't seem j ioipal government workers, 
to be hitting on all cylinders. j There was also an ill - fated 
It’s not that the teamsters un- teamsters campaign to organize 
ion president hasn't been trying.’New York city p o l i c e .  Hoffa 
There are indications he is spend- j  pulled subordinates off that at- 
ing in the neighborhood of 55,000,-1 tempt after a public protest at 
000 a year on organizing cam* j the idea of jiolicc being run by
attend the Wesslngton Court t Under the teachers the
Italian Inventors Claim To 
Have Solved Linqo Problems
By NIGEL RYAN "But our machine is different." 
thev claim. "Our machine,„  , , - , ,, ■. , nonoi oi reining iviaj-vieu. e m u  -ROME (Reuters'—̂ o  Italian g0lng to work. You see, it has a VokcSi 55 general officer com- he now is adept
" ■  * CHALLENGE TO DEBATE _______
Rustenburg, about 65 miles from1 OTTAWA < C P '—The transport At tho end of the week, Mr. paigns—more than any other un-jthe teamsters.
I Johannesburg. department will launch a record-MacDonald challenged the prem- ion. . .  !. T.h' s ‘' u l to sa-v Hi at Hoffa
! Mr. Rcvnckc is studying the leak ing  Arctic supply mission lor and Mr. Wintermeycr to meet> But some of his most ambitious’isn't getting some results. But 
subject for what must be one of June 25. ,him at Sudbury this week in a forays into new industries, other he's making most headway in
the most unusual doctoral theses public debate on the govern-;than trucking, aren't panning out small operations,
iin South Africa. After five vears More than 80,000 tons of sup-.mcnf y record, particularly dis-'too well. SMALL GAINS
of research on withcheraft, he plies will bo moved by a fleet of closures last year that cabinet1 For example, his try at organ-1 Figures available at the Na- 
Ihopes to obtain a doctorate in an- ships to far northern ports, an ministers profited from purch-iizing Standard Oil Company refin-.tional L a b o r  Relations Board
'thropologv. increase of some 3.000 tons over ases of stock in the Northern On-'ery employees hasn't clicked. Nor;show, for example, that during
I But what makes his research last year's record movement. tario Natural Gas Company, a has a drive at enrolling some 19.58 the teamsters participated in
unusual is that he has actually The fleet will include 13 depart- gas distribution firm. 200,000 Sears, Roebuck and Com- 1,023 employee bargaining rights
i studied Under 13 witch doctors in mental vessels and icebreakers sjncc thc election was an- Panv warehouse and mail order elections involving 39,422 employ-
VANCOUVER <CP» —More Bechuanaland, spending many and 20 chartered freighters and :n0Unccd May 4. toe three leaders , ees. Nearly two-thirds of the. bar-
than 250 regular army and militia1 hours in the bush learning their tankers. Move than 130 landing,|,ave Been Wooing the provincc’s';STRONG COhWLIITION gaining unus sought by the team-
„e-s attended a dinner in secrets — even to the art of craft will be used to move cargo,estimated 3,200,000 voters with a The AfL-CIO seems to be gn- sters involved fewer than 20 per-
ls honor of retiring Maj-Gen. Chrisi"throwing the bones,” at which ashore at points without docking variety of promises. ing the independent teamsters un-
Dinner Honors 
Maj.-Gen. Yokes
each. Only one-third of dec­
or cargo handling facilities. Mr
Inventors claim to have solved a; n c w revolutionary principle, mancii’ng Western Command. ! In forcing the "insane one” to q-)H, convoys will operate from been in power since 1943 and h e l d ; o r g a n i z e  
problem which has been worry-'so. simple that our predecessors; Maj.-Gcn. Vokcs, who has been lick the heart of the freslily.^lontronl and Quebec City to Hud- 34 of 98 seats in the last lcgisla-l” ' 
ing thc world ever since the.wcre too clever to see it." a s0]dicr for 34 years and GOC slaughtered sheep, the witch doe- son strait, Hudson Bay, Foxe turc. is campaigning on his ad
Hebrews tried to reach heaven The Italian invention, to be Western Command since 1950, re-tor believes (hat the contact of jjasjn Baffin Island DEW line .ministration's record. He is con
Frost, whose party has 'on a competitive run in attempts lions involving unions other than
with thc Tower of Babel: A called Adam Three, is expected tiVeV'july l.
translation machine that really do be put on display shortly. ' Today the general
works. — ...................... ..  "
Today, many thousands 
years after thc Hebrews
The new principle to which the, finals of a guard-mounting com 
'' 01 inventors allude is the introduc- petition staged by 16 British Col-
werc.fjon of a "mpanine language" lnuirr mainland militia
! the tongue and the still-throbbing sjtos I10lth of the Arctic Circle,! tending that its policies contri 
attends; heart makes the heart of his pa- and up the east coast of Baffin buted to the most spectacular
I .. . 1 • _ U I f  **4Jr*lrine* ’ . . . ^  ... n -  „ _ J  TTMl r- „ - _____*i_ • r \ _ 4--- ----------------------------tient realize that it is "ticking
too fast.
‘ ea i g la a e" umbia lower ai la  ilitia’jyjusT BE CAREFUL
punished for their presumption by jnt0 the machine. Adam Three, units. On Sunday he will take the i , 
being “confounded with diversiwj]i contain some 15,000 "symbol;salute at a march-past by the; The 
tongues,” human ingenuity still;Cards” which form the basic "vo-!units in Stanley Park. i'*“s
is striving to bridge the gHPicabulary" of the "meaning lan- 
dlvlding peoples of different Ian-! guage.” , |
guages. j The function of thc machine
In the last 20 years, many 
claims have been publicized for 
machines which will eliminate
will be similar to that of a tele­
phone exchange—to connect thei 
word or phrase of the original.
Island to Cornwallis and Ellse-:growth in Ontario's history andl 
'mere Islands ” I that more striking developments;
I The d'Iberville, the depart- are in prospect over the next 10;
, , . . „ , „ i m e n t ’s most powerful icebreaker. 1 years,
itch doctor who aopliv. , leave the main convoy at; The 63-year-old premier is fight-j 
for insait\ has to be ■ Reqolute. on Cornwallis Island;ing his ninth election in his home;
and sail to Eureka, only 750‘constituency of Victoria in cast-, ...
the North Pole. It'em  Ontario and his third as party 101 weiain8 3 . . .
tne ixorin He has suffered one de-iroundin8 municlPallt,f1s
careful not to let the heart 
the sheep stop.” said Mr. Rev- ,
neke. “If it does, so does the n^lcs from
TORONTO
truck drivers in the teamsters were so small.
i How much Is all this posting 
1 the teamsters'.’ Plenty, Hoffa's 
1958 financial statement shows 
about $2,000,000 spent for organiz­
ing by the national teamsters un­
ion. This matches equal amounts 
scent by teamsters locals and 
councils. And the national union 
sounds additional sums on behalf 
|of organizing that are not listed 
under organizing expenses. So do 
■The system the locals and councils.







heart of the patient.” carry a S l ^ l ^ i i S ^ a t ^  Victoria ? in 'hU  first t r v ! m c ^ i t i T c ^ m S  uTgood. C u b d n  R e b e l  SO U gH tThe care with which nuclear the remote Canadian - United icai in victoria, m ms y-', Tnr-nntn hnt “ it’s not fnr u s ." ; 3
scientists handle uranium is ao-‘ States weather station.______
drudgery for millions, speed up'language to the appropriate sym-j
bureaucracy, bring people to­




This symbol card is in turn in-
other.
J S y ° Wto ' ^ e ° r S L T ; ! « ?  *hich thc translation
store window.
NEW PRINCIPLE
lating from one language inttf an-;stantan£^ usly connectcd with the
:equivalent word or phrase in the;
: is required.
| "The basic failure of all prc-| oVrrNTnRV rT 0ll(S (rP)
jvious language machines in thei SEIGNIOR.Yt CLUB, Qu6. fCB) 
Prof. SUvio Ceccato, a umvcr-Last 20 or 30 years has been that Finance Minister Donald Fleming 
sity teacher of theoretical phil-1 thcy failed to take into account says he is confident his budget 
osophy, and Enrico Maretti, an:the fact that in order to translate’Predlctlon a seven-per-cent m- 
electronlcs engineer, know ’you have to think,” Ceccato said. | crease in the gross national pro- 
tbis. f  He described how he and his;dl£ t  will beiachieved this year
.'colleague analyzed and disposed He told delegates at the annual
Newfie Tourism Director 
Eyes 'Bread-Butter1 Folk
CORNER BROOK, Nfld., (CP>;shouldn't offer hunting and fisb 
Director O. L. Vardy of thc New- ing as its only attractions for 
foundland Tourist Development'family tourists. "It is a matter 
Board wants to attract "bread- of developing historical charac- 
and-butter” visitors to the prov-
in 1934, but has been undefeatedT°r Toronto but i ts  not foi us, ; , .
since the election of 1937. a . «rouP of Vaneouver-area off.-; f Q r Q u e s t i o n i n g
cials sav. • if
COMPARATIVE ROOKIES
His opponents are comparative 
rookies, first entering thc legisla­
ture in thc last election in 1955.
Mr. Wintermeycr, named Lib­
eral leader a year ago, is cam­
paigning on a 15-point plattorm
ince. *1
"Bread - and - butter groups— 
families in automobiles — will
of this problem. The actual p ro b - '^ c tm g  of the Canadian Life In-1spend their money 0Vcr wide 
D  D  I T  P  D  I  |  Q  'em of translating words had - > u l  a n c e  0 f  f  1 c  e  r  s  A k ^ i a t i °  j areas,” he told a recent Chamber
D l X l  I  L  D l  I J  beon overcome bv the ag c -o ld (that a number-of-economic, up-jof Commerce meeting here.
TAIPEI, Formosa <AP>— 
Chen Ta, 38, thought he could 
outdistance his p u r s u e r s  
when • he snatched a bundle 
of clothes from a laundry 
near Taipei.
But one man kept up the 
chase until Chen collapsed.
Lai Cheng-yi, 45 - year - old 
former marathon champion, 
held him until a policeman 
arrived.
OLEAN, N.Y. fAPt— Mrs. 
Henry Krakat woke her hus­
band Friday and said: 
"There's an elephant in the 
backyard.”
"That’s nice—what color is 
it?" he mumbled.
The elephant was the usual 
grey and the usual size, it 
had wandered away from a 
circus the night before.
A trainer returned the ele­
phant to the circus.,
NEW ALBANY. Ind. <AP> 
A 64 -'year - old grandmother 
won her high school diploma 
Friday night — nnd she may 
, not be through yet with edu­
cation.
Mrs, George Miller of Sel- 
lersburg, Ind., says she may 
go on to college next fall.
"I think I would mujor in 
business .administration," she 
said, "That looks like n 
pretty good field,"
PITTSBURGH lA P'-Juhn 
F. Lnboon, chief engineer of 
the Allegheny County .Sani­
tary Authority, Friday out­
lined plnns to use perfume to 
Improve the odor of the sew­
ers in his section,
Lnboon snId industrial per­
fume will be used to counter- 
net thc rmell thqt arose when 
insulation on one of four new 
incinerators broke.
been overcome by the agc-uiL.i 
and well-tried means , of the die- ^nds ’ndicatos the advance o 
itionarv Then came the Question-ithe valuc of Canadian production 
■|“ t a d ^ o S ”b ^ » S ^ i « *  and services compared
i r te 0rS h 5 a t S e by6 m S a S ^ E x p o r t s  arc being w dl 'mata-
means, of phrases 1t r iw te n c c s r  I ̂ l d  run ahead of last year and
, AcZ  'nJ  f J n  -con®!indexes of industrial production,
trouble has be „„n*nriPo nid 'labor income and employment all vie ion born of the cen uries-old rc cncour i Mr> Fleming
philosophical theory that man is
J ! . . !  J .  J  < n i n  f n m  i s o r l c  , S o l d .
"Rate of recovery in Canada, 
as in the United States, has pro­
duced an extraordinary demand
Tourists spent $12,500,000 in 
Newfoundland in 1958, only about 
a quarter of the amounts spent 
in both Nova Scotia and New’ 
Brunswick.
Mr. Vardy says Newfoundland
teristics—what makes Newfound­
land different.”
. He said Ne wf ound l a nde r s  
should advertise “our national 
characteristics that wc want to 
I preserve—our way of life, our 
tempo of living.”
Completion of the island's first 
trans - province highway is ex­
pected to . boost the tourist busi­
ness. Formerly, it was. necessary 
to travel by boat or train on part 
of a trans-island trip.
y
The 12-man group spent three; | n  E |a  P n h h o r v  
days conferring with Metro Tor-| Fla* IwW UcI y 
onto officials, and they toured!
the area to sec if a similar sys-i MEXICO CITY fAP) — Police 
tem might be applied to Vancou-1 sought a former soldier in the
ver and nearby communities. i Castro rebel army today for ques-
.......... ^___  ̂ Vancouver A 1 d c r m a n Earle jtioning in the robbery here of 3,-.
which "pledges a wide range of Adams said Metro Toronto has 676.500 Cuban pesos, 
r.cw government aid. He is lay-j"done the best that could be done! The Cuban, Alfonso Arnoldo
ing particular stress on propos- of an impossible situation but no1 Acosta Meza, slipped through a
als to speed up highway construe-one would take metro as a police network thrown up on all 
tion and to move towards mak- model.” - major highways, airports and
ing university education free to 
all.
To put his platform across, thc
"It certainly isn't for us,” he!exit points from Mexico. Sources 
added. ; said Acosta Meza, a pilot, may
The setup works in Toronto,; have flown to Cuba in a private 
42-7ca7-old‘Liberal'leader is stag-said Vancouver Mayor Thomas I plane. .
ing'the most vigorous of the three j Alsbury, because-area municipal-; Mrs. Marilyn Kay Thai of Mi- 
campaigns The Kitchener law'ycrlities "waited until their problems nini Beach, Fla., i d e n t i f i e d
is on the move from early morn-j exploded in their faces."-----  ! Acosta Meza as one of three Cu-
in* until midnight every day a n d ---------- ~ — jbans who robbed her of thc pesos
seldom takes a full day's rest. He 1 MEXICAN CHURCH ; on a street Thursday night.
seizing everv opportunity to; , I Police said the money had been
meet people personally, even vis-! The church of Santo Domingo'brought to Mexico for black mar­
king stumpin'* "centres to chat!at Oaxaca, Mexico, was founded;ket conversion; Twenty persons, 
with voters. ° !by the Dominican Order in thc including Mrs. Thai, are being.
Mr. MacDonald, 45, has been;16th century. 'held for questioning! __ __
divided irrevocably into two parts 
—the body and the spirit. 
MAJOR THOUGHTS
Advances in the last century, for commercial bank loans, un­
fortunately accompanied by a rise 
cn interest rates
he thinks, have modified this 
theory, and there is no reason 
why man’s thoughts should not be 
mechanically expressed, within
certain limitations. ... ........... ........... ......... .......
• Thc major problem, which he -that" this" step was taken by thc 
now claims to have solved, was - chartered banks without any sug- 
how to "rationalize” t h e s e  jgestion or knowledge on thc part 
thoughts. 0f fbe government cr the Bank
Saskatchewan Reports Elk, 
Moose Increase In Province
REGINA (CP) — The natural 
resources d e p a r t m e n t  says
of Canada," the minister said.
This led to a recent ’announce*;moose,’elk .and woodland caribou
ment of tightening credit by the have increased in Saskatchewan, 
banks. "I should like to emphasize A survey of the wildlife branch
of thc department showed aver­
age moose, density for 11 areas 
surveyed, most of them in north­
ern Saskatchewan, to be .64 
moose per square mile. The aver­
age is said to be relatively high 
for Saskatchewan.
Elk density was .20 per square 
mile. Last year, it was .0(5. Thc 
survey noted 258 elk. Last year 
86 were seen in a larger area. 
Tho g r e a t e s t  number were 
spotted in two southern Sask­
atchewan p r 0 v i n c i g 1 parks 
—Moose Mountain and Cypress 
Hills.
Counts for woodland caribou 
were, low because they arc diffi­
cult to see from the air, the sur­
vey said. A slight increase was 
noted, however. In the Wapa- 
wekka Hills, northeast of Prince 
Albert; 16 caribou were located 
in-fc square miles.
W a rs  of research have borne 
fruit in the form of Ceccato's 15,- 
000 word symbols, in. which he 
claims to contain thc major hu­
man, thought processes in a scries 
of two dozen major sub-headings:
Three years ago, his Adam Two!
—Adam One, the biblical charac­
ter, was "the ideal model," he is 
reported as saying—appeared as| 
his rudimentary blueprint, and 
excited much attention from ex 
ports,
Now, with more financial help! ■
'in the offing, he is counting on TORONTO f CPi — Rnbbi Abra- 





the guidance of Mnretti, for his 
■ finished production model—able 
I to translate rapidly' and nccu- 
Irntely treatises, speeches, letters, 
j notices nnd oven books fronvono 
| language into another
Temple defended koshef meat 
slaughter procedure, recently 
condemned by the Society for 
Prevention of Cruelty to An- 
mnls.
Tho society complained in a
Thc machine itself ls expected1 brief to n parliamentary commit- 
bo deceptively'simple. !tco Investigating slaughterhouse
"The thinking has nil been' methods that kosher ritual re-
to
thinking
idone 'beforehand," theprofessor 
explains, "It Is now Just a ques­
tion of mechanics,'
quires the -animal bo conscious 
when it is killed, so stunning 
techniques cannot be used to 






Koerner Proposes Foundation 
To Honor UBC Scientists
OTTAWA (CP 1—Delegates at a 
textile union conference have 
condemned Prime Minister Dief- 
cnbaker for lack of courtesy 
not meeting union representa 
fives after having agreed to do 
so,-
A1 spokesman in the prime min 
istcr’s office said later that Mr 
Diefenbaker had been unable to 
leave business at a cabinet tncol 
Ing when the union group called 
The prime minister had sent three 
I cabinet ministers id meet thĉ  
; group and hear a brief they pro- 
;scnted,
.7, Harold Daoust of Toronto 
Canadian director of the Textile 
1 . „ Workers Union of America, In
.speech Wednesday at the'union
Basis of.Your Spray Program 










Ilnbbi Felnberg snld the brief, mngnzlno report that Gen, E arle; ‘ nf C(> accused Mr, Dlefen; 
was "immoderate in expression, i partridge was prevented by the {-1
hUter In tone ami unjust In con-;Cnnndlnn government from talk- « ^  t ;' 
tent." He added that "Cnnncilnn'lng t0 tho .press is "false in its —K”
Jewry will do everything possible 
to minimize the pain of cattle 
slaughtered for kosher meat,"
. .  b a k e r  o f  a  " p e r s o n a l  a f f r o n t "  Jo 
tv"' ' l e g a t e s !
The TWUA biennial conference
VANCOUVER (CP> — Walter lumhln lumberman and 'philan- 
Kocrncr, prominent British Co* throplst, has'called for creation
- - - - - — — - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  o f  a  f o u n d a t i o n  t o  h o n o r  e i g h t
University of II,C. scientists for 
their work In producing artifi­
cially oW of'.life's key constitu­
ents.-- v - 1 t . "|
lie made the proposal recently, 
nt a luncheon of public nnd I 
professioiial leaders who met to 
pay homage to a ’group, almost |Street Law
itlrety. • ; adopted a resolution presented by
Mr. Diefenbaker the Hamilton local saying the con-
in the mngn/.liu., ormfimS-mM Prime Mlnls-
, not having 
with us , .
can commnnder hf tho North B
American Air Defence Command, C a i i r  U n
was held back.from visiting Can-; JV lQ l l l l l  1 n J d y j  ■ lv , 
nda for soiito time and then told,; 
lie coulU not moot the press or; 
give a press conference,
At no time did sitoh a thing 
Dlcfonbnker,
■ K i d 'csss* to [z : \ \ e Z C Z J R T i  ■*; t i ™1?c r u e l t y  t o  a n i m a l s ,  a n d  d o  n o t i j f ^ j i  ?  m l i n n -  H l l e f o n b a k c r , fo i
b e l i e v e  I r h u n t l n g  a s  a j , ^  _! P n .  t r i e l i o ,  A n Y o r h  ^  c o u r t e s y  t o  m e e t
Police Nab■ w r h w w  x nn inr Noimt m ! uiiti uii;  iun« 1 H ... 1.
Will Appeal To
Parliament
LONDON (Reuters'—The Arch 
bishop of Canterbury. Dr, Goof, 
frey Fisher, has nttneked pro 
, posed legislation to check prosit
happen,” said Mr,
............. .......... , JsfEW YORK ( A P I F r a n k i e ; " T h o  story Is wholly and fantas
unknown' to' the geheral, public,!carl)o, alleged nntlerwqrld lord of itically unjustified," ( . OTTAWA '(CP) — Paul Martin
headed by DMR, 11, G, Khornna, boxing, was seized by New York) Mr. Diefenbaker said ticii. |,lia UueateiR'il to appeal to the 
a brilliant young chemist, nnd New Jersey authorities today , Partridge has met the press at Cnmiunns for -pa'pers he has not
n r Khninmn and Ills seven- n Nqw Jersey hideout, , Colorado Springs, Colo., and had |)rf,n before the Com,
' ) . —  -• ' ■ Cargo; 54, had been n fugitive never been prevented from meet- ninn}( industrial relations commit'
tutlon in Britain ns being t0°  toe °'svn- (,om a’ io-'count Indictment




He snld ho could not comment
nnU irftf^ ibsV nnco^cnS c^^oS 'Y®rk K|'“nd Ho tvas on a further repoft from the mag
accused nf acting as an uhdcr-'nzinc thht U.S, Air Force bffleer;
tee.
The-Liberal, member for Essex 
Emit, former - health minister 
promptly accused by Fei 
“ r o v i ' h h ' < P C  — ' 'V h n e o u y 'e r  
(•'.IKIhgfiWuy.j of iryimt. to,'"use .this.
t o  d o  w o u l d  I n ' t o  m a k e  t h e  t r a d e  p r o c e s s ,  ‘ ' f e d e r a l  t a x - e v a s i o n  c h a r g e s ,  t h e  i n s i s t e n c e  W  t h e  C a n a d i a n  ' '  0 1 * ^  n  1 ,1UI
i t s c l t  m o r e  d i f f i c u l t , ”  t h e  A n g l i c a n  K o e r n e r  s p l a n  n w l* « f ,V l>nV ! n ‘  111 H e r l i i),1 N , Y , ,  s t a t e  | t o U c o I g o v e r i u n e n t ,  C o m m e n t  ' w o u l d  1 ' L 1?' M  d  ,
w r o t o  irt  h h  t)to c e s h n ,fc m is ^ ^  a p p r o v a l  A '  c o m m i t t e r  i n -  ^  c n r b o  W h s  s e i z e d  a s  l ie  r t t . | K n v c  t o  c o m e  f r o m  D e f ^ d c e  M i n - !  i i  ‘  m t
t e m p t e d  t o  f l e e  o u t  t h e  b a c k  d o o r  u t o r  p c n r k e s ,  M r .  D i e f e n b a k e r  ^ ' '  «  d e m a n d
Tire bill now going through Par­
liament would drive the trade out 
of sight with it# Increased, pdnnl'
lies for street soliciting bvrt *‘toe iiM.j-M .■ 1 ,■ • .region in St, llutJpi
mbit sensible and effective thing‘plotc understanding 01 tne itte --carbiv also, has'been sought on;he listed ns “ liaison officers" at
l i    i i   i
z y i n e ,  A ,  I t  w a s  i v ’« a * d c d  a s  -n  w o r l d  b o x l i i g  m a n a g e r  a n d  m a t c h -  ( a t t a c h e d  - to .- t h o  n o r t h e r n  N O R A D - .




14 days before’ picking apples or pears 
10 days before picking cherries
CHERRY FRUIT FLY 
BLACK CHERRY APHID 
SAN JOSE SCALE 
CHERRY' RUST MITE
journal, (eluding Dr, Norman A. M, M'»c
It should do «o "even, If that ketuie, UBC president, was set 
means Invading the plrlyacy of! up to Innugurnte thc projxisnl,
the traders." , ' Mr, Koerner envisioned a foun- ................  .............
llie  new law* shoidd also apply 1 dnilon with an immcdlale goal nf fred Corl, 26, brother-in-law pf 
equally to the mCn wlio use pps-'ssoOiOOO and the eventual creation Frank 1 Blinov 1 Palermo, n for-
o f ,  a 1 p r i v a t e  h o m e  a b o u t  12; 45 
a n t . , . - - .  , - ,
A l s o  t a k e n  i n t o c u s t o d y  w a s  A 1
said, m in u tes o f the governm ent')!___ ____ _ _ _  __ _ _ _ _ _ ! u n em p lo y m en t In sm a n c e  com m it-
" ATOMIC'F R E IG H T E R  tee' m ci'lln g  o f la st A iig, 18, prov- 
Tijc first U ,S, n to in le fre igh ter; lously  lu n u d  dow n by the com* 
S avan n ah , to be Inunqhed In n ilttee  sl'udym g the ccm iroveisla t  
: i to t « 7 a s  th e  w o m ch  th em se lv es, ’ n f a KHorana sc ie n tif ic  institu te  n ier  fight m a n a g er  an d  c lo sh  .»«• ||W ® . Aw ill h a v e  a cru isin g  ra d iu s  g o v e r n m e n t ', .bill to am en d  the 
h# a d d ed . ( 1 a t th e U n iv ersity  o f B .C . iso e ia to  oj Cnrbo, , 1 |o< 350,OOp m ile* . ' , > I U n em p lo y m en t Insurance, A ct, >
Fisons Dia/.inon lias been thoroughly 
ficld-tcMcd right here in the Okanagan 
Valley on apples, pears, cherries,, 
peaches, plums and strawberries. 
These tests have proven that Dia/.i- 
■ min's wide spectrum and low cost per 
seiison make it an essential ptirt of 
your spray program. Plan l<> increase 
lilts year’s, yicld—and prpfit—with 
Fisons Dinzinon. , \
Hi V
I t i 'K l s u n e d  t r a d e  n t a r k c ,  P a t e n t e d  1958 I ' rom Yof l t  
Local Supplier
W'fstf'm t.'imsda iilfirlbutdmi Uhlpman (Thrmlral# Llml^rd, Winnipeg ,
4
